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NEWSPAPER

DECISIONS.

1. Any person whotakes a newspaper regularly
from the post-oMce—whether directed to his name or

another’s, or whether he has subscribed or not—is
responsible for the payment.
paper discontinued, he
2, Ifa person orders his

or the publisher may conmust pay all arrearages,
tinue to send it until paymontis made, and collectthe
whole amount, whether the paperis taken fromthe
aflice or not.
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8. The courts have decided that refusing to take
newspapers and petiodicals from the post-ofiice,or
removing ‘and leaving them uncalled for, i‘ prima
racie evidence of intentional fraud.
&& When Agents receive premiums, no pe: entage
on moneys sent for the Star isallowed in addition.
aa We send no books out to be sold on commis.
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exhibited

lovers of the doctrines of
thousands and

Santal

tle wh

God, saying,

Da

rumseller

up the village, and his customers be-

How

huwgiliating

to

:

come.

his

tenants.

garded ns indispensable to hospitality in its
genuine Santal sense.

I have been

offered

curse in the

Santal

country.

that

the

mis-

sionaries of the Indian Home Mission (generally admitted to be the most. successful

The hard

What

serious

obsolete, while the doctrines of grace are

Christian is there, who will not
approve of their course?
More

heartily
of this

perliaps
genetal

anon,

ind fast lines of

Calvinism are-well

more prevalent than
Baptists of the New

have always

nigh

ever. The
Counection

given‘‘ prominence in their

teaching to the work of the Holy Spirit and
the God-ward side of saivation,” and could

always be “high in doctrine when the text
required it.” But they bave- never surren-

He, as he passes, whispers in mine ear
One magic sentence only,
And in the awful loneliness of crowds
1 am not lonely.

yo

TE

aa

ani

7

ugly

_ New YORE, April 11, 1874,
MODERN

MORAL

blessing

falls without distinction. of come up to us.”

But the change

is more

CRUSADES,

Thiss the era of the Crusades. ‘There

The Rev. Charles

H. Spur-

geon was away on the continent during the
occurrence of the moyement. One hears

Spurgeon hintselfas well as some
students out-arminiused Arminius
prominence they gave to human means and

Religious and other

demonstrations

to come,

idea is spreading

The

from

journalits, and is actively spread

this dread

foe of society.

:

This month we have visited the remainder of the

Santal

schools.

Preaching on

tour, and particularly in the neighborhood
of our

village schools, is most cheering,

for the seed of the kingdom

falls

into

soil

the starving

poor

may

be

provided

with

It is life that is needed to appropri

in

cashire, England, which was “caused by the
use of unprotected miner's lamps. Fifty-

three persons were killed, and a large numOne hundred men; left in
ber wounded.

veto it. On the other hand the South and
West favor the bill, and they are equally
urgent for hith to sign it. As yet, the Pres-

newspapers

quirters

Wednesday,

|

brought, packed e

having béen

bill, and strong pressure is. brought to
bear-upon the President to induce him to

ident has not

it.

viding for

is claimed
on

is

pro-

contraction

issued, would

cure the result desired by
tionists.
J
Ll

rrr

as

nearly

influential

among

are

Accidents of this nature

alarmingly frequent of late, and suggest the :
need of the utmost caution in prosecuting
the mining business.
;
.

that the

the books,

« proportional

new money

the mine alive after the accident, were bare-

ly rescued.

stated what he will do with

Meanwhile, it

working of a law now

‘Washington

se-

Cefrespondence.

the non-infla-

TON, D. C., April 15, 1874,
ABRAHAM
LINCOLN.
REVOLUTION IN ARKANSAS.
As I passed along Tenth street yesterday, I
An old dispute as to the governorship of
Arkansas was opened in that State last observed quite a number of colored people stand-

week.

ing on the sidewalk in front of Ford’s Theater.
I paused to ascertain what had called these peo-

Mr. Baxter is the present Gover-

“nor, but one Mr. Brooks, who
he was elected instead

but whose

claims

claims

of Baxter

were

at

in

that

ple to the spot, and

1872,

(hat time set

FREE SPEECH.
5
lecturwife
nineteenth
in the career of a border ruffian traced |- Brigham Young's
D. C,, last Wednesday,
from the dime novel and the story paper ed in Washington,
and, referring to Mr.
polygamy,
against
of boyhood
to the ranche, the mining camp,
in Congress, and
delegate
the drisking and gambling hell, and. the Cannon, Utah
women in Morthe
that
statement
his
to
bloody grave or gallows tree in the wilderfor, declared
provided
wel
are
mondom
ness. These rank growths have bad time
the cortrdry. She. then
to
knew
she
that
the
since
times
to come to fruit a thousand
related circumstances of sickness in Canvulgar juvenile story-writer began. his
non’s family, in which he had actually kept

to fourteen, it often wants hut a ray of kin-

work. The most prominent of these is
the railway to the foot of the Himalayas at

see

to

never

a dying

lay in the house opposite the theater in

but his name and fame

of an assassin,

hand

the

his memory cherished the

and

will be recalled

perished by

benefactor

a nation’s

Thus

state:

passed to their final account since,
H. Seward, Salmon P. Chase, Caleb

N. Smith, Edwin M. Stanton and Wm. Pitt FesCharles Sumner, also, who shared
genden.
largely tbe confidence of Mr. Lincoln, now
sleeps in death.
‘What has happened since? Universal manhood suffrage has supplemented universal emancipation, and to-day the great and good man’s
virtues are extolled by those who were his bitter-

He was indeed one of the simplest,

est foes.

purest.and most incorruptible chief magistrates
the nation has ever had. May his example con-

pa-

almost unexampled

tinueto shine, and his

adorn

tience, fortitude, toleration and patriotism

yet and qualify the lives of many of his. success;
ors.
Macaulay said that Wilberforce died and as-

hie older and sick wivesan bread and mo-

lasses, while his younger and more lovely

all the .delicacies

cended to heaven with

she

fet-

of broken

a million

of Abra-

that is mortal

All

ters in his hands.

said, ““is here in your midst dressed in fine
broadcloth and boarding in the most exam told, this
pensive place in this city, as

ham Lincoln has perished, but four million of
emancipated slaves will keep his memory green.
The

bills.

living in destitution and neglect.” A shot
from this Cannon would new seem in order.
THE N. E. METHODIST CONFERENCE.
This important” body held its annual
meeting in Boston last week. ‘Among the

3

FINANCE.

4

cousin, are

wife and the third, who is. my

nine

again, All night long there was little sleep in
the apparently doored city, while the great man

inet have
'viz., Wm:

The rovelist would draw no fancy sketch

‘While this same man,”

just

Great changes have occurred since
world over.
that day. Five members of Mr. Lincoln’s Cab-

of ever! home whose guardians would rear unsettled result ofan irregular election.
within t any healthy human growth.

of the season.

told, ““ It is

that fearful night, such as"I hope

by them Gov. Baxter, who is generally indorsed by

ones were supplied with

was

years ago to-day, since Abraham Lincoln was
murdered in this building.” I thén remembered”

State House, and attempts to maintain his
Meanwhile
position by force of arms.

rose to the first class, and soon

Before

leaving

Midnapore,

after

Tuesday, passed the currency

on

House,

The Senate bill as it came to the House,
the

limiting the issues of the national banks and

legal tenders, passed the House Dy" déeisive
majority. It now goes to the Presideat, who, it
is understood, will sign it, so that it may be considered the law of the land. It remains to be

finances,

seen what effect it will hav€ upgn. our
and

upon business

of parties.

future

upon-the

interesting items of business was the report of the Secretary of the church exten-

To oppose it further is useless.

ing thre eight years since ‘the organization,

may be arrived at by all who will’view the situation calmly and dispassionately, it is not so bad

sion Society, in which it appeared that durthe

board

had

collected

and

disbursed

is

it '

I have only space to remark in regardito the
crusade here, that we have two large temperance mass meetings a week,held under the auspices of the Union in our larger churches; some
six or seven women prayer-meetings, held in
different districts of the city daily; and a general prayer meeting on each afternoon at 5 1-2
o'clock, which is well attended.
The energy
and enthusigém do not abate. Whether Congress will do anything to give us hetter laws ‘is

rere-

ceived donations from the Society. The
total number of Methodist churches was
of

however,

‘which 4,036 bad been built dur-

ing the 'last seven years. About one-twelfth
of all the churches and more-than one-

doubtful.

:
CHARITY.

he

theaters, concerts, fairs, &c., are being laid under

land in millions ‘of story papers, ‘¢ thick thirteen miles and a half, and if. placed contribution in aid of ch-rity, and it may be
leaves in Vallambrosa.” A gentleman within three miles of each other, would hoped that while all this sound and bustle is exas
happy privilege to baptize him with others,
‘| temporized
that the results in solid contributions
Washington, who spent a Sunday at reach across the continent.
and welcome them to the fellowship of the | from
may show some adequate returns for all the ex'/ A LIBERAL SIGN.
recent case in

was converted, and in Dec., '71, it was my

| little church. ' A year ago the aged parents
of this young man came to visit him, and

heard from his lips the precious message

of the gospel. They were poor, and seeing
their son in prosperous. circumgtances they
decided to join him, and so went back to

my house lately, related a

‘one of the prominent families of that city,
which had "been with pains and ‘expense

kept ‘out of the newspapers.

in which they use that mémber. =

h

pensive parade and loud sounding of trumpets.
Close up the liquor shops and our local charities

An eminent banker of New York, a Hebrew in race and faith; bas set apart ‘the

will hardly be required.

The story- money requisite to found at Cornell Uni-

rum and tobacco, and the poor lack bread.

of

©“

short time,—the Ville de Havre, theBurope

and the Amerique.—The steamship” Neder-

land, from Antwerp

vin Liverpool, is re-

ported stranded on the New

Jersey. coast.

—By a collision with the steamer

Ilinois,

ment for all who shall attempt to abridge or interfere with these rights on account of color, .
condition, or previous servitude.
It is supposed
that this bill will pass both Houses; before the -

end of tl
nt
.
ome, vf v1e THE
prose FINAL
Session
ADJOURNMENT,
Some of ' the members of Congress

are anxi

to -hasten-the time of adjournment, and obi
if possible,to reach it at air-ear]y day. . But with
the appropriation bills still un
od, and other
important legislation still held in abeyance, ‘it is
doubtful if adjournment is reached before the
first, and pertiaps the middle, of July. Congress
is now paid an annual salary, and many therefore are desirous to get-away as soou as possible,

and

this may

hurry

up the Work, and possibly

may lead to the neglett of some« mportant busi‘Mess.
d
2 PHAROS

-»

PE
58.

——

to con-

zens, and provides severe penalties 43 a punish-

hurricane was

third vessel of ' the French line lost vithin a

The bill is said

tain all the substantial prineiples for which Mr.
Sumner contended.
It secures to colored people the same rights and
privileges..in respect, to
all public conveyances,
hotel, theaters, schools,
&c., as those enjoyed by their white fellow-citi-

encountered of the Bind
day 4 in questiyn,and that | :
of sinking ; the passengers and the crew
being picked up by vessels in the inmediate
vicinity and landed at Brest. Thi is the

CIVIL RIGHTS. -

bill, with amendments.

No

oi the‘point

How

Mr. Frelinghuysed, from the majority of the
Judiciary Committee on the part of the Senate,
reported, on Tuesday, Mr. Sumuner’s Civil Rights

lives were lost, except that of the second
lieutenant, Gaillard. - The few particulars

the vessel was abandoned when

among

Jong shall these things be? Let a Christian and
moral people answer by their influence and their
votes. The old prophets of the Lord denounced’
the Jews for just such sins as we are.guilty of.

foundered at sea near Ushant, off the coast

received show that a violent

of those

devoted to the
purchase of bread and clothing
in the diamshops. The government, the rumsellers say, collects $90,000,000 revenue upon

Heidelberg, and will immediately begin his
lectures at Ithaca.
‘MARINE DISKSTERS.
The Amerique, another steamer of the
French General Transatlantic Company,

of Brittany, on Tuesday of ‘ast week.

Most

us who claim our contributions, even in these
hard Sip
Seaske the money
which should be

versity a lectureship of Hebrew History and
Literature, anda very - accomplished young
scholar, Dr. Felix Adler, son of the late
Rabbi Adler of New York,has been selected
to fill the place. He is a graduate of Co-

jumbia College and of the University

.

TEMPERANCE.

were only aided by loan. “There had been
returned to this fund, after having been
The board had aided
ased, $26,519.90.

14,500,

do the best

as the inflationists feared it might be, nor
what the rigid contractionists demanded.

$708,148.84, of which $187,424.18 belonged
to the loan fund, from which the churches

1,205 churches, most of them having
ceived loans; a number, however, had

To

we
can with it, since it is the law, is now the
duty of the people.
One satisfactory conclusion

went

bitten boy ‘had dieappeared with several
Even the Royal wedding was only a tembundred dollars from his mother’s purse;
and telegraph as far as
™
porary and passing relief to newsmongers.
home fo bring. their traced by detective
are girdling the north with a belt of reviv- Our’ present *‘ ministry” is designated a their distant jungle
there arrested in accouwas
, he
An elder brother of this Chris- Pittsburgh
ed churches. - They are blessed of God in « Ministry of all the Taps,” as the Glad- children.
modeled, as far as the slop shops
terments
also, leaving his’ Suntal
uniting together many Christian bréthren stone ministry ‘was the ** Ministry of all the tian youth came
| of Potomac wharves could afford, upon the
house, because her
father's
her
at
wife
in this work. The spirit of co-operation Talents.” The country has been too prosns he had read of brigand cosgive her up, lest she descriptio
"and friendly provocation of zeal shown in perous and has become luxurious and’ con- parents wofild not:
shirt, belt, knife, pistol, whistume~red
Glasgow is remarkable. = All’ denomina- servative; a little hard weather will soon should become a Christian. This brother key-flask, etc.,—with a ticket in his pocket
Last
and the mother soon were conyerted.
tions unite iii meeting for prayer and praise, occasion a reaction.
The over the Pacific railroad to some station on
place.
this
at
both
baptized
1
August
and for the reading of the Scriptures.
TuoMAS GOADBY.
the plains. Such examples as these are
father clung tenaciously to his old supersti
Special attention has been paid to the
o-b-O-4-0
comparatively happy ones, where as aforein
>
re
tions, but much prayer was offered: up
young men of*Glasgow. Prayer is offered
poisen acts so promptly and viohis behalf. The mother, one of the hap- said the
this week for a special blessing ‘on young
The shortest and surest way to live with
an emetic, ‘that itis thrown off
as
lently
1
piest saints» I ever knew (she sits yonder
, men.
Mr. Moody has addressed-as many
honor in the world, is to be in reality -wh at
the child’s life is saved—if he
and
once,
at
banspinning in the shade of our beautiful
as 8000 young men at one meeting.
hak
| you would appear to be; and if we observe, yan as I write this), always begged us to doesn’t take any more.
There can be no doubc that whay was a we shall find that all human virtues into see
like
should
I
calendar,
the
pray for her ‘old man," and her uncon- | Next on
few years ago unknown or regarded with crease and strengthen themselves by the
passes
that
slanginess
the
against
seemcrusade
a
prayers
own
verted children ; and her
“suspicion by many of-our ministers, is now practice and experience of them.
for realism and spirit in the delineations of
od oue unbroken petition, one eager, anxthey
think
who
persons
finding & permanent place among the
There are many
d storyto God in behalf of her dear ones. child life by our best intentione
church's agencies and in its deep and true; are ‘Christians because they have had ex- fous cry
supposed,
Itis
women.
especially
writers,
was
man”
The answer came, The “old
experience.
To enlarge the area of the perience ; but they do not feel it to be their.
boy can be {* put
baptized last December, and this month a 1 kvow, that no modernhold
acues
tong
their
use
to
and
daty
an
Christi
up the mirror
~ Lord's kingdom by an earnest, zealous
to
us
so
stage”
the
daughter and another son. THe daughter- upon
volley of
regular
enthusiastic evangelism is a common aim cording to the laws of kindness. Nor do
the
without
nature,
to’
parents,
her
from
ih-law has been brought
vulgutter
To start men in the they think, in the confession of their sins,
other
and
with our churches,
and « bully” and * jolly”
are the eldest son and his wife have come
is
mistake
That
mouth.
Christian life is found to be a supe way of to confess that day in and day out, they
his
her
from
and
garisws
settled here, the eldest daughter
Ving.
promoting growth in the, Christian life as making somebody unhappy by the nanver husband bie come too, ‘and only one yetto be fully appreciated.
ey sings it, and a stirring among, dry
bones takes place wherever.they go. They

Shy

‘dead, arrived in London

fourth of the number built since the Sociesaved by
| ty's organization —had received its aid.” Large sndrextensive preparations are going
and
ic,
epidem
are
impulses
| These reckless
forward here,in. behalf of our charities, The
with which. they out to teach school among his own _ people,
their poison germs-are scattered over the These churches, side by side, would reach

__jn hese midland counties that now on this | agencies and the weal
side and now on that, to-day in a village in pressed home the gespel message upon the
3
Nottinghamshire, to-morrow in a village in sinner’s conscience.
is a boon
Liecestershire extraordinary interest is felt
Parliament
of
assembling
The
in religion,and conversions to God are unus- to our daily’ papers. * Since the Tichborne
ually numerous.
But nothing equals the case was §0 oempletely dismissed, there
ork in Glasgew, in Edinburgh
and the has been no great news. The Aghantee
rth generally,
for extent and power. Mr. war could never be popular, and continentoody preaches the gospel,. and Mr. San- al politics tend to weariness and confusion.

well,

It is‘calculat-

\ His remains received distinguished honor
FINANCIAL,
in England, and all the geographical socieThe bill by which Congress has voted to ties in the world scem to be taking suitable
increase the paper money circulation of the memorial action. The greatd¥t explorer of
country to $400,000,000, on
{lie
Pronavicy Sgnaitite to. become [S oe
snéoRING MINING ACCIDENT.
is justly regarded as one of {he most impor-,
Last Wednesday, a terrific explosion octant bills, involving, as it does, so many curred in a coal mine at Dunkinfield, Lancalled to

his cleai-pointed and elastic pen to the same

‘theme.

LIVINGSTONE'S REMAINS.

:

dred fire, to leap into startling developd
;
ment.
of
frequently
.
published
been
ie
have
Cases
Darjeeling.
they
that
believe
to
reason
have
I
but
late,
is
it
test”
prayer
*‘the
of
In these days
most reviving to believing” hearts to wit- have been far oftener suppressed—as might
The president of a
ness the displays of Divine niercy in an- ‘indeed be foreknown.
danger,
scouted..the
who
college
I
femalp
people.
his
of
swer to the petitions
a single instance among was induced to test ‘it by a. quiet .inquiry
wish to re
those
many, that may carry cheer and comfort amang his pupils, as to how many of
runattempted
actually
ever
had
girls
very
urgent
their
to some hearts now pressing.
ning away ‘from home. The things he
requests at the great mercy seat.
were astonishing, both in kind and
About five years ago a Santal lad entered learned
“For instance, two of them setnumber.
He
of his our Training School at Midnapore.
at midnight, were only
together
off
ting
in the proved to be a quick scholar, and soon
the aceident of missing the train.

sect or party. I have spoken of our Estab- in the point of view than in anything else.
lished Church as undertaking ‘‘ missions,” The charity that believeth all things, and
“protracted meetings” and simultaneous hopeth all things, niakes many discoveries.
daily evangelistic services. Notwithstand- There i$ an essential difference between the
ing the chilling atmosphere of the Estab- | Calvinistic and anti-Calvinistic systems of
lishment, and the diction of one
of her theology; but when adherents of oppo_ Bishops that “revivals do not suit the site schools of thought unite in saying with:
genius of the church of England,” the work J St. Paul,—*By the grace of God I am what
. of grace continues in London and in some
I am,” and “*by grace are we saved through
provincial towns.
Mr. James Spurgeon faith, and that not, &f ourselves,it is the
speaks of a remarkable awakening at the gift of God,”—what more is needed for
Metropolitan Tabernacle. In a few weeks, Christian fellowship, sympathy and co-ope- about 150 new converts were received into ration ? I have thought sometimes that Mr.

the church.

|,

+ The remains of the celebrated explorer,
Dr. Livingston, who it seems is now really .

from
| 927 comein under this decision willienot the distant regions of Africa where salt,
he
died.
©
| exceed $100,000.

in a measure prepared for it. Owing to
dered the pripciple of human responsibility thé prospect Of Iamine Im tis marthern
| northe doctrine of the universality of the and western parts of the territory we oc- Work, and their fruit is rife on every state
Christ;
in
live
who
atoning werk of Christ. Mr. Spurgeon cupy, the attendance on our Santal schools gallows in the union tosuay. Tho literary
Ah, what a life is theirs
ride
annalsof the criminal generation that now
How vast the mystery!
says wisely, “It may be said ‘that we have will, T fear, fall off a good deal.
The
Reaching in hight to heaven, and in its depth
down to these brethren quite as much distress is already being felt over a large swarm upon the land are beneath the nogone
The vnfathomed sea!
tice of the local -itemist. In general, it is
As they have come. up to us, and this is
—Selected.
section of the Midnapore district and in
when some son of respectable parents
only
not
certainly
have
.We
possible.
very
so
proper,
the adjoining districts. 7Orissa
METIS
We BY
ie:
thrown away the Five Points, but we may sorely Stricken in 66, will partially escape is caught in and rescued from some woEnglish Correspondence.
have gained other five, and far from Jus to this time, it is hoped, for the rain-fall there couth and unreal adverture of his own deCe
——
deny it.” Here lies the jist of the: whole was good and the rice crop of medium size. vising—some sort of complete and “sudden
CriLwELL COLLEGE, ENGLAND, ¢
| question. Calvinism with Mr. Spurgeon The Orissa of this” famine will be Behar, eructation of the *¢ perilous stuff,” as an
March 27, 1874.
is the gospel of Jesus Christ; the discovery where thousands are now suffering for lack overdose of poison saves its victim—that
The present season of nature is the sym- that the gospelin all its fullness, freeness of food. Bus, thanks to our governors, the public hear of the strange imitative
bol of the condition of our churches.
It is and power is preached and loved by so-calla boy’s mind by colthe bitter experiences of 1866 ave not to be spell cast npon many
the spring-time of revival, Everywhere ed Arminians isa ‘discovery of Calvinism
For itis said
savageism.
of
pictures
ored
repeated. The government is wide-awake
our churches are either enjoying or praying where it was supposed
to be wanting. to its responsibility, and large supplies of that there is a touch of the ancestral savfor new fife. , -Hardly any Christian denom- When the discovery is made it is thought rice are being - imported from Burmah. age left lurking somewhere in each of us;
ination holds aloof from the movement.
“we have come downto them and they have Public works are-being projected, so that and in the lusty animal vitality of twelve

The

eleven lives were lost.

ed by the committee that the total amount
of claims from insurance . companies which

Correspondence.

. Neg York

the terrible apthe

receipts from war premiom.

go éxept thou bless me.” ;

petite brought on financial anxiety and distress, and to close the scene

I will not let thee

capsized

on the Mississippi below New Orleans, and

housebld this!
How suited to sustain in all cases except where they ean show by
and stnulate the pleading ones, who wres- their books an excess; of losses over their

vil-

He first got

flour valued at $10,000.—A barge

if you want a free grace sermon you will gr tho Santal missions), have pledged among parents, that the flood of morbid the people, issues a call for troops, and
be as likely to get it in a Wesleyan chapel themselves to total abstinence from even passion and excitement poured into the ey
to retain the governorship at all
as anywhere. So writes Mr. Spurgeon,and light wines and tobaeco, in order that they. juyenil¢mind from the press must be—unards. It is hoped that no serious .conno doubt he is right. But Mr. Dall and he might present a bold, unbroken front to profaney, yet energetically—dammed ‘out sequences will follow. It is simply the

do not speak of the same things.

That sometimes merely crossing
Another's path, where life’s tumultuous waves
Are ever lossing;

dabei, J
dd dedi.

they

give us a warm place in theirshearts; while

Nay, but I know not! only this I know,

La

of these

the people to dridk, then
buys

jon with the Reliance; near New Orleans,
and was sunk, with a cargo of grain and

committee has finally set- |

| in former. times, when they saw it under both at their villages, on halting to rest '{ too nunerous to name take it up by copy- aside by the Supreme Court, pow sudden* | harsher aspects. Général Baptist churches and preach. “Such is the power of this ing or ciginating articles. I hear of new ly appears, establishes himself in the

Is each of them my brother?
‘
Could we hold fellowship, speak heart to heart,

»

hundreds

The Sundi (rumseller) is the great

lages.

The judiciary

phia, and it is re
that two lives were
lost.—The steamer Amite came into collis-

is. Mr-Bergh's crusade against cruelty,
the low estate of Calvinism ‘would oat
hink that this is a trick of wi ed men not Comstrk’s crusade against laseivious literally quench the faintest approach to self- i n India alone, but also in
rica and ature, Duncan’s crusade against
sailorcongratulation.” Mr. Spurgeon thinks the England ! Speaking elliptically, Rum has sharks’ and mavy others, (he latest of issues, that the President has been
remarkof Mr. Dall a ** gross misstate- come to be one of the largest, if nol the whiclt + Dio Lewis’s Women’s Temperance sign. The whole North is opposed to the

es entertain a very different feeling towards

- Do I want anything that they are wanting?

goon

sad reflection that it was strong ‘drink that
up

And, cheered

ment.” Exaggerated Calvinism, he says, very largest, land-holder in the world.
crusad, and I know noi: whose particular
is no doubt on the wane; but the Calvinism
Intemperance is the mightiest barriér to crusad against the *‘rat-catchers,” or child
of Owen, Bunyan, Whitefield is no more the evangelization of the Santals, We try prisonés, who make their living by giyobsolete than the lawsof gravitation. There to organize temperance societies in all our ing “lefons in ruffianism to the rising genwas never among Baptist ministers greater village schools, and in this way to save the eration; The latter movement appears to
attachment to evangelical principles, and rising generation. But the people are so have bpken out as from a spark, almost
those principles are more or less flavored thoroughly addicted to intoxicating drinks simultdeous]y and spontaneoisly,. in vaBrethren who formerly and drugs, that it will require immense rions qprtérs. The Christian Union has
‘ with Calvinism.
~jmmense circulation to several
very great prominence to the angles effort and great perseverance to create a given
gave
[
of Arminianism have of" late years looked healthy temperance sentiment amongst powerfl articles in exposure of the dewith a most genial eye upon doctrines fac- them. - And here is a quid for tobacco pravingeffects of wild and lawless advenEdward
ing the opposite quarter of the compass. chewers, and all other slaves of the weed. ture upm the boyish imagination.
The truth of God is wider than either of The Santals say that strong drink is the Eggleson made a public address on the|
the two great systems, but our Baptist big brother, and tobacco the little brother, subject pefore an assembly of leading clerbrethren are as a rule orthodox even when both belong to the same family, They ad- gymenmd friends of youth, a few days
weighed in the seales of the almost ‘* obso- mit both to be intoxicating; and I believe ago, which has beer published in the Sunlete” theory. Even General Baptist church- their testimony to be true. Both are re- day Sceool Times. Lyman Abbott gives

‘Wondering what this man seeks, what that man
craves,

-

Tt isa

small share of the Santal country:
bought

‘under Jhristian instruction.

four schooners were sunk below Philadel

a

by thée repeated answers to prayer, the tied the only remaining point of the conmythology. I find many gray-hired woman continues to plead for troversyin regard to the Geneva award.
in ‘of ' Hindu | #1 5} unconverted. What a story of a Insurance companies have been, excluded
HA

land-owner in these parts.

grace, read our sermons hy

Each to the other?

BuiMPORE, INDIA, Feb, 28, 1874

This little Santal village, where we are
living,is named for Bhim, one of the he-

Hshed in a daily newspaper and written by

but if we believed it, our intense sorrow for

I walk along the crowded streets, and mark
The eager, anxious faces;
.

~~

and, new life in

well-uigh- obsolete, ~~ ‘* This," says Mr.
Spurgeon, ** is not flattering to our vanity,

Mystery wa

In earthly places,

———

domination. The faet is, the (wily Hindus
managed to get the control of no
hav

contain many

"The

daugler-in-law, wife of the son baptized |
~ Events of the. Week.
this wonth, now remains away, All of].
those ere have broken caste and are now
THE
GENEVA AWARD,

brightest sun¥hine will not be of service to
a dead tree. The church must live, and’
then sermon, deyotion, providence, work
will build up the spiritual life and make it
abundantly fruitful,
In mJong account of non-confermity pub-

Calvinism from that which

hfe

use of the

Mr. Dall, of Biriningham, it was said that
but for Mr, Spurgeon, Calvibism would be
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ble tendency to revive spiritual life in the
souls of older and experienced Christians. roes of Hindu
The richest soil, - the freshest rain, the Santal
¢
villages
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WEDNESDAY,

1 walk along the crowded streets, and mark
The eager, anxious faces;

~

Wondering what this man seeks, what that man

craves,

Is each of them my brother?
Could we hold fellowship, speak heart to

Each to the other?

heart,

:

That sometimes merely crossing
Another’s path, where life’s tumultuous waves
He, as he passes, whispers in mine ear
One magic sentence only,
:
And in the awful loneliness of crowds
1 am not lonely.
»

English Correspondence.
CriLwELL COLLEGE, ENGLAND,
March 27, 1874.
¢

The present season of nature is the symbol of the condition of our churches.
It is
the spring-time of revival.
Everywhere
our churches are either enjoying -or praying
for new life. Hardly any Christian denomination holds aloof from the movement.
The blessing falls without distinction of

sect or paxty. I have spoken of our Estab. lished Church as undertaking ‘‘ missions,”
°

abundantly fruitful.

meetings”

and

;

simultaneous

Notwithstand-

- of grace continues in London and in.some

provincial towns. Mr. James Spurgeon
speaks of a remarkable awakening at the

H.

Spur-

well-nigh.

obsolete,

‘“ This,”

says

Mr.

Spurgeon, **'is not flattering to our vanity,
but if we believed it, our Intense sorrow for
the low estate of Calvinism would’ effectusally quench the faintest approach to self-

congfatulation.”

Mr. Spurgeon

remark of Mr. Dall a ‘ gross misstatement.” Exaggerated Calvinism, he says,

been

paid

times,

when

they

saw it

under

as anywhere.

or

to

regarded

the

rumseller

obsolete, while the

pérhaps

more

But Mr. Dall

come to be ong

of the

largest, it

nol the

very largest, land-holder in the world.

suspicion by many of our ministers; is now
finding a permanent place among the

doctrines

prevaleat

of grace

villages,

erally admitted to be

of the

Santal

on

halting

the

nfost

missions),

themselves to total

to rest

successful

have

abstinence

pledged
from even

light wines and tobacco, in order that they

than

ever.

Th
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deny it.”

Here lies the jist of the: whole

Calvinism

of Calvidism

the

I am,” and “by grace are we saved through
faith, and that mot #&f ourselves, it is the

is

needed

Spurgeon hiungself as well as some

for

crease

strengthen

»

themselves

practice and experience of them.
There are many persons

the prospect

of faniine in fife northern

by’ the

;

who think they

making somebody unhappy by

the

manver

The

idea is spreading

N

among

for (it.

Owing

to

1 fear,

fall

off a good

schools

deal.

The

work, and their fruit is rife on

every

gallows in the union to-day. ~The literary

to his statement that the women

in Mor-

mondom

declared

are

well

provided

for,

his elder and sick wives on

bread and mo-

lasses, while his younger and more lovely
ones were supplied with all the delicacies
tice of the ‘local itemist.
In general, it is of the season. “While this same man,” she
only when some son of respectable parents said, ¢‘is here in your midst dressed in fine

was good and the rice crop of medium size.

vising—some sort of complete and
eructation

Behar,

Brigham Young’s nineteenth wife lectured in Washington, D.,C., last Wednesday,
against polygamy, and, referring to Mr.
Cannon, Utah delegate in Congress, and

annals of the criminal
eration that now
swarm upon the land are beneath the no-

The Orissa of this” famine

be

SPEECH.

the that she knew to the contrary. She. then
his related circumstances of sickness in Canstate non’s family,in which he had actually kept

to cometo fruit a thousand times since
vulgar juvenile story-writer = began.

this time, it is hoped, for the rain-fall there
will

FREE

mining camp,
hell, and: the
in the wilderhave had time

is caught in and rescued from some
.couth and unreal adventure of his own

i

of the "*‘ perilous

broadcloth and

unde-

the most ex-

ber wounded. One hundred men, left in
the mine alive after the accident, weré bately rescued. Accidents of this nature are
alarmingly frequent of ate, and suggest the
need of the utmost caution in prosecuting
the mining business.
0-4
* ++

‘Washington Correspondence.
—

WASHINGTON,
ABRAHAM

As

wife and the third, who

is. my

cousin, are

I passed

D. C., April 15, 1874.
LINCOLN.

along Tenth street yesterday, I

observed quite a number of colored people stand-

ing on the sidewalk in front of Ford’s

Theater.

I paused to ascertain whathisd called these people to the spot, and- was

told; * It

is

years ago to-day, since Abraham

murdered in this building.”
that fearful night, such as

just

nine

Lifcoln

was

I then remembered
I hope

never

to

see

again, All night long there was little sleep in
‘the apparently doomed city, while the great man
lay in the housé opposite the theater in a dying
state: Thus a nation’s benefactor perished by
the: hand of an assassin, but his name and fame
will be recalled and his memory cherished the
world over.
Great changes have occurred since
that day. Five members of Mr. Lincoln’s Cabinet have passed to their final account since,

viz., Wm.

H.'Seward, Salmon

.

P. Chase, Caleb

N. Smith, Edwin M. Stanton and Wm. Pitt Fessenden.
Charles Sumner, also, who shared
largely the confidence of Mr.- Lincoln, now sleeps in death.
‘What has happened since? Universal manhood suffrage has supplemented universal emancipation, and to-day the great and good man’s
virtues are extolled by those who were his bitterest foes. He was indeed one of the simplest,

purest and most incorruptible

the nation has ever had.

chief magistrates

May his example con-

tinue to shine, and his almost unexampled
tience, fortitude, toleration and patriotism

pa-

adorn

yet and qualify the livesof many of his_successors.
:
Macaulay said that Wilberforce died and ascended to heaven with a million of broken fetAll that is mortal of Abra-*
ters in his hands.
ham Lincoln has perished, but four million of
emancipated slaves will keep his memory green.

:

pensive’ place-in this city, as I am told, this

sudden

stuff,”

boarding in

use of unprotected miner's lamps. Fiftythree persons were killed, and a large num-

*

FINANCE.

The House, on Tuesday, passed the currency
bills. The Senate bill as it came to the House,

living in destitution and neglect.” A shot
from this Cannon would now seem in or-/ limiting the issues of the national banks and the

as an

where thousands ave now suffering for lack overdose of poison saves its victim—that
legal tenders, passed the House by a decisive
majority.
It now goes to the President, who, it
of food. But, thanks to our governors, the public hear of the strange imitative der.
is understood, will sign
jt, so that it may be conTHE N. E. METHODIST CONFERENCE.
the bitter experiences of 1866 ave not to be. spell cast upon many a boy’s mind by -colrepeated. The government is wide-awake ored pictures of savageism. For it is said
This ‘important body held its annual sidered the law. of the land. It remains to be
seen what effect it will have upon our finances,
to its responsibility, and large supplies of that there is a touch of the “ancestral sav- meeting in Boston lust week. Among the upon business and upon the future of parties.
rice are being imported from Burmah. age left lurking somewhere in each of us; interesting items of business was the re- To oppose it further is useless. To do the best
in the lusty animal vitality of twelve port of the Secretary of the church exten- we can with it, since it is the law,is now the
Public works are being projected, so that and
the starving poor may he provided with to fourteen, it often wants but a ray of kin- sion Society, in which it appeared that dur- duty of the people. One satisfactory conclusion
work. The most prominent of these is dred fire, to leap into startling develop- ing the eight years since the organization, may be arrived at by all who will view the situ~
ation calmly and dispassionately, it is not so bad
$
the railway to the foot of the Himalayas at ‘ment.
the board - had collected and disbursed as the inflationists feared it might be, nor is it
Darjeeling.
Cases have been published frequently of $708,148.84, of which $187,424.18 belonged what the rigid contractionists demanded.
In these days of *‘ the prayer test” it is late, but I have reason to believe that they to the loan fund, from which the churches
:
TEMPERANCE.
most reviving to believing hearts to wit- have been far oftener suppressed—as might were only aided by loan. There had been
I have only space to remark in regard to the
The president of a returned to this fund, after having “been crusade here, that we have two large temperness the displays: of Divine mercy in an- indeed be foreknown.
The board had aided ance mass meetings a week,held under the auspiswer to the petitions of his people.
I female college who scouted the danger, used, $26,519.90.
wish to record a single instance among was induced to test ‘it by a quiet inquiry 1,205 churches, most of them having re- ces of the Union in our larger churches; some
six or seven women prayer-meetings, held in
many, that may carry cheer and. comfort among his pupils, assto how many of those ceived loans; a number, however, had re- |different districts of the city’ daily; and a genvery
girls
had
ever
actually
attempted
run-|ceived
donations
from
the
Society.
The
‘to some hearts now pressing/ their urgent
eral prayer meeting on each afternoon at 5 1-2
ning - away sfrom home. The things he total: nuniber of Methodist churches was o’clock, which is well attendéd. The energy
|;requests at the great mercy seat.
learned were astonishing, both in kind and 14,500, of which 4,036 had been built dur- and enthusiasm do tot abgte. Whether Con
“*Xbout five years ago a Santal lad te

of his our

>o-O-6&fppiri

and

prepare

section of the Midnapore district and in
the adjoining districts. Orissa prgper, so
sorely stricken in 66, will partially escape

in the point of view than in anything else.
The charity that believeth all things, and
hopeth all things, makes many discoveries.

more

State House, and attempts to maintain. his
Meanwhile
position by force of arms.
journalists, and is actively spread by them Gov. Baxter, who is generally indorsed by
among parents, that the "flood of morbid
the people, issues a call for troops, and
passion and excitement poured into the
prepares to retain the governorship at all
juvenile wind from the press must be—unhazards. It is hoped that no serious ¢onprofanely, yet energetically—dammed ‘out
sequences will follow. It is simply the
of every home whose guardians would rear
unsettled result of an irregular election.
within it any healthy human growth,
quarters.

Preaching on

distress is already being felt over a large

“we have come down to them and they have
come up to us.” But'the change is more

gift of God,"—what

schools.

in a measure

will,

where it was supposed to be wanting.
When the discovery is made it is thought

There is an esSential difference between

Santal

cupy, the attendance on our Santal

and power is preached and loved by so-call-

‘discovery

More

and western parts of the territory we oc-

is the gospel of Jesus Christ; the discovery
that the gospelin all its fullness, freeness
ed Arminians isa

too numerous to name take it up by copy- aside by the Supreme Court, now suddening or originating articles. I hear of new
establishes himself in the
demonsirations to come, from influential ly appears,

tour! and particularly in the neighborhood

with Mr. Spurgeon

pu

‘The judiciary committee has finally set-

’
Last Wednesday, a terrific explosion ocature, Duncan’s crusade against sailor- tant bills, involving, as it does, so many
sharks; and mavy others, the latest of issues, that the President has been called to curred in a coal mine at Dunkinfield, Lanwhich is Dio Lewis's Women’s Temperance sign. The whole North is opposed to the cashire, England, which was caused by the

“of boyhood to the ranche, the
the drinking and gambling
of our village schéols, is most cheering, bloody grave or gallo¥s tree
for the seed of the kingdom falls into soil ness. These rank growths
der of the

from .us to.

*

lost.—The steamer Amite came into collis-

What a story of a Insurance companies have been. excluded on the Mississippi below New Orleans, and*
vl
‘
househdld (his!
How suited to sustain in all cases except where they can show by eleven lives were lost.
and stimulate the pleading ones, who wres- their books an excess of.losses over their
LIVINGSTONE'S REMAINS.
tle with God, saying, *“ I will not let thee
The remains of the celebrated ‘explorer,
receipts from war premiom. It is calculat£0 except thou bless me,” .
Js 1. P,
Dr.
Livingstone, whoit seems is now really
ed by the committee that the ytotal amount
0d
ot claims from insurance companies which lead, arrived in London last Wednesday,
can come in under this decision will not having been brought, packed in salt, from
New York Correspondence.
the distant regions of Africa where he died.
exceed $100,000.
His remains received distinguished honor |
FINANCIAL,
New. YORK, April 11, 1874.
.in England, and all the geographical socieThe bill by which Congress has voted to ties in the world scem 1b be taking suitable
THE, MODERN MORAL’ QRUSADES,
increase the paper money circulation of the memorial action. The greatest explorer of
all still unconverted.

This month we have visited the remain-

qnon,

responsibility

well. “It is life that is needed te approprijin which they use that member. |
«

the

in the career of a border ruffian traced
from the dime novel and the story, paper

course?
;

ing the last seven years. About one-twelfth

; pumber... For instance, (Wo of them set-

Traihing School at Midnapore.

proved to be a quick scholar, and soon
rose to the first class, and soon after went

"ting off together at midnight, were only of all the churches and more than one-

saved by the aceident of missing the train.
These reckless impulses are epidemic, and
Before leaving Midnapore, however, he their poison germs are scattered over the
was converted, and in Dec., '7}, it was my land in millions ‘of story papers, *¢ thick
hppy privilege to baptize him with others, as leaves in Vallambrosa.” A gentleman
and welcome them to the fellowship of the from Washington, who spent a Sunday at

fourth of the number built’ since the Society's organization had
‘These churches, side by

out to teach school among his own people.

case

miles

and

a

half,

within three miles of each

and

if placed

other,

would

reach across the continent.
"| A LIBERAL SIGN.

my house lately, related

of this young mau came to visit him, and
heard from his lips the preeious message
of the gospel. They were poor, and seeing
their son in prosperous’ circumstances they
decided to join him, and so went back to
their distant jungle home to bring their

which had been with pains and expenge brew in race “and faith, has set apart the
kept out of the newspapers. The story- money requisite to found at Cornell Unibitten boy had disappeared with several versity a lectureship of Hebrew History and
bundred dollars from his mother’s purse; Literavuré, and a very accomplished young
traced by detective and telegraph as far as scholar, Dr. Felix Adler, son of the late

children. _ An elder brother of this Chris-

a recent

thirteen

received its aid.
side, would reach

little church. ' A year ago the aged parents

in,

one of the’ prominent families of that city,

An

Pittsburgh, he ‘was thére arrested in accou-

eminent banker of New York,

wife at her father’s ‘house, because her
parents would not: give her up, lest she

should become a Christian. This brother
and the mother soon were converted, . Last
August I baptized both at this place. The
father clung tenaciously to his old . superstis
tions, but much prayer was offered up in

of the hap-

The mother, one

his behalf.
piest. saints

I ever knew

(she sits yonder

‘| spinning in the shadeof our beautiful banyan as | write this), always begged us. to
pray for her ‘old man,” and her unconverted children ; and her own prayers seem-

ed .one

unbroken petition, one eager, anx-

ious ery to God in behalf of: her dear ones.
old ‘man” was
The answer came, The

husband,

hive

come

too, and
1

[}
an

only

one

of Potomac wharves could afford, upon the
descriptions he had read of brigand costume~—red shirt,
, knife, pistol, whis-

lumbia College

Heis a grfuate

of Co-

and of the University

of

Heidelberg, and will immediately begin his
lectures at Ithaca.

key-flask, ete.,—with a ticket in his pocket

MARINE

over the Pacific railroad to some station on
the plains) Such examples as these are

DISKSTERS.

The Amerique, another steamer of the
French General Transatlantic Company,

comparatively happy ones, where as aforefoundered at sea near Ushant, off
the coast
said the poisen acts “so promptly and vioof Brittany, on Tuesday of ‘ast Aveek. No
lently -as an emetic, that it'is thrown off

at once, and the child’s life is saved—if he lives were lost, éxcept that of the second
lieutenant, Gaillard. The few particulars;
doesn’t take any more.
received show that a violent hurricane was

"Next on the calendar, I should like to see
a crusade against the slahginess that passesfor realism and spirit in the delineatiofls of
child life by our: best intentioned storyItis supposed.
writers, especially women.
1 kvow, that no modern boy can be ‘* put |
upon the.stage” so #s to hold up the mirror

to nature,

without

encountered od the day in questiyn,and that

the vessel was abandoned when 0 the point
of sinking ; the passengers and the crew
being picked up by vessels in the limediate

forward here,in behalf of our charities, The
theaters, concerts, fairs, &c., are being laid under

contribution in
“hoped that while
temporized that
‘may show some
parade

aid of ch rity; and it may be
all this sound and bustle is exthe results in solid contributions
adequate returns for all the exand oud

soundiag

of sfulbpets.

will hardly be required.
Most #f those among
us who claim our contributions, even in these

hard times, waste

the money

which

should .be

devoted to the purchase of bread and clothing
in the dramshops. The government, the rumsellers say, collects $90,000,000 revenue upon
rum and tobacco, and the poor lsck bread.
How

long shall these things be?

Let a Christian and

moral people answer by their influence and their
votes. The old prophets of the Lord denounced
the Jews for just such sins as we are guilty of.

v

CIVIL RIGHTS.

Mr. Rrelinghuysen, from the majority of the
Judiciary Committee on the part of the Senate,
reported, on Tuesday, Mr. Sumner’s Civil Rights
bill, with amendments.
The bill is said to con-

tain all the substantial’prineiples

for which Mr.

Sumner contended.
It secures to colored people the same rights and privileges in respect to
all public conveyances, hotel+, theaters, schools,
&c., as those enjoyed by their white fellow-citizens, and Provides severe penalties as a punishment for all who shall attempt to abridge. ot in"terfere with these rights ow aceount of color, ,

condition, or previous servitude. It is supposed
that this bill .will pass both Houses before the -

end of the present session,
THE

FINAL

‘

ADJOURNMENT,

Some of the members of Congress

are anxioq

Thiy is’ the

the regular volley of and the Amerique.—The steamship Neder-

first, and Jerhaps the middle, of July. ‘Congress
is now paid ( an annual salary, and many
t
-

the appropriat

ion bills still unpassed, and other
third vessel of the French line lost yithin a important legislation
still held in abeyance, it is
short tin#e,—the Ville de Havre, theBurope [ doubtful if adj ournment_ is Tesohed before the

vul- land, from Antwerp vin Liverpool, is remistake is ported stranded on the New Jersey voast.
* Vipr.
—By a collision with the steamer 1inois,

« bully” and * jolly” and other gutter

fore are desitous to get Away as soon as Tonsiblo.

yetto be fully appyeciated.

may lead to the neglect of some important
ness.

garisws from his mouth,

That

A

=

PETS

.

Close up the Tiquor shops and our local charities
ar

to hasten the time of sliovriment, and IXious
if possible,to reach it at an eafly day. * But with

vicinity and landed-at Brest.

AN

gress will do anythingto give us better laws ig
doubtful.
‘CHARITY,
Large and rextensive preparations are going

a He~ pensive

Rabbi Adler of New York,has been selected

tian youth came also, leaving his Santal terments modeled, as far as the slop shops to fill the place.

and this month a
Christian duty to use their tongues ac- baptized last December,
THe daughtersop.
anpther
and
daughter
cording to the laws of kindness. Nor do
her parents,
from
brought
been
has
in-law
sins,
with our churches, To start men in the they think, in the confession of their
come and
have
wife
his
and
Christian life is found to be a sure way of to confess that day in and day out, they are the eldest son
settled here, the “eldest daughter and her
life as

fo prayer,

The novelist would draw no fancy sketch

of their

Lord's kingdom by an ‘earnest, zealous and
© enthusiastic evangelism
is a common dim
the, Christian

Aud, chéered

of this

are approve

“. church’s agencies and in its deep and true are
Christians because they have had .exexperience.
To enlarge the area of the perience ; but they do not feel it to be their

“promoting growthin

answers

woman

THE

SO

is the mightiest barriér to

and he might present a bold, unbroken front to
this dread foe of society... What serious
Christian is there, who will not heartily

question.

the

with

gray-haired

are now

—

fon with the Reliance, near New Orleans,
‘and was sunk, with'a cargo of grain and
tled the only remaining point of the con10,000.—A barge capsized
continues to plead for troversyin regard to the Geneva award. flour valued

under Christian instruetion.
by these-repeated

“

This is the era of the Crusades. There country to $400,000,000, only awaits the the time is no more.
:
is’ Mr. Bergh's crusade against cruelty, President's signature to become a law. It
SHOCKING
MINING
ACCIDENT.
think that this is a trick of wicked men not Comstock's ertisade against laseivious liter- is justly regarded as one of the most impor-

and preach.
Such is the power of this
curse in the Santal country. that the missionaries of the Indian Home Mission (gen-

So writes Mr. Spurgeon,and

The shortest and surest way to live with
men. Mr, Moody has addressed as many honor in the world, is to be in reality wh at
as 8000 young men at one nieeting. +
you would appear to be; and if we observe,
There can be no doube that whay was a’ we shall find that all human virtues inunknown

tress, and to close the scene

both at their

harsher aspects. General Baptist churches
contain many lovers of the doctrines of
grac@gread our sermons hy thousands and
give Us a warg place in their hearts; while
if you want a. free grace sermon you will
beas likely to get it in a Wesleyan chapel

Young men of Glasgow. Prayer is offered
this week for a special blessing on young

few yearsago

It isa

buys up the village, and his customers become his tenants.
How hugiliating to

Intemperance

on this [agensiesany the zeal with which they
side and now oh that, to-duy in’ a village in pressed home the gespel message upon the
Nottinghamshire, to-morrow in avillage in sindier’s conscience.
Liecestershire extraordinary interest is felt | The assembling of Parliament is a boon
in religion,and conversions to God are unus+ to our daily’ papers. : Since the Tichborne
ually numerous. But nothing equals the case was so oempletely dismissed, there
work in ,Glasgew; in Edinburgh and the has been tio. great news. The Ashantee
north generally,for extent and power. Mr.’ war could never be popular, and’ continentMoody preaches the gospel, and Mr. San- al polities tend to weariness and confusion.
key sings it, and a stirring among dry Even the Royal wedding whs only a tembones takes place wherever.they go. They porary and passing relief to newsmongers.
are girdling the north with a belt of reviv- Our’ present *‘ ministry” is designated a
ed churches. They are blessed of God in « Ministry of all the Taps,” as the Gladuniting together many Christian brethren stone ministry was the ** Ministry or all the
in this work. The spirit of co-operation Tidents.” The country has been too prosand friendly provocation of zeal shown in perous and has become luxurious and conGlasgow is remarkable.
All denomina- servative; a little hard weather will soon
tions unite in meetiog for prayer and praise, occasion a reaction.
.
J
and for the reading of the Scriptures.
TuoMAS GOADBY.
has

share of the Santal country.

those here have broken caste and

16.

four schooners were sunk below Philadel~
phia, and it is reported that two lives were

Events of the Week.

crusade, and I know not whose particular bill, and strong pressure, is -b rought’ to
crusade against the *‘rat-catchers,” or.child
of Owen, Bunyan, Whitefield is no more the evangelizationof the Santals. We try | prisoners, who make their living by giv- bear-upon the President to induce him to
obsolete than the law of gravitation. There to organize tempérance societies in all our ing lessons in ruffianism to the rising gen- veto it. On the other "hand the South and
was never among Baptist ministers greater village schools, and in this way td save the eration, The latter movement appears to West favor the bill, and they are equally
urgent for himto signil. As yet, the Presattachment to evangelical principles, and rising generation. But the people are so have broken out as from. a spark, almost
those principles are more or less flavored thoroughly addicted to intoxicating drinks simultaneously and spontaneously, in va- ident has not stated what he will do with
Meanwhile, it is claimed that the
with Calvinism. Brethren who formerly and drugs, that it will require immense rions quarters. The Christian Union ‘has it.
working of a law now on the books, progave very great prominence to the angles effort and great perseverance to create a given its immense circilation to several
of Arminianism have of late years looked healthy temperance ‘sentiment amongst powerful articles in exposure of the de- viding for a proportional contraction as
new money
is issued, would nearly sewith a most genial eye upon doctrines fac- tllem.
And here’ 1s a quid for tobacco praving effects of wild and lawless adven- cure the result desired by the non-inflaing the opposite quarter of the compass. chewers, and all other slaves of the weed. ture upon the boyish imagination. Edward
tionists.
Th& ruth of God is wider than either of The Santals say that strong drink is the Eggleston made a public address on the
REVOLUTION IN ARKANSAS.
the wwo great systems, but our Baptist big brother, and tobacco the little brother, subject before an assembly of leading clerAn
old
dispute as to the governorship of
brethren are as a rule orthodox even when both belong to the same family, They ad- gymen and friends of youth, a few days
Arkansas
was opened in that State last
weighed in the scales of the almost ‘* obso- mit both to be intoxicating, and I believe ago, which has been published in the Sunweek. Mr. Baxter is the present Goverlete” theory. Even General Baptist church- their testimony to be true. Both are re- day School Times. Lyman Abbott gives
nor, but one Mr. Brooks, who claims that
es entertain a very different feeling towards garded as indispensable to hospitality in its his clean-pointed and elastic pen to the same
he was elected instead of Baxter in 1872,
Calvinism from that which they exhibited genuine Santalgense. I have been offered theme.
Religious and other newspapers but whose claims were at that time set
but the Calvinism

in these midland counties that now

attention

small

spd reflection that it was strong drink that

in' India alone, but also in
America. and
thinks the England ! Speaking elliptically, Rum has

geon was away on the continent during the students out-arminiused Arminius in the
occurrence of the moyement. One hears. prominence they gave to human means and

Special

duughter-Wlaw, wife of the son baptized
this month, now remains, away, All of

TN

would be petite’brought on financial anxiety and dis-

Metropolitan Tabernacle. In a few weeks; Christian fellowship, sympathy and co-opeabout 150 new converts were received into ration ? I have thought sometimes that Mr.
The Rev. Charles

a

the people to drink, then the terrible ap-

but for Mr. Spurgeon, Calvinism

ing the chilling atmosphere of the Estab- | Calvinistic and anti-Calvinistic systems of
lishment, and the diction of one of her theology; but when adherents of oppoBishops that “révivals do’ not suit the site schools of thought unite in saying with
genius of the church of England,” the work: St. Paul,—*By the graceof God I am what

the church.

H

bought up hundreds of these Santal vil* In a long account of non-conformity publages.
The Sundi (rumseller) is the great
lished in a daily newspaper and written by
land-owner in these parts. He first got
Mr. Dall, of Birmingham, it was said that

have gained other five, and far

——

daily evangelistic services.

work

nor the doctrine of the universality of the
atoning work of Christ. Mr. Spurgeon
says wisely, “It may be said that we have
gone down to these brethren quite as much
as they have gome. up to us, and this is
very possible.
‘We have certainly not
thrown away the Five Points, but we ‘may

— Selected,
RED

Pp

providence,

dered the principle of human

Ah, what a life is theirs who live in Ohrst;
How vast the mystery |
Reaching in hight to heaven, and in its depth
The vnfathomed sea!

“protracted

devotion,

teaching to the work of the Holy Spirit and
the God-ward side of salvation,” and could
always be “‘high in doctrine. when the text
required it.” But they bave never surren-

Are ever Lossing,

«

sermon,

will build up the spiritual life and makg it

general Baptists of the New Conuectio
have always giyén ‘‘ prominence in their

Nay, but I know not! only this I know,

Ug

and new life in

——————

do not speak of the same
tigings. The hard
and fast lines of Calvinism are well nigh

Do I want anything that they are wanting?

Vit IS RA

then

no doubt he is right.

In earthly places.

1

Santal villages bearing traces of Hindu
brightest sunshine will not be of service to domination. The fact is, the wily Hindus
a dead tree.
The effurch must live, and
have managed to get ‘the controlof no

in former

The Mystery,

usé of the

BuiMPORE, INDIA, Feb, 28, 1874.
the soul of the new convert’ has a remarkaThis little Santal village, where we are
ble tendency to revive spiritual life in the
living, is named for ‘Bhim, one of the hesouls of older and experienced Christians.
roes of Hindu mythdlogy.
I find many
‘The richest soil, - the freshest rain, the

is no doubt on the wane;

1."

Missionary” Correspondence, ,

ate instruction and counsel, te receive ben-

efit from discipline, to ake

Number
on

and

this

muy

hurry

up the work, and pospibly

PHAROS

.

a

busi- .

!

C

CA

i

fn

am

ui

-

IL 22, 1874.
R
P
A
| boys had returned,
edch with aheayily laden
+

pagan worship.
shew-bread was

BR

UP.

SET

are

amiable

Text: —How

thy

My soul

tabernacles, O Lord of hats.

longeth, yea, eveg_fainteth for the courts
;
’
of the Lord.
i
a
NOTES

AND

HINTS.

;

stick found in the temple when

he

18. The tabernacle wis coustructed un~
der the supervision of Bezaleel and Aholiab, who were the artists of the camp. Ex.

ons, for

which

silver

sockets

had
ten-

were made.

The length of these boards was fifteen
feet, which therefore was: the hight of the
walls of the tabernacle. The width of the
boards was two feet and three inches. Two,
sockets were required

each
foof

one

and

a half inches

according

as

they

in

width,

were

for a single spark of fire.

middle

bar was as long

as

when the cold is so severe that even
warmly-clad lads like yourselves,
seemed to forget your gentlemanly
ners, in your selfish eagerness to
the warmest place by the stove, but

and

at even, Aaron,

when

“Now boys, I want some volunteers!

offer on this altar any

Instantly fifty

that

he

A’ smile

The pillars ‘rested in

brazen sockets, and were joined at the top
TART
>

connecting rods

by

86:38.
of the

called

* fillets.” Ex,

These pillars stood at the entrance
tent,

with those

and

must

which

not be confounded

stood at the entrance of

“the holy of holies.

¥£
3

:

is, incense

Selecting a
nécessary for the present.”
half-dozen of his most reliable seholars, he

:

like the

It was the altar of the

daily sacrifice, on which the offerings made

by fire to God were consumed.
ed.rings and

staves,

It contain-

after the manner

the other articles named.

A

shelf for

of
the

priest when ministering to stand on, about
half way frem the bottom to the top, projected and rested, at its outer edge, ona
brazen net-work.
This altar was
accacia. plank, and was hollow.

made of
= When

offerings required.
80. The laver was made of brass, and
put at the. entrance of the tabernacle, for

the uses mentioned in succeeding verses.
It served to symbolize the truth that they
who minister at the -altars of God should

the seat, stood a

over

chernb. Ex. 25:20. The place for the ark
was the holy of holies, the tabernacle proper. The *¢ vail of the covering” was at
The
‘ the entrance of the most holy ‘place.

have clean hands and hearts.
which seem so peculiar to

Joon the vail was used as in the tabernacie,

and it was this which, at the death of
Jesus, was rent in twain. In the tabernacle
the vail was made of gorgeous colors,
- ¢ blue, purple and scarlet,” and was orna-

mented with figures of cherubim wrought
into it. The most sacred and important
part of the tabernacle ‘was the holy of
holies,

and

that which lentto this spot its
the merey-seat, and the asso-

sanctity

was

ciations

of Gods

with

presence

it.

Tnto

priest;
bigh enter.
the. ever
this and mast
a year,ly could
onceplase-ca
he butholy.
22, 28. The tent of the congregation was
that outside of the vail, yet under the cov-

eringof the tent.

On

the north side the

This
table of show-bread was placed.
table was three feet.and a half long and
two feet three inches high and one foot and
a half wide. Like all the utensils of the
. tabernacle it was overlaid with gold and
was ornamented with moldings (called
- crown) of gold: The sides of the table, in
its “feet,” contained rings,and through these,

passed

bars or staves.

Greeks had theirs.
only

the

priest

in pagan

Jews, were

The holy place, where

er.

could enter, was set apart

temples.

Lights,

arranged bread in two rows, each row hav- ing six cakes made of fine flour: Cups of
* frankincense were placed on the cakes.
The cups appear in the sculptured table, on
the arch of Titus, erected at Rome in honor

Besides there

won't

let you

And the young heroes

altars, sacri-

fices and incense were part of their ordinary
worship, as well as of the worship of the
Jews. It has beea supposed that | the pa-

Never Br JEALOUS.
school teacher

against thy

may

not

Even-o Sunday
always

évil spirit of envy.

be

proof

To such

J
the Sundgy School Times says:
er’s
fellow-teach
a
of
Never/be jealous

success/ There must be no such thing as
g
ndizement . in the Sunday schoel.
Be ghd if another can first accoraplish that
you have been long reaching out

and

* bowls,” but which are called Ly another
translation,
bowls, incense cups, flagons

| memorial, Lev, 24:7." Various theories

have been advanced to explain the meaning of the shiéw-bread. Some have thought
it a type of Him who

is the bread

since, left

God

more

than

make

both

ends

him

with all- his might?

enough to trust him’ fully. "But I doubt
if the

Christian

world

is reddy to have

liquor entirely destroyed. Till then we must
pray and wait, for the end is not yet. For
little will be accomplished for Temperarnve’
while alcohol is considered a necessity of
of life by so many. The Christian church
must be made to feel that the spirit of rum

and dishonors God, before anything real is
accomplished for Temperance.

sinning against him, and still he watches over him and even prospers him. Is
he not a merciful God? He gave his only

RADICAL.

5

Notes with Suggestions.
>

——r—

TRAVEL

TO

THE

7

NEAREST

BODIES, Could we go to
road, traveling day and
of 80 miles per hour,
ten months, té reach that

HEAVENLY .

the moon by rail-night at the rate
it would require
luminary. Could

we go to the“sun at the same speed, it
would take over three hundred years. We
say

nothing

of the stars now,

which

ure

at’an amazing greater distance. We have in
the

two

cases stated, a little idea

of the

vastness of space mn the univérse of God.
FALLING TENDERLY. Light travels with

gon to suffer and die uponthe cross, that
such astonishing swiftness, that itis but
‘man might find pardon for his sins against eight minutes in coming" from
the sun to
him. Christ came upon the earth and
the earth. Its speed is nearly two millions
associated with sinful man that he mighw >of miles per second. Yel it falls on an
find salvation, and after all that God has
object most tenderly. - The thinnest slip ot
done for us, we are too unwilling to gold leaf is not started by it a bair; and
serve him.
»
thousands of rays falling daily on the tenOar (worldly cares occupy too much derest of the organs of the body, the eye
of our time. We do not give to God his is not susceptible of the least pain; on the.
due. Our first duty is toward him. If we contrary it is sweet, Thus with the Dj-

even

are faithful and

keep

his commandments,

the rest will be added. Could we, if we
stoppedto think that God was watching

‘us, and our every action, do so many evil
things?

:

.

Man ought to live a Christian life every
day. He should engage in no business
that he can not serve him. He is every
day bestowing upon his children ‘manifold

Tora,

Rev. Elijah Guilford.

and
and

we be
us, for

life in opposition to God's commandments,
“4

Thagk God, the long, terrible winter—
terrible for the thousands of suffering
poor
— is over.
Spring
is
hurrying
by;
and though want ‘and misery may
still be the portion of many, yet the - pinched, haggard faces are now free from
the added suffering of exposure to the bit-

2

Though

God is ever watching over

without him and his ever sustaining power
‘we could not live. Man will go on through

the result.

:

:

man is infinitely

he is ever holding ont toward us a helping
hand. If we prosper, God prospers us; and
if sorrow . afflict us,"we can not but think
that God is just.
;
And should not man love him and serve

with ‘plenty of work and good wages.
Hence when sickness comes, with its "attendant expenses, or some financial crisis
stops the work on which they depend,
distress and misery, such as we have faintly pictured in our **o’er true tale,” must be

ter cold.

over

from the juice of the forbidden fruit? I
think he can and will when we have faith

greatér than man ‘can imagine. He ever
has our welfare in mind. Tn all his ruling

their

meet,

have

physicians a way to ‘heal us without giving us the drink which Satan has distilled

is the spitit of the devil, and whosoever
uses ‘it encourages the great arch enemy

——,

suffer any
kept

could

is Love.

Theé love of God

mous rents they are obliged to pay for
even the humblest accommodations, and
the high price of fuel, it seems no marvel,
that many of them find it impossible to do

Just then

the

boys with their load

reached the crazy old dwelling, entered
without ceremony, and, depositing their
wood on the hearth, proceeded to make
what they calleda glorious fire.

this life.

blessings, and man

receives them
as if he

vine presence, coming to hearts.
softly, sweetly it comes

toour

of life,

The least touch

of envy,

“Oh, this is good,” and she laughed mer-

rilyas she felt the grateful warmth
ing into her chilled little body.

“Now,” said the boys,
ready for breakfast.” ¢Ob,
any breakfast,” was ihe
«But perhaps God will send
do hope he'll hurry, though,
hungry.”

creep:

The last several

Quickly,
spirits,

It

are in the dark and chilled with the ‘cold.
We wish the sun to shed light and heat
upon us, It comes, and more than we

asked

for

or thought

of. We

have a

whole sum, each one. Thus in pfayer to
God for good. We often get more than

strength alone, but he who has command-

a

this belief.
As a pastor, he had

ed us to pray, has also promised to answer

our prayers.

would be said,

a living interest in

Christians

preaching, because, in addition’ to the spir-

{tual benefit derived, their Jove of the sym-

metrical was gratified,

to
of

for I am so

:

~

“ «No breakfast!"

“I tell you what we'll do,” exclaimed
one. “Let us go home, and opr mothers

nest endeavor, of pure motive, there L will send the
ill. be neither condemhation nor shame

but then dne loaf were bens} than twelve: | if we fall short of some results, or if anoth/the table, in
r secures those results, and not we.
Besides, the signifitance
(3

A

rh

.

than done;

time, for

breakfast.”

No pe

said

and in. an

incredibly

short

they

worked “with
0)

.

‘you'll be all
‘Had Bro. Guilford eccentricities and inwe haven't got. firmities? Yes; and none were more
artless reply, keenly conscious of the fact than himself.
‘us some.
| While these may prove his humanity, they

jealousy ‘each other with looks of consternation

you. 7 For the glory must be given
rist. And if we, receive ithe crown

nn

is a breath of love, a zephyr that gives life
and joy.
MORE THAN WE ASK OR THINK. We

were spent in humble effort. to conform to

do not disprove his Christianity. Not all
his efforfs for good have been crowned
with results desired ; nor have all his hopes
jato the golden fruitage of
yet crystallized

and the boys gazed at
and
or litterness, will spoil you for your work. dismay. **What shall we do?” and eager- success., But there
and chalices.” The bread was renewed Wile you may Jawfully desire to outstrip 1y they began searching their pockets, but causes beyond human
every Sabbatheth,
cakes removed and given anther for the work’s sake, rejoice also alas! afew pegnies only rewarded “shir fgarger presents a life
to the priest, and the frankincense burnt as fof the work's sake, when another outstrips search.
nd noble aspirations
A
were what are called ‘¢ dishes, spoons

+t

coming

blessed

still it

that would. be),

:

yet there is room.”

The
ATTEND PUBLIC WORSHIP.
requirement to attend has been made by
Heaven quite imperative, if itis possible.
Some, yea many, are sadly negligent.
Some, who once proféssed to be ‘Christians,

And I verily believe when + NOT.

pray as earnestly

for the ban-

all that might effect the financial, social ishment of” intoxicants,
as they prayed for
Looking up from their work, they saw or religious condition of his -parishioners. the abolition of slavery, they. will see the
gan world borrowed from the tabernacle
His ‘ideas of pastoral work were good and same good results. Then and not till then
these ideas, and ‘appropriated themto the from the door of an adjoining. room, a high, but the condition of his health renshall the desired work be accomplished. are
of this class. + If parents, how terrible
worship of idols.” We should rejoice that
e for him to carry them | 4 Hividuals and classesof individuals have isthe “influen
impossibl
it
dered
ce exam
of their
the dayof symbols came to men when"
j
effect.
into
‘all
them
assist
God
may
to be neglecters (00.
and
little
work,
liable
the
the
on
are
begun
frozen
They
almost
had
dren.
that
‘dymbols and cercmonies, mysteries ‘and tears
into
priesthood helped them to piety. The tab- one's cheeks. ‘0 mother, mother,” ex- "Asa preacher, his homiletical turn. of to carry it” on to his’ honor and. glory, is /This'is not all, Some of them ‘run
trouble
a
seller:
Greek
prove
rum
best
A
vhe
of
‘They
heart.’
study
.
my
of
thorough
a
claimed
she,
‘‘it’s
some
boys,
courses
and
they've
mind,
the prayer
‘wicked =
ernacle was as’ well “adapted to its age as
the church and the gospel
to us who live got lots of wood,” and the: cold little feet and English authors, a natural sense of once said to me: ‘*I don’t know what your and a curse:to those who oughtto have
g the
in the fullness of time. We see by the Ment dancing over the bare floor. **Come, fitness, chastened by discipline, gave to his temperance folks would do if I. should set them good examples in keepin
God.
of
p
nt,
worshi
the
temperance
arrangeme
issy,
come
right.
out
here
by
the
stove;
your
ing
logical
for
a
s
§
attend
liquor,
pulpit production
stop selling
Sabbath by
history of the tabernacle the ‘care of God
seemthey
strong
yet
which
in
graceful,
we'll
have
a
jolly
fire;
poor
little
thing!”
a
eases
and
folke
are
always
coming
te
me
after
a
litle
diction,
known
pure
a
have
We
for the religious training, and the holy life
ed paid four double fold for their neglect
of ‘men, and to us, as we read and study and the voice of the brave lad choked, as delivery. The common people heard him nice brandy or good alcohol for sickness.”
uncons,
ministrati
his
"he
snatched
the
child
from
the
cold
floor
in
right
is
it
because,
course
in this one thing.
Of
gladly,
right?
Now, is ghis
its character, sbould come confidence of
plainness
great
with'
and
placed
her
close
to
the
rapidly
heating
blended
Think
:
usually
sickness.
tion
WHERE To PREACH. Itis related that
for’
things
his
such
of
have
success
to
the
in
his present interest
his
enjoyed
culture
in
pegs
great
stove.
v
of speech. His
an aged ministeron being asked by one
again. Is it right to encourage a
truth.
;

On this table was

«of his capture of Jerusalem,

the

known to the pagans, andby them in their
worship maintained. The Egyptians had
their sacred ark much resembling the one
we have noticed, and the Romans and "the

overlaid with gold. The entravce was by
a curtain or vail. Inthe temple of Solo-

-.
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It must be remembered that these things

of wood,

other sides of this enclosure were

rH

was justly entitled to them. No man is
Bro. Guilford was born in Saco, Me., and entitled to favors from God unless he serve we asked for, or our faith embraced. And
died at the Free Baptist parsonage in Lit- him with all his might. There can: be no then, Paul tells us, ** God is able. to do exThe morning was indeed bitterly cold;
tleton, N. H., Dec. 27, 1873, aged 39 years. half way about it. God requires the whole ceeding abundantly more ” than we asked
the air so ‘sharp and biting that the pedes- He wis converted in early youth, and soon-| heart; not any part ofit. And if we are or even thought of. Oh for the ability to
trians, hastening through the streets, were
as he requires, he take God in the largest sense of his readiafler developed characteristics which mark- faithful and serve him
go closely muffled that scarcely a feature
will reward us. He has ‘promised life ness to bless:
ed him as a candidate for the . ministry. In
of their countenances was distinguishable, the
eternal to them that fear him and keep his
A REASON. It may be sometimes that a
courseof time,he found his way to New
But our group of young heroes heeded not
commandments.
Though
the
atoning
blood
minister
allows his heart to grow cold, and
Hampton, and there entered upon his prethe cutting wind, as ‘through the frosty
of Jesus Christ a way has been
d the word preached is not in demonstration
paratory
studies.
Daring
the
war
he
streets they hastened, till they reached the
that men might obtain everlasting life. | of the Spirit, so the people complain.
But
went to the front and served his country
scene of their labors.
And
is
not
this
fact
alone
enough
to
cause
it
is
certain
that
much
of
the
complaint
in
for several mouths under the auspices of
“I'm thinking Master's woodpile will
us to love and serve him all our lives? Aré the churches that preaching is not right and
the
U.
8.
Christian
Commission.
On
his
er shouted one, a bright-eyed,
a little,”
suff
not such promises as these sufficient ‘evi- ministers not useful, comes from backreturn from the South he resumed his
roguish-looking - urchin, as he filled his
dence that God loves his children, and slidden persons. To this class the minister studies at New Hampton, where he gradusled to its utmost capacity. *I say, boys,
ought
not we to appreciate such a God,one is not right, nor the church, nor scarcely
ated with honor from the Theological
it’s a mean shame, as much wood as there
“who is willing to forgive our many trans- anything. Let all take heed. Don’t fail
School inthe class of'67. His marriage
is in this city, and one family without a
with Miss 8. J. Knight of Starksboro’, Vt., gressions against him if we are only will to bare in mind the Saviour’s account of
stick. Why, I should think they would be
and settlement in the ministry soon follow- ingto love him ? He has told us in words so the beam and the mote in the eye of one
;
frozen to death.”
plain as not to be misundersto6d, that if we and the other.
/
ed, his first charge being a union church
«Well, they shall have one jolly fire,” in Burke, Vt. His labors there, though are only faithful we shall reign with him
WaicH 1s BEST? IS it the display of
exclaimed another, “thanks to Master L.'s
brief, were attended by good results. He through all eternity. And again he has fashion at church, or the preachicg of God's
I always thought he was a accepted
woodpile.
a call from brethrenin Littleton, told ug the wicked can in no wise escape word ? If it is the first, notice it, retain the
cross old fellow, who wouldn't care wheth- and in July, 1868, organized them intoa punishment. Except we believe on the idea of it and converse about it after getting
er we froze to death or not; but I guess Free Baptist church and settled as its pas- Lord Jesus Christ we can not inherit the home. If it is the last, have the most by
But come on, tor.
he’s better than he seems.
:
This relation he sustained till re- | kingdom of heaven. We should be faith- far to say about that.
THE CAUSE. Freethinking in the sense
boys, hurrah! teams all ready,” and gayly leased by death, though forced by failing ful, and ever watching, and make our
the procession moved away.
daily lite an example for others to follow, of skeptical views usually comes from free
health to abandon public service about
living ; and opposition to the Bible is genby prayer and godly conversation.
two years previous to that event. During
J. E. TAYLCR.
erally from bad hearts.
“+0 mother, it is so cold!” pleaded a his pastorate,
church enjoyed a good
For four-----CHURCH AND SINXERS.
little voice, while the shivering liftle form measnre of prosperity, having added to its |
THE
Temperance.
nestled still closer to its suffering parent. membership from time to time, and built
months a preacher addressed listening, union
congregations, calling upon professors to
“Why don't God send us some wood? you them a neat and commodious house of
PRAYING AND SACRIFICING FOR IT.
engagedness and faithfulness that God may
said perhaps he would, if we prayed to worship.
He bore his protracted sickIt is with real pleasure that I have been be honored and sinners saved. In the
him;
but oh, dear,
[don’t “helieve he ness with great patience and resignation;
can hear me at all, he is so far off, away up his greatest affliction being the fact that he reading of the great Temperance move- mean time sinners have had a portion in
ment in ‘he West, for I have long felt, if due season.
These points are the propef
there in the sky among the bright stars.”
must so soon come down from the work.
anything real was ever accomplished for ones in preaching. Some good
results
“Hush, darling !” and a wave of agony
Asa student, Bro. Guilford was thorough,
Temperance,
it
must
come
through
prayer
g
come.
will
swept over the care-worn face of the moth- pushing his investhzation§ to fundamental
It is free, and itis glo- J
FREE GRACE.
er. ‘‘He does hear us, and he will answer principles. He had’a remarkable faculty and Christian effort. And I think" it is the
duty of every God-fearing man und woman, rious to have it proclaimed. Ring it out,
some time.
Creep closer to mother, dear, of reproducing what he had once heard or
pray earnestly and labor faithfully, that ye men of God, loud if need be, and long.
to
perhaps it will be warnder, by and by.”
read. At the seminary he was a kind of
“But, mother, we shall freeze to death liviag compendium of knowledge, conven- the good work may go on and gather Some, perhaps, many may be induced to
strength, and be blessed of God.
‘4
while we are waiting; and Iam so tired
accep
ient for consultation on almost any subject
Of course, all are not to labor in the
YET THERE 18 ROOM. Quite a large numlying here; and I any hungry too. Ob,dear, to which he had gives attention.
same way or use the same means.
Peo- ber have come to the gospel feast, and yet
I wish fatder would come back; he would
As a Christian, he believed in the docple should be led by circumstances and there is room. There is room in the Sav-get us some wood, I know. What did
trine of entire consecration to God. and -the spirit of Almighty Godin this matter,
jour's loving heart; there is room in ‘heavGod carry him off for?” and loud, conentire sauctification was attainable in for “the work is too great for human
that
Should all tie world come (and what
vulsed sobs broke from the little sufferen.
years of his life

° aL
3
:
placed in position the inside is supposed
20, 21. The ark was a box of shittim to have been filled with earth or stome. It
wood, a wood of the wilderness and not of is generally thought that an inclined plane
Palestine, was three feet and nine inches of earth was made for the priest'to reach
long, two feet and three inches wide, and the stage on which, when efficiating, he
1t was
as deep as it was wide. Ex. 25:10.
stood. The services of this altar are sup:
bars posed to symbolize the sacrifice of our
by
carried
and
gold,
With
covered
overlaid with gold, permanently attached Lord for sins. Having placed jt as he was
to the ark by rings. In the ark was the told, Moses offered the burnt and the meat

forward

Wood lef} for myself

mittens, they were eagerly hastening on
ftir
their errand of mercy.

horn of an animal.

and

“butl

said;

to God, and prayer is, in one or two cases,
associated with ite Ps. 141: 2; Rev. 8:3.
Moses acted befere the consecration of
Aaron, as a priest of God. Hence he burnt,

each corner arose a horn, probably

above

pu-

of his

directions,
gave them the requisite
soon, warmly equipped in caps, coats,

presents it to us with an inclined roof, the
two sides forming at the ridge a right angle. Taking the tabernacle cloth as the
measure, the side of the roof would then
be fourteen by forty cubits, or twenty-one
by sixty feet. The tent had a covering
above it, of *‘ rams’ skins dyed red.” Above
the third covering was another, of badgers’
skins. It has been thought that the latter
covering was confined to the ridge of the

The

of

should you all go; six gan carry all that is

28, 29. The * hanging at the door of the

mercy-seat was the lid of the ark, and was
of gold. At each end of the mercy-seal,
facing each other, with wings stretched

face

by the vail. The incense may therefore:
be taken as a symbol of prayer going up

The most reasonable view of the structure

testimony, that is, the tables of stone.

a

will

“I

‘stern

the

lads,” he

fear 1 should have no

curtains or breadths six feet in width apiece, tabernacle” was a curtain at the entrance
was therefore sixty feet by forty-two, the of the tent, bright with blue, purple, and
Over the tabernacle "scarlet eolors. The altar of burnt-offering
length. Ex. 26:2.
cloth was spread
covering of goat’s hair stood in the court, in front of the tabernacloth, forty-five by sixty-six feet in size. cle. It was called also * the brazen altar,”
This double covering was to insure protec- because covered with brass, or better, with
tion from the weather, and hence the upper bronze. - It was seven feet long, seven
cloth was made larger than the under cloth. broad, and four and a half feet high. From

roof.

as

raised,

were

enthusiasm
Hy

“Thank you, my

to idols, or to make use of

incense now.

19. The tabernacle cloth, made of ten

broke over

Master L. at the

it for sacrifices. -It was to be placed where
Moses deposited it, before the ark and
mercy-seat, outside of the most holy place,

The

hands

chorus of yoling voices responded,
go, sir!”

incense,”

*¢ strange

who

of you will take your sleds, goto my
woodpile, and carry this poor woman some
fuel ?”

The priest was forbidden to pils.

on the altar.

drooped, and
interchanged.

eyelids
were

flush, as quickly
glances”
stealthy

tained rings for the *‘ staves to bear it withal.” It was called ¢“ the altar of incense”
from'the use to which it was put. In. the

morning

while at

the hint of their selfishness, many af the
eager upturned faces gained an added

This altar was overlaid with gold, and con-

or

proceeded;

teacher

months

We have read much, this winter, of the
improvidence of the poor. Improvident,
many of them may be; but with the enor-

Those

pallet.”

straw

some

wicked,

from the bitter cold; save a little covering
on their miserable

ready hands of Sister Guilford

retained him on earth, Bro, Guilford * had
not died.”
FL. WILEY.

word.

no security

with

Jess children arg-lying,

s, and they
more.”

help-

and

streets from us, a fecble woman

der, asthe

stracture,

the

hardy,
have
mansecure
a few

teachings which men make it publish. The
passage in Revelation explains itself, but
does not explain the meaning of the golden
candle-stick of the tubernacle. Rev. 1:20.
26, 27. The altar of incense was one foot
and a half square, and three feet high.
From the corners four horns projected upward, as in the altar of burnt-offerings,

structure. The bars ran
gold, and-held the boards
bars were overlaid. with
bottom of the boards rest-

the others were not.

boys;

a moment,

fifty pairs of eyes seemed to dilate id won-

placed.

ed in sockets, were three feet apart.

of it, for

«Just think

These constituted a silver sill for the walls’ dressed or lighted the lamps, burnt incense
of the, wooden
through rings of
together. The
gold, and,as thé

through

For all this, the

‘Lord “Inasmuch” will at some time sound

moth-

me wholly dependent on my own exertions. , God
knows I would
willingly
get from the.
wonk ; ‘bit the pittance
shops, is scarcely sufficient to procure the
barest necessaries, And now, even that
is gone, and I know not where to look for.
help."
.
“We will get you work,” eagerly exclaimed the boys; ‘‘we will tell our moth-

little children, is obliged to remain in bed
this bitter morning, not having material

ing of the device, and but little value is to

each board, and

husband's death,

two

poor widow, living on R. St. with, her

be attached to the arbitrary and conflicting

must have been therefore one

socket

length,

for

matérial and

attentions rendered

his protracted “siekness,

procure work; and my means are entirely
gone.
[ once had a happy home; but my

A

which has just come to my knowledge.

sented, with its almond flowers, knobs and
lilies branching off, in three arms on either
side of a central stem, a pleasing appearance to the eye. The lamps were shallow

-, was left.

the
)

to

raised

exercises,” he said, “I wish to call your
attention to a case of extreme destitution,

called Njsan. The exodus occurred oa fie
fifteenth of shis month, the tabernacleis
reared on the first, nearly one year after- vessels, haviang
neck for the wick.
Acwards.
The period of time consumed in companying the golden candle-stick were
the construction of the tabernacle was less | tongs for trimming the wicks, and snuffthan six months; for Moses was on the dishes to receive what was taken from the
mount nearly three months, and between wick. The people were required to bring
and after the two ascents some time was “ olive oil” for: the lamps, and the priest
spent.
It took nearly three months to to keep the ,Jamps burning through the
reach Sinai.
Ex, 19:1. The tabernacle night. What the candle-stick symbolized
was ready to be erected a fortnight before is a question each may answer for himself,
the - expiration of the year in which Egypt The Scriptures do not teach us the mean-

Each of the-boards
calls ‘two hands, or

sympathetic

savory

the

the color suffused

“Before proceeding with oud morning

‘Other’ representations of it, from other .ancient sources, are known.
It is evident

the exodus took phee (Ex. 12:2.), and is

31:2, 6; 35:85.
what the Hebrew

its altars, and for the many

filjed the

breakfast

warm

the

odors of

of boys in Master

pairs of eyes were earnestly
face of the teacher.

captur-

ed it, and prints of that are familiar to us,

in hich

that

was

17. The first month

Poti

ally certain that he could serve no longer at

as

a long day.

The children shouted for joy, as the

sounded :the: bell, and

immediately the groyp

Pa

!

=

was enjoying the warmth of such a fire

.she had not seen for many

.

, prethat it was beautifully elaboratedand

a

—————
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Sketches.—No.4..

“Tinkle, tinkle,

0

room ; while
L.'s school “left {ht warm. stove, round .er’s pale cheeks, and her eyes filled with very gweetly to them, Dr. Paterson, a
24, 25. The golden candle-stick support- which they had been crowding, and has_resident of Littleton, and cousin of deceasyo
tears, as she-exclaimed, ‘God bless,
ed seven oil lamps, or bowls. The'arch of tened each to his seat. Tinkle, again ‘boys; youhave saved ‘us from .perishug. ed, was untiring in his kindly/officesto him
Titus has preserved the style of the candle- sounded the bell; and simultaneously fifty For several
‘days I have not been able,to and family ; while, if the loving heart and
its use.

:
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‘he rests from his labors, peace to his ashes,’ meat causes ounbrother to offend,we should
eat mo meat. When Mpses came to the
basket, which they triumphantly depesited and forever fragrant be his memory.
bitter waters of Marah he cried to God,
Our
church
at
Littleton
has
made
“for
its
the
absence,
their
During
on the table,
widow; a young, frail looking woman, had self a noble record, in refusing. to accept and God showed him a tree that healed
Bro. Guilford’s resignation after it was mors the waters, Why can not God show our
dressed herself and her little ones, and

IN THE BITTER COLD.

congre-

of the

’ La
”=

~

there were'twelve cakes, and

tent

erv————

Life

We can not definitely determine

gation.

il

Exopus 40:17—30.,

5

Some suppose that the
a meat-offering for the

the table stood in the

Sopltens

TABERNACLE

-

nation, since

NOTES BY PROF.J. A. HOWE,

of

custom

presented to Jehovah, after ‘the

Sabbath School Lessoni—April 26.
ne

Others
a .meal

make the symbel of any worth.
have thought that ‘it represented

=

Communications.

that case, came to be known too<late to

8. 8. Deparment,
QUESTIONS AND
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G. STA

jal LL

a

will,
”

a diseased body

and

haye

been hindering
whole

control. - His

in which high ideals
on the ove hand, and
a shattered

constitution on the ether, were

nervous

in constant

antagonism.
Notwithstanding all these
embarrassments, Bro. Guilford has dong a

the | solid work for ‘the Master.

And

now

that

wrong

r a
to suffer
Would it not be bette

little "physical pain than to encourage that

just

commencing,

geek

in

which

what

“to labor,

should

field he’

answered,

‘‘Go

and the

which causes so much mental and spiritual where there is the leadt money
suffering and degradation? Would it not -be most devil.” Accepting this as

correct,

better to let a few individuals even die for that money should -not be the first conthe want of liquor than to let it send sixty “sideration, but the state of ‘things such that
thousand persons yearly to a drunkard's faithtul labor igneeded to save the periskgrave, to eternal

woe?

Can we not

ing and

suffer

thus be abundantly useful, it may

ed
a little inconvenience for the sake of re- be asked if the advice given is notng revers
places,
seeki
some
of
n
decisio
the
moving temptation from the poor and the in
in that they choose fields where there is
weak;

for are

they not

sick

themselves

pretty good?
the most money and society
es
:
:
;

sometimes, and do they tot make sickness
an excuse for buying the vile stuff thaf
works their ruin? We know it.is so. It isa

: Raymond, N. H.
i The heart not only ‘knows its own bitter-

fact that liquor selling apothecary shops
are almost always degenerating into low.
groggeries. Then banish them, we ought to
say. For we ought to be willing to banish,

tess, but is tar more intimately acquainteds
with it ‘than the well-intentioned person
who,

by

the

woes

their kindly

endeavors to solace

of. their: friends,

often, add Ed

pangs that excite
double pungency to the
Pall Mall’ Gazelle.
their compassion.—

the great cause of go much sin and suffering,

even il it costs us somethingto do £0; for if
a

yo

:
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MORNING STAR,

may maintain an outward, languid show of

»| five in the outmost fruitful branches
”

:

.

ne

t

advantage of

private

or

"Tis here the weary pilgrim

sions. Its form is free. "It may be mental
or oral, it may be only the unexpressed,
sincere desire of the soul, or it may be a
verbal

-

and’ having already

ilization that is icformed

and

ever

It

The steam

mill

midst of affairs,

We carry this closet with

shut

No

the door.

u

minating against unb€lievers,
dt us first
wrestlefor them "with the power of intercessory prayer, that they may be enlightened by the Lord. No word or writing
should go forth in this holy war unaccompanied by prayer. Let no combatant enter

putting jon the spiritual

out

words, but

with

let none who strive in: the right spirit

be left alone. Thoughwe may not everywherebe able to succor and defend, yet
the arms
of (our prayer can embrace the

all the Quaker books

can we become

of devotion, and

18 the world’s Bible,and the only one which
it reads. If we take care:
tak in this book
be plainly shown the loving
spirit,

gh

ur, and the winning
friendtiness of
ris, then we shall see fmany. hearts open’
to receive this actual testimony of Christian
- life and suffering. For many of our op
nents in secret envy our Christian comfort

“ From
And

the world of sin and noise
burry I withdraw ;

For the small and inner voice

+

1 wait

with silent awe;

Silent am I'now and still,
Dare not it Thy presence move;
To my waiting soul reveal

The secret of Thy love.”

—J. F, Clarke.

can beget life,

Lord.

Where

Tn fine, only

separated from ‘it,

The

life

we wish to defend

the Word of Life ‘our own

life can not be

strongest -argu-

nent for the truth of Christianity is the
true Christian, —the
gran filled with “the
Spirit of Christ. - The*best means of bringing back the world to a belief in miracles
is to exhibit the miricle of regeneration
and its power in our own life. The best
proof of Christ's resurrection is a living
church, which itself is walking in new life
+ and drawing life from him who has overcome geal.
Before sueh arguments an‘cient

Béme

herself,

the

mjghtiest

molded,

to

pastor's round of labors; for no man

can

are

worth

sermons

hearing, and

a

week,

that

ery of lectures to the pupils, with no overof his assistants

whether their attainments

in chemistry; as-

empire

of the world and most hostile to Christainity, could mot stand. Let us live in like
manner, and then (though hell should
have a short-lived triumph) eventually must
be.
fulfilled what St. Augustine
says:
** Love is the fulfilling of the truth.”
. Already the world is beginning to be divided into two-great camps,of the unbelieving and the faithful. In many unbelief has
probably become incurable. Before such
we can only: confess the truth for a testimony against them. The Antichrist who

denies Father and Son can be destroyed not

by men, but only by the Eord in the brightness of his coming. Bugthe holy task that
falls to the lot of every Christian is to contin-

give sound

and competent

qualify

them

instruction?

And yet the case is far worse in the

bath school than

in

Two

three

divine bless-

as much

for the

,

President Roberts

Sab-

in six or eight
moves. | *

and

hours.

receive

an

Truly
:

the

answer

world

. Mére than three thousand of the freed-

meirhave entered their names on the books
of the. Colonization Society at Washington,
and

are

pleading

earnestly

help then to get to Liberia.

the pastor is the only person who has giv-

.are several well

en any systematic, thorough and prolonged
study to the Bible and Bible history and
theology. Therefore, there would seem to
be the strongest possible ‘reason why, in
some way, the pastor should take the lead

educated

pastors with their churches,
to improve their own condition and
spread the gospel among

the

six

to help

hundred

thousand native population in that Republic. Donations to aid these waiting applicants to go to the home of their choice,

well

maybe sent to Rev. J. K.
trict Sec. for Me., N. H.,

that there should be—a couservative element, and we counsel those, who may ear-

lington, Vt.

nestly desire a new order of serviee, to
make haste slowly.
It may be .better to

Converse,
and Vt.,

:

DisBur-

‘| so it is thine.

oughtto contribute itss ia). ift. toward the branches ' of this pali-trée
that he
the great—world a ology 0
tianity, found a shadow
the heat.
This was
work,

her open-handed

charity ; America,

her energetic. activity, her fearlessness in
public testimony for the- truth, iter indel"*ible love of freedom; and all others, great
or small, the talent jntrusted to them. If
* all others unite: in holy zeal for God, the
victory cannot be wanting. Forward, then,
my brethren, and 1ét us not weary of the
strife; “Our field » of battle is the wide
world,

our aim the honor of God,

our sup-

port amid strife and suffering the certain,
that our faith already isthe victory whi
hath overcome the world.
»

a

Private Prayer.
his

heavenly

Fa-

ther. If his religion is not so, he may distrast its sincerity. + If it be not more. secret
than public, more hidden than open—if his
prayers in his closet, in his studies, in his
walks, are. not. far more constant and im-

portant than his prayers

in

Compa

in church,—he ought to doubt.

and

whether

he

does not pray
be seen of mén rather
than to be seen and heard of God. Secret
prayer is the fountain of all other prayer.
‘Where there

is no

‘habit of private

com-

munion with God there will be no earnestnéss in

public prayer.

It will

be

formal,

dry, oy consisting in endless repetitions
of the customary phrases. The life of religion in the soul consists in habitual com-

munion with God, in gratitude, in supplica-

tion, in

¢¢ the

flight

of one

alone

to the

‘drank

his|;

ether,
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In this love

are

Half-Believing.
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all the loves

of earth
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the Song of Solomon shows us, but tenderer than the love of mortal bridegroom,
It is a husband's love, yet truer and more
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love without beginning and ' without end
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without

ifi-

termission—a love (without. fickleness—a
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of these re- suppose that, after such a verbal petition,
preachers of the supply had come that in every house

bosom of the State. Some.
captives: are now effective

is its freedom of form ; anoth-

er, its greater range of subjects

Take heart, ye faint and fearful ;

we pray too

:

We see the foreign domestic

indi-

vidual shh

Dr.

sionary power P

into it from God; and prayer is the door
through which the bread and wine of the
soul are Brough in.
[
; oo
Yam

The eternal Sabbath day.
ha

results

utterly abolished on 1000 miles of the

"Tis open heaven one day in seven—
The poor man’s Sabbath day!

An en‘lless Sabbath day!

as the

of fifty years’ labor of the Society as a mis-

there-

:

rie
to-day,

«

———

ing, as follows: Ester Reid, Julia Reid, |
Three People, The King’s Daughter, and

Suppose that early in this year, the whole
world had bent itself in supplication to the
ngland, with a Constitution like our own, Infinite” Ruler—every man and - ‘woman,
and where love e
it will
express ‘itself.
If the heart loves God, it will
commune wisely administered by colored men, « We from the Arctic Circle to, the hot Equator
with him; it will habitually
turn to him, see, 25,000 Americo-Liberians, in some 40 kneeling in the humility of ‘conscious desettlements; 5,700 re-captives ‘pendence, and lifting up from. every zope
as the heljotrope to the
of day; it different
vill lean
on him in dependence, trust and from slave-ships, civilized, educated in the prayer, ‘‘Forsake us not this year, great
confidence, | Its food-for such communion the Liberia schools, assimilated to Christian Benefactor, but blessus in our helplessness,
‘| opens the soul to receive new life flowing habits, and received as citizens into the from the treasury of thy goodmess!” And

Doth réach his home of ease!
That blessed house called ** Beautiful,”
And that soft chamber, *“ Peace.”
The River of Life runs through his dream,
And the leaves of heaven are at play |
He sees the Golden city lea,
This shining Subbath
day! |

neg

i

and,we are fatherless children. - Those who

Secret rye is the sign and the food of coast. . We see there a well regulated Rethis Sr
, its sign—for this life is love, publie, Zeontaplically 2s lazke as New

-

"Tis a burst of sunshine,
A lender fall of rain
4
Fait Bets JG baren lit alum,
akes o
8 young
again,
The dry and dusty roadside
. With smiling flowers is gay;

:

1

|

I

Siknipiansrgisgy

We thank thee, Lord, for one day
To look Heaven in the face!
The poor have only Sunday;
The sweeter is the
.
Tis then they make
the music
That sings their week away ;
Oh, there’s.a sweetness infinite
In the poor mun’s Sabbath day:

life ; or like an olive tree dead at
the. root,
which still may bear ¢“ two or three berries
in the top of the uppermost bough, four or

God,

-

.

hi

¢“

FOR

at Sa

BOSTON,

and 9.10, A. M.,

and

—

3.10,

‘

ALTON BAY at 6.35, A. M.
DOVER at 5.50, 7.85, and

:
10.58, AL;

TRAINS

FOR

M,

and

bo

3 And Tron the fragrant sod
The spirits of 4 thousand flowers
o sweetly up 10 God :
‘While in His holy temple
We meet to praise and pray,
With cheerful voice and grateful lay,
This summer Sabbath day!

is ‘no

.

NA,

;

we éxtract, the attempt to live in'such a limbo as lies between the two are only driven of the wind
rr

and condition, from which
following: |
What do we gee,

without him, or ‘there

MU
4

ew

reason, between absolute faith and absolute
unbelief. Either not a sparrow falls to the
ground

¥

or

Oe

District Secretary

.

a
4..
:

=
o
3
g
=
=
5

———

biyds are singing,

—

h

:

Christ, and be yéry poor and weak. But I
say there is no standing-room, no reality of

of the American Colonization Society, bas
prepared a statement of the Society's work

nates, then the outward acts of devotion
become formal and rigid, and the man is
like a tree, hollow at the heart, which still

q
a

A}

850

—

Rev. J, K. Converse,

all the acts -of public devotion and active
goodness, But when this inoer life stag-

Sabhath Day.

The Poor Man's
he merry

prayer, and thus it will flow out easily into

.

i"

S94
1,

y

DOVER.

Leave Boston at 7.30, 8.30, A. M., and 12,30, 3.30 and

5

P.M.
"Leave Portland®at 6-13, 9.10, A, M., and 8.10, and 6,
«M,

Sis

~~

Leave Alton Bay at 5.35, A. M., 8.45, P. M.TRAINS

Leave BOSTON

«

«

at

FOR

PORTLAND.

50, by M.,
A

and 12.30, 3.30,

and

« M.,

ALTON BAY 6.35, A. M., and 3.45, P.M.
DOVER at 10.45, A.M., and 8.00, 6.17, and
810,
om. ©
TRAINS FOR ALTON BAY.

i
I. D. STEWART,
Leave BOSTON at 8,80, A. M., and 8.80, p. Mm.
must appear some time in the world's his- Tavingstone 28 Years in Africa.
“
PORTLAND at 6.15, A. M., and 8.10, P: M.
4
DOVER, N.H
tory, would not have appeared in our day. Also our splendid new Bifle, just ready. Address, | “
DOVER at 10.45; A, M., 6.25, P, M.,
No doubt it has come. when it must, and HUBBARD BROS., Pub's, 538 Washington St., Boston.
OTHER TRAINS.
pe
TREATISE.
J
:
it must; but- those |
will vanish when
. The 7.30, A. M., train from Boston leaves Dover at.
for
blame
to
more
are*
The
New
Treavise,
just
revised
by
order
who do believe
10.10 for SSuth Berwick Junction,
HORACE WATERS & SON
of the General Conference, can new be had folThe 5, P. M., train from Boston leaves Dover at 7.45
it,’I think, than those who do not believe. A Great Offer | AoE a y No y Y Ww
Great Fails. P
dispose
of
100
Pianos,
Melodeons
and
Or.
y
y
rais
The comnion kind of belief in God
gans, of first-class makers, including Waters’, at on application, for 25 cents for eich copy.
rain leaves
Dover for Farmington, at 9, A.M.
tionally untenable. Half to an insensate very low prices for cash, or part cash, and Postage (extra) 4 cents for singleof one,
A train leaves Farmington fox vo: Boston and
in small monthly installments. New ¥-octave
5
:
4 cents each for two, or more copies.
Or- Portland at 9.56, A.M.
nature, half to a living God, is a worship balance
first-class FPiamos,
modern
improvements, for
God-is all-in all, or no $:235 cash. The Waters Concerto Parlor
ders are solicited
STAGE CONNECTIONS.
that can not stand.
God at all. The man who goes to church; Organs are the most beautiful in style and perfect
Stages leave Wolfeborough Tuesdays, Thursdays
one ever made. Illustrated Catalogue mailed. 1yi3
on Sunday, and yet trembles before chance,
is a Christian only because Christ has claim- i
er month guaran.
ed him,—is not a Christian as having believ- $100
To
20
Peed to
agents ev-

ed in him.

I would not be. hard. There are

so many.degrees in faith!
on the right track, may

A man’ may be
be learning of

erywhere, to sell our Indestructible White Wire
Clothes Lines. Sample free. Address the Hudson
Wire Mills, 128 Maiden Lane, N. Y., or 18 Clark St."
Chicago, 111.

lyeow20

50 cts. per 100; 7 cts. per dozen.

Send orders to

AN :IN GENESIS AND IN GEOLOGY:

. or, the Biblical account of Man's Creation
tested by Scientific Theories of "his Origin and Anti

quity:

one vol.,

fy Jose h P. THOMPSON,.D.
12mo,

Price, §1.. Will be

post, on receipt of price, by

:

’

.\

:

D, JL.

sent prepaid
i

I. D, STEWART.

/*

and Saturdays for Tuftonborough, Moultonborough,
Sandwich and Center Sandwich. = ©
”
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Leave Alton Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays
for Laconia.
ah
.
{
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Selections,

Colonization Society,

Only One.” This hidden, inner life must
be maintained in {ts fullnéss by constant
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The Morning Star.

His person was never over-shadowed nor
his voice drowned. Silence almost painful,
tears that wet many cheeks and which eminent men were almost proud ‘to shed, kind-

ling faces that bore witness to the: inspira-

APRIL 22, 1874.

tion felt afresh in the soul, bursts of applause that for the moment broke down all

GEORGE T. DAY, Editor!

’

me

—

The great statesman and
has
received
and ~~ will

e—

philanthropist
yet receive

to

Subscribers.

many © rare. and striking tributes, - but
hore
fitthere can hardly be another
The specisd Premiums offered for a’ lim- ting, more touching, more suggestive, or
ited time to both old and new subscribers more satisfactory to the friends that give
to this paper, are set forth om our third him the truest honor and the deepest love,
page. We ask the attention of our readers than that offered him a week since in Fan-

:

y

-

a Massachusetts man;

Faneuil Hall has been the scene of many
‘events that were noticeable at their occur-

rence and afterwards became historic.

more narrowly still,

he was @ white man ; but to-day what nation
shall claim him, what State shall appropriate

But

him,

what race shall boast

him?

He

was

the fair’ consummate flower of humanity.
in its immediate effects, was the ‘gathering He was the fruit of the ages. He was the
child of the Past and the promise of the
on Tuesday of last week, when the colored
Future. The whole world, could it but
people met to do honor to the memory of know its future relations, would mourn his

.

not the least impressive among such

\

-Mr.,

Sumner, and

Hon. Robert

}

~
of

u
¥

:

Tr

———

.

}

i}

i
i

events,

departure, and mankind everywhere

B. Elliott,

would

Congressional

awe return

To

‘

collect the scattered
golden urn.

It does mot

.

seem

ashes

into

J

History's

:

much

like the Boston

which mobbed Gurrison for re-affiiming the
Declaration of Independence, which put
chains about her Court-House' to prevent

a terrified and hunted fugitive from escap-.

moral enthusiasm

he

rescued

the nation

tio” of federal authority;

not

as

when

Brooks stole in upon Sumner like a prowl-

ing assassin

and smote

him

~

‘cause he loved right.

Let this be his record

a translation

of

Irving's

‘Mahomet
. and

His Successors,” had occurred in Bengal,

a blow of Mahometan

vengeance,

by
a large

number falling dead thereby. A repubthe lished extract from an English paper of"

Btate confronted the boys in gray from

little Palmetto empire and talkéd to each that date makes the matter plainer.
It
"other in the thunder of cannon and the rat- seems that a Parsee writer, between which
tle of musketry. Far from that. Instead, | sect and the Mahometans there is bitter
South Caroling comes to Boston in the per-

son of a grateful negro, whose

race has

risen to manhood and citizenship and authority, passes into Faneuil Hal, and there
revereutly” binds a garland about the brow
«of Massachusetts’ most eminent stateman,
whose chief merit was that he made his
life one long and splendid martyrdom for
the sake of the justice which slavery had

oufraged and
set at naught.

to her

sister

-the “occasion

enmity,

was

publishing

series of Lives of the

in

Prophets

Bengal

“A

of the

dif-

of Irving’s
book already mentioned. Some statements
| in the book, true enough probably, but

distasteful ‘to

followers of the prophet,

aroused their “ire, and proceeding against
the sect to which the translator belonged,

commonwealth

again,

and

and

the

time.

ter vention of a strong military arm,

Incidentally,

The event is reachinga book

this illustrates how farmay be in its influence,

worthy to become historie; the .'words “de- and hoy
different that influente may be
serve. to be treasured for their own foice ‘from what
its author would have it exert.
- .and beauty; and the scene is one which
So ing is it that “time and use are the
* would justify

years’

vime

to

a great artist in giving five only ¢ompléte tests."
its representation on the
But the chief significance of the

"canvas ns an instructor of coming genera. in

: [+1 Thy sions.
Dion

;

ne

4

:

fhis, that .it shows

| strong

+.

hold

that

7

riot lies

conelusively

Mahometanism-

(he
has

‘any specific way of the eulogy of Mr.

oceasion,—

Soa ciappiritive, discriminating, just, dignified,

‘graceful,

fervid, eloquent.

wminadhe pier
Soho

|
I

on

of the

SR

i

In Bombay alone there are said

to be

over

©

=
CY
———

the sealle of intellectual and moral improve-

| ment advancing in every

bers of the church, Speaking of its duty to
care for and educate them, the editor says:
How best to secure this education of oup
young
members, and help them to reach

other direction,

therd has been the most painful evidence of

fearful deterioration in the drinking

habits

a higher and broader: Christian experience,
question, demand.
ing earnest thought of pastors. We can

of the people. The manufacturer sale, and
consumption of intoxicating liquors have jncrensed at a most alarming rate: ' Statistics

is a serious and pressing

not-ufford that our young converts should
fall quickly into lukewarmness,- and re.

need not be repeated here, as they are ac-

in greater individuality,and purer affection.

main in a Siaghant spiritual state.

Is one of these qualities wanting in Chris- cessible and familiar to all, With the intianity ? Not one. But these all full short crease of drinking ‘and drunkenness, the
of the mark. They are faultless ‘arrows, vices connected with and consequent upon

but there is no bow.

They

are

it have accumulated beyond

golden

links of a golden chain, but the chain itself
is'absent aid only the links remain. They
want galvanizing by the supreme force.

ag

1

gxpectatiing

bt

Has,

aker.

kiEEddidhEof

surroundings

public

did

not

and

scientific,

that

it

In his late lecture on ‘Mis

has for
8,”

:
;
»
That religion [Brabmanism]
is #Stil
professed by at least 110,000,000 of human

Eloquent as were the souls, and, to judge from the last census,
the scene, every ear even that enormous” number falls much

© was kept attentive .to the orator’s
hl

that race.

It rosg to, meet ‘he says:

It ‘more than satisfied

(«The

historical

Wanting this, though

tudes of children
themselves on the
the time to begih
has ever yet been

all precedent.

The stupendous frauds in business circles,

corruption in high stations, almost every
form of vice and crime, so rife, are to be

The

Multi.

and youth' are rangin
Lord's side, and now 5
to do more for them than
done,
:

ofl

”

National

Baplist is sure that there

perfect parts, they

results. The
old Washingtonian movement had a great
and salutary influence. The Maine law
and other prohibitory enactments have done
mach to put the liquor traffic where it belongs—in the catalogue
of grime.
We

It is indeed a beautiful conception, this
united effort of the human race to eliminate
all wrong from its condition, to stand forth

140,000 Mahometans, while in Bengal they
are rapidly increasjng. . There should be
no need of statistics to prop upsthe statement of their increase, when they thus

morally upright, and to be

a faultless

ex-

ample
arisdand smite the traditional religion] of cellence.of social, political and domestic exBut has the human race, without
the race, because from it have come some
Crist, ever approximated to that condition ?
second-hand reflections on the character of
Is there any good reason to suppose that it
their prophet.

the Index to the

contrary

notwithstand-

er, to show that

Christianity:

is a

failure,

presented the statement that **in New York
less than ten per cent. of the laboring classes attengebtunch, and in London less than
two per cent.”
:
Is there any fairness in making
the
church-attendance of this class of people

an

index of their Christianity? Is there not
more of the Christian religious. sentiment
among them than we would thus be made
to believe? A person’s knowledge of them
must be very superficial who would declare
otherwise, Take the ninety per cent. of

New York laborers who, it is affirmed, stay
away from church.

Is one to find them,

as

ever will?

and not from the principles of the

zation of the age we have come to a place
where a decision must be made one way or
the other.

cede.

We must either advance

or

re-

The floodsof intemperance must

be

sin.

dried up, or they will overwhelm the coun-

prospects in'a common ruin.

onger yields to fits of passion; when he

"All honor, then, to the noble position

stops hostding and uses his money benevolently—then he is saved from drunkenness,
from anger, from covetousness. When the
change extends from the top to the bottom
of his whole. nature;.when all inordinate
desires are bitted and curbed, and every
faculty yields music to tha touch, and his

the

women are taking in the temperance cause.
No one can deny but this is one of woman's

rights, and most worthily is she vindicating

it. The women are organizing, combining,
quickly, understandingly;
earnestly and

But

“the coming reiigion” has stopped there.

soul is filled and governed by that divine dis-

with a determination, that augurs the best
its case. The one has given to the "results. We have great faith in it. We bé&
‘all that it presents as in the least, excel- lieve God is in it, and that he has inspired
worthy. Isit fair thus to take a them to the work. Let every man look
of the old, formulate it, and call it well to his responsibility. Because there is
something néw ? The one has Christ and a powerful work in one direction, let there
revelation, the other only intelléct and con- be no relaxing of effort in any other direcscience. In this case, it is “the effort of tion. Rather let us take advantage of these
Christianity, on the other hand, has but half

Man to perfect himself,” with

for ahelper.

only

favorable circumstances to encourage

himself

position which we call love—then the man
.
is saved altogether.

Dewuninatioml News and Notes.
A Step Full of Meaning.
At the special meeting of the corporators
of the Printing Establishment, held at this

and

strengthen the new movement by every
appropriate mode of action. The evil to be
encountered is gigantic, so that all good influences should be combined to procure its

In the other case it is the

same effort, but' with Christ for a helper,
who is ever whispering the blessed words,

I will never leave thee nor forsake thee.”
The result can not be in doubt, It is only the finite pretending to improve upon
the infinite. Futile task. It is no new pretense. *‘Be good, my boy, be good,” was

speedy overthrow.

thisis

now

We verily believe

office the past

that

W hose statement has equaled that, either

i»

The

New

The Methodist refers editorially to the
late priestly pretense of teaching secular
knowledge in the schools that Catholics
clamor for, and says:
The pretense of teaching secular knowl:
edge is made to cover an active proselytism. The priest is more solicitous to add
to the number of his spiritual subjects than

in

Movement.

—

C—

We have been permitted this morning

to

tion of ignorant parents

compulsory law.

near
a notorious gambling and liquor saloon,

. Possibly this announcement ‘may induce

by a

must be met

.

know

but a few

ieties and regrets. But we know that it
will carry a large and profound satisfaction
to many of our readers. It is a result
which they

havei.eagerly

it stands for an_enterprise

prophecy

waited

and

for, and

becomes a

of progress that offer hope and

cheer. The action is decisive; no backward or hesitating steps are to be taken, as

| no heedless and presumptuous ones are. an‘ticipated. The preliminary work is -already

Ordinarily this woidd have seemed a | The Congregationalist, baving remarked

planned and entered

on ; the

result

is

not

likely to be needlessly delayed. The word
is at length deliberately spoken, and decisive action treads on its heels.
:

that wooden beams sometimes look sound
‘and healthy without while they are rotten
and worm-eaten within, goes on to say:

strange spectacle; but in view of the work
widely and bravely going forward, of which
there is most cheering news from every
quarter, we readily understood the present

we do not

persons may at first indulge queries, anx-

lessons in tlese facts for us- here at home;
the opposition.of the priests to public education we already know, and the Spposi-

our hearts. Passing alobg one of our .principal streets [in Hillsdale, Mich.] we noticed.a collection of women on the side-walk

and

sub-

somie surprise;

Tliere are’

to fit them for the duties of life.

witness a scene that has greatly rejoiced

after

able it more
ciently to serve the denomination, therefore,
CR,
Eesolved, That the Executive Committee
be, and they are hereby directed to enter
at once upon the work of making
arrangementsto effect its removal at
the earliest
practicable day.

to the joy which God gives, but the joy which
God enjoys. It is not a gift but & partnership which the believer receives.

:

week,

that makes the words emphatic as well as
renders the action itself significant :
Whereas, in the opinion of this Board,
the remofal of the publishing office of the
Morning Star to
on,
. would
increase the moral influence of that paper,
eventually en
its cireulativn, and en-

the special work before the

Rabbi Hillel's, *‘quintessence of all relig- | :
Spirit of the Press.
ions.” Bat it failed in practical application.
Will not the coming one, which is no advanee
The Christian Era presents this ‘‘curupon the Rabbi's dictum? “Be good, my rent thought":
boy, in Christ's name and for humanity.»
When a Christian dies he does not enter in

audacity or falsenéss ?

8 vane

protracted consideration of the whole

ject, the following preamble “and resolution were adopted, and with a heartiness

American people.—J, J. B.

Does not this supply what the Rabbi's statement lacked, as well as suggest the infinite
superiority of the Christian religion over
the fiction which is promised to supplant it?
Christianity a failure because sin abounds ?

He can be saved pnly by being helped

to leave off sinning. When he ceases to
t drunk and lives soberly; when. he no

try - and our dearest hopés and brightest

high affection, thinking no evil of its fellow,
| and doing none? Christ's new command-

bur-

indolence, the baseness, which are the

den of our lives #* ‘That is the question on
whose answer everything depends. We do
not say that a man is saved fiém the sin of
drunkenness while he continues to get
drunk. We do not think that a man is
saved from the sin of anger when he is in
the habit of bursts of passion, any more
than we should regard him as sawed from a
fever while the fire still raged in his veins.
A man is saved from sin when he ceases. to

as. individuals,families,communities, and as
a nation, is at stake.
In view of the ecivili-

religion

sympathy.

save us from the selfishness, the falsity, the

character, of domestic purity, of integrity,
of religion. All we hold dear and sacred

stated. Is the new religion to honor intellect ? So does Christianity. Is it to exalt conscience ? So does Christianity. Is it to insist
on persoual independence, acknowledging
no man as master, and so developing an intense individuality ? But Christiarity calls
for all that. Tsit to be characterized by a
and

day, deep in tHe hearts of men_.there remains the profoundest sense that of all evils
the sin within us is the worst, and that in
deliverance from it is the only issue that
can make of life a victory. But, asa practical matter, how does or how can Christ

litical economy, of public virtue, of private

itself, that is, unless these have not all been

ment is that of love

to-day, amid worlds of thought so novel,
and discoveries so vast, that the mind sometimes grows
almost dizzy before them; to-

best citizens,but of the masses.
It arises in
the interest of humanity, civilization, of po-

followers,

to keep

Christianity alive in
spite of a thousand errors; it has had fruitfalness’enough to do for
men even in the darkest ages of
Christian ity what the highest heathen religion. and
philosophy never could do for them. And

as applying to this monstrous evil, and hail
every judicious and timely measure for its
utter eradication,
This is no mere emotional or temporary
excitement—it is a movement based on sober sense and deep convictions not only of the

be its"final appeal? Always to itself. The
question must always return to the questioner for its answer. Need we go farther
to reach the limit of absurdity ?
But *“the coming religion,” so far as we
have heard it explained, is not to be essentially at variance withChristianity.
It
of course will oppose it. That is announced
beforehand. But the opStition will come

Obscured, disguised, pervert-

ed, it has still had vitality enon

have faith in both moral and legal suasion

In‘such an effort, to what is to

only from the mouths of its few

the Church.

The millennium will not dawn to-morWe are not prepared to “assert with sad
security of conclusion that this republic of row in consequence of this step; there is a
and mind which the Christian spirit would
ours has come to. an evil time like (hat; ‘deal of hard and patient work stillon hand ;
develop in them? Is there no. friendship | ‘way, quiet, earnest, resolute. After a brief but we are prepared to say that there are
a fresh call is thus made for self-sacrifice
‘among them,no brotherly Tove, no sympathy pause there was a gonerous cheering in the porienions symptom$ of a condition of
and deyotion and pluck; but swe are conward
unsoundnes
in
our
political
affairs,
group,
and
they
passed
on,
doubtless
havs
in suffering, no observance of the golden
which
gre calculated to alarm all true fident that the true road to success has been
ing
obtifined
the
assurance
that
the
nefarious
rule, no faith, cor prayer, nor sacrifice ?
business in that shop shall immediately lovers of liberty and the rights and hopes found and chosen.
““In Taborer’s ballad oft more piety
:
:
| 'of man,

a class,

without those qualities of heart

statistics. Tis experience lacks some of its
richest lessons.
:
Ps

Again, it was undertaken ‘to show

that

Clyi stanley is a failure by the amount of
pofitical corruption among us. There are
‘heavy defalcations, huge swindles, Sanborn
contracts, Jayne frauds, and the appoint-

ment of *‘the young soldier”. to be’ collector

of the port of Boston.

It will doubtless be

news to most people to hear that Christianity is responsible for these things. By
what are “they

more

strongly

condemned

than by Christian principles ? Who deplore
them

situation. - The women appeared wel every

cease.

God finds than in Te Deum’s melody.”

Alas for him

more heavily

than

Christians

To be sure, the men

who

are. respofisible

do?

Thisis an example of the noble |

teachings ? . Because

temperance a failure?

men

are

drunken

is

It is not temperance

that drinks, it is intemperance. . It is' not
Cbitetianity that has Tailed, it is humanity,

the very humanityin whinge effort to poy

A

enterprise sp extensively prosecuted at the
West, and in various other sections;
!
This work began here with careful delib-

eration.

About two weeks

since,

any concert, as we understand,
were

appointed

in most

of

churches on the same evening,

without

meetings

the

The

perance iu this city. In eath case # committee was appointed to confer with the
other churches. Thus a united movenient

was speedily organized, meetings were held

and Reflector,

The Fire at Hillsdale:

predict-

come up, adds:
+

to consider

our duty with reference to the cause of tem-

hii.

Watchman

ing that a new national party is about to

leading

, We don't know

shall be,
shall lay
and bear
God has

what this

new

WHAT

party

nor what shall be the issues whic
hold of the great popular heart
it on to power, but we know that
Something better for us than the

resent, and

that

his resources

es. A deep impression was at once visible
on the whole community. Soon-it was announced that one and another liquor dealer

had decidedto give up the traffic “without
waiting for any

visitation

or request.

In

ly found

are infinite.

Of course, here as clsewhere,

there are

all sorts of speculations, predietions,and obstructions, but they ave clearly of little ac-

count.

We have evgry

that this

reasofr

to believe

is no illconcéived, needless,

hasty movement,

.On the other hand, many

of

-

‘w

.

what is the

Some lessons arising from this catastro-

urally impress themselves on all minds;
such as the exefcise of . greater care, in

ored race in the. Sout
but h;
it: also sug-

gests:

a

building, as nearly 48 midy be, in a fires
proof manner; . greater cate in protecting

;

All that the missionary organizations
of the Northern churches ean do, and all

that the most enlightened .of the colored
race can. accomplish, will be very little

to be cultivated by the evangelical churches.

of the South.

They have to regain miich

the

-building

by

employing' watchmen;

especially,

property raised by the

and, perhaps, in keeping ‘more fully fisured,

contributions of self-saerifice,

Farther, it raises the inquiry in
ful tiuds, Is it wise to put so
‘proportion of money raised for
invites and benevolent institutions, into

of ‘the log¢ confidence which is necessar
to suecess, and to build wisely upon the
sure foundation of a pure gospel. No
more
larger

important
endeavors,

Christian © work
or promises richer

| wards, than this great missionary field. :

re-

o

>

inquiring,

phe, of greater or less significance, nat-

"The Christian Intelligencer sces with
satisfaction the efforts in bebalf(of the col-

fect itselfwe are to experience ‘‘the coming things have
Jong heen conspiring to preshort of the real truth,
And vet I do not réligion,”=if we experience it all,
| pave its way. While the éountry has been | ~The Eznminer-and Chronicle
words, | shrink from “saying that their religion iswses quite
What stronger argument then should one rapidly improvi
ng in all material ways, and | sensible word's in Lichatf of the young inem.-

myself

e say 10 every Christian man, hold no lesson which this great calamity should
allegiance to party as such. Don’t be the teach us as a people, and especially, those:
mere creatures of wire-pullers. Wait on: of us who are engaged more immediately
God.
:
A
.| in éducational work ?

evidence. compared with the wild wastes that Fenialn

of suceéss,

18 ITS LESSON Pa:

Ever since I partially recovered from
the stunning blow which was given me by
the burning of the college, I have frequent-

for prayer, conference, and public address- |.

for these corrupt practices are citizens of a the mean time
the ladiestheld daily prayer
Christian country. But both in opening meetings,
circulated pledges, and employed
the way for them and thefi. in walking in’ othér suitable
means, with every

We have Tittle space in which to speak in upon the Hindu mind. Max Miller
has that way, did they not put themselves withElli- already pointed out the attractions, both | out the pale of Christianity and- ignore its
Cocotte
Bovit was worthy
wv.

Lg]

+4 conscience, stronger will, this resulting

it.
religion may linger on for a long
time, it may be accepted by the large masses of the people, because it is there, and
there is nothing better.
But when a religion has ceased to produce defenders of
the : faith, = prophets; champions, martyrs,
it has ceased to live, and
in this sense
Brahmanism has ceased to live for more
than a thousand years.
:
’

whose knowledge of the
ferent religions Sects,” and his sketch of Christi
anity of these classes is based only on
Mahomet was a reproduction

of the liberty which it had they began a general massacre, and
would
The Palmetto state speaks doubtless have finished it but for the in-

«mow it is in.a gvay consistent with the place,

:

of thou ght which is long buried
{ may live ou, like'the
our feet.
the tiger, but the niere air of free
and civilized life will extinguish

ati.

down at the the sect known as Parsees being visited

very door of death with a
bludgeon; not
as when the boys in blue from the old Bay

4

stratum
beneath
lion and
thought

from its shameful subservience to the de- ing.
:
.
mands of material and commercial interests
3)
and guided it up tothe high plane of justice
and right, Above his other great qualities
- Unreasonable Reasons.
towers that moral greatness to which scholarship, oratory and s tatesmanship are butWhile lately deliveringa ‘lecture in this
secondary and insignitic
He was just
because he loved justice ; he was right be- city on “The Coming Religion,” the speak-

ing beyond the reach of his southesn claim- and epitaph. To have lived such a life
g
ant, which had been a hunting ground for were glory enough.
men and women whose only crime was the
4 A Book and a Riot.
.skin-tint God had’ given them, and which |
:
®———
had often been impatient of abolitionism as
Just think of Washington Irving, that
the worst of heresies. Massachusetts and
genial man, being even the remote cause
South Carolina had met again.
But in of bloodshed! One would as soon look for
what a different spirit from the meetings frost in the sunshine, or for a derringer in
of other dds! It was net mow" as when Whittier’s breast pocket.
the two states had stood up in the persons
Perhaps some of our readers may recall
i of Hayne: and Webster to fight°a ‘moral a news paragraph in this
piper about a
"duel in the Senate Chamber over the ques- month ago, stating that a riot, incited by

i

92, 1871.

And why? Becguse. it ‘need by which to show the inadequacy af
dying. or ‘dead,
can not stand the light of da y. The wor- this coming religion, than these very failship of Siva, of Vishnu, and the other, pop- ures by which humanity,~the man with a
ular deities, is of the same, nay, in many
cases of a more degraded and savage capital m,~has marked its course? Its
character than the worship of Jupiter, [chief characteristics ‘are to be, greater:
it.- belongs ‘to. a reverence for intellect, completer loyalty
oyalt
Apollo, and Minerva;

The camel has come into
:
repre- join in his-honors. .
But if any fraction of humanity. may claim the tent, and henceforth the poor "Hindu
septative from South Carolina, delivered
must sleep, at the door.
a peculiar right to do honor to.the memory
;
his fine and touching eulogy.
of this great common benefactor of the
Perhaps the present special condition. of
It was fitting that the old Cradle of Lib- world, surely it is the colored race in the
the Mahometan mind may help to account
erty should be chosen for such:a purpose. United States. To other men hi§ services
for this hot resentment of the Parsi’s transIts very air is redolent : of freedom. The may seem only a vast accession of strength
lation. Says the writer to whose article
facgs that look down from the canvas hang- to a cause already moving with a steady and
assured advance ; to us, to the colored race,
we
have already referred :
ingon its walls, ¢all up the great struggles be is and ever will be the great, leader ‘in
The
ns are now and have been
of the human soul for right and justices political life, whose ponderous and inces- for someMahometa
years looking for *‘revivals,” and
The memories that trowd upon the mind sant blows battered down the walls of our are consequently in a state of chronic exin that spot are such as stir sluggish blood, prison house, and™“whose strong hand led citement.
They
know no law but the
forth into the sunlight of freedom. I do sword, and,” their religious passions once
make even timid hearts for the time he- us
not seek to appropriate him to my race ; but aroused, extermination is. almost the only
roic, and set stammering lips aflame with 1 do feel to-day that my race might almost effectual
means by which they can be put
the speech that rouses souls, Here too Mr. bid the race to which by blood he belonged
down. A greater contrast can scarcely be
Sumner himself uttered the first notice- to stand aside ,while we, to whose welfare conceived than exists between the Maable words that inaugurated his career as his life was so completely given, advance hometan and the Bengalee worshiper of
to do
grateful honor to him who was our Vishnu—a man who will gladly die for ‘his
a champion of freedom and a mighty work- great
benefactor and friend.
* * * =
faith, but will not lift a huger to propagate
er for the emancipation of the negro. And
Fellow-citizens, the life of Charles Sum- or defend .it. But it is these latter who
80, when his noble character and his finish- ner needs no interpreter. It is an open
are passing away and the former are takThe ends he ai
at ing their places.
ed work were to pass under formal review, illuminated page.
That England will acnothing could have been more appropriate were always direct. Neither deception nor commodate herself to the changed conindirection, neither concealment nor disthan that the representatives of the race guise of any kind or tlegree had place in his ditions there is little doubt. Of one thin £
we maybe certain—if in addition to the
whose chains he had done so much to strike nature or methods.
By open means he growth of this faith in India, its astonishoff, should crowd the old historic building, sought open ends.
He walked in the: sun- Ing progress in China at the present time
and listen to one of their own number, as, light, and wrote his heart's inmost purpose
is remembered—that Mahometanism is to
play a great part in the .future history of
with words now kindling like a bugle and on his forehead.
His activity and capacity of intellectual Asia, as great, perhaps, as it played ten
now sublimely pathetic like the strains'of Taber was almost unequaled. Contined centuries
ago.
the Dead March in Saul, he spoke of the somewhat by the overshadowing nature of
It is not, of course, to be un
« man who had Ween at once the honored the anti-slavery cause in the range of his that this is the first marked
indication of
peer of the ablest statesmen and the faith- topics, he multiplied bis blows and redoubled the place
which Mahometanism has made
the
energy
of
his
assaults
upon
that
‘great
ful friend of th» bumblest slave.
enemyof his country’s
peace.: Here his for itself in the Hindu worship.
The fact
What contrasts and changes such a gath: vigor knew no bounds,’ He
aid all ages of its place there is as old as the conquest
ering suggests!
How it speaks of the and lands under contribution. Scholarship
of India itself, This riot may at least
progress of ideas! How forcibly it re- in all its walks—history, art, literature,
show in which way the drift still tends.
science—all
these
he
made
his
aids
and
serminds us that what was denounced yestervitorsy But who does not see that these are And it seems to be upward.
Mahom. day as revolutionary and damnable, is acvot- his glory? He was a scholar among etanism is better than Brahmanism.
The
cepted to-day, not only without protestor scholars ;an orator of consummate power; a
Koran appeals to a higher seutiment. than
hesitation, but often with tears of joy and statesman familiar with the structure of
Now let Mahomet yield to
governments and the social forces of the the Vedas.
shouts of welcome.
world ; but he was
ter and better than Christ, the Koran to the Bible, as inevitabe the case, unless the missionFor Humanity sweeps onward :—where to-day one or all of these; he was a man of abso- bly must
flute moral rectitude of purpose and of life. ary spirit of the age is without
the martyr stands,
=
divine
personal
purity was
perfect, and un- sanction, and it will be only
On the morrow crouches Judas with’ the silver His
a question of
poi
CH
Anis
in
e
carried
morals
Ain his hands;
into
litics. And this is the greatness of “time and use” to decide how signally
While the hooting mob of yesterday with silent Charles Sumner,
by the power of his true it is that Christianity isnot a failure,
the eloquent colored

-

APRIL

I

charged mainly to the same prolific source. is need of great wisdom in winning souls ;
“There is need of wisdom; of a wisdom
Nearly
every family has felt the pangs of
form no complete whole,
:
more than earth can
To be sure, there are hosts of persons in
“Whence shall
j
The *‘coming religion” is, according to the destroyer, nearly every village aud ham- we derive it? It comes partly
by natural
India who still adore the image of Vishnu, this lecturer, to be one wholly of the intel- let has been outraged, while the larger cities endowment,
by experience and
and the monster Siva.. Bat,as Miiller lect. ” Religion itself is defined to be ‘The have abounded in every form of wickedness practice, . Butandit partly
comes more than all as
suggests, ask any Hindu, who can read effort
of Man to perfect himself.” The new and bid defiance to all moral or legal means the gift of God. To wisdom in all earthly
affairs, but far more to wisdom in winning
We'dan find room only for the and ‘write and ‘think, whether these are religion is to represent the success of this of reform,
to these offers. We also suggest that they euil Hall.
souls apply
t and the promise.
the
gods
that
he
believes
in,
and
he
will]
Various measures baye been adopted, at “It any amongtheyouprecep
two brief extracts from the eulogy which
lack wisdom, let him
call the attention of those who are not now follow,—the first taken from the earlier smile at the credulity that could have effort.” Tt is hamanity trying to lift itself one time
moral
suasion,
again legal enact- ask of God, that giveth to all men liberally,
over the sum of human evil by its own
subseribers, both fo the Star
and to these portion, and the second from the closing prompted the question.
:
boot straps. A moral impossibility. What Jments. We stop not here to discuss those. i upbraideth not, and it shall be given
It*is upon this dying religion, that
-~ special Premiums, They ‘may thus serve paragraphs; but they will suffice to show
does the history of the ages show has been Doubtless niistakes have been madé;
in him,"
more than one important end by a small how justly the speaker apprehended what Mahometanism, in a measure at least, the result of all attempts of this sort? some instances evil has been mingled with
seems to be building itself ap; or, if not
good ; sill, much has been done to prepare
was central and vital in his subject, and how
: **Chirist
the Saviour” ia the title of an edi‘outlay of time and effort.
that,
to be prolonging its life, - Already Failure. . If any country may be cited to the public mind for
well he put his elear thought into. graceful
more decisive, energet- torial in the last Christian Union, from
show
what
this
iotellectual
religion,
this
English papérs are troubled over the perand forcible words. He says:
final appeal to reason, wil do for it, it is ic, and persevering action. Each phase of which we extract the following :
That truth, that’ Christ is a Saviour from
Liberty .Honoring Fidelity,
Charles Sumner in his mortal limitations plexities' that this-state of things brings France. ' Barely to think of her condition is “the great temiperance reform has been favor-|
sin, has never been lost from the mind& of
was an American; more narrowly, he was into the management of its Indian affairs. sufficient.
able and productive of good
i
—
.

Premiums

ie

grave of Mr. Sumner.
It was a¢fine and
impressive ‘picture of Liberty bringing
grateful honors to a faithful champion.

on
ad

“

.

bore

Elliot aid his wreath on the scarcely closed

apublication

dressed fo the Publisher.

things

witness to the effectiveness with which Mr."

;

a@-All communications designed for
suould be addressed to the Editor, and all letters
Db 1siness, remittances of money, &c., should be

Er)

¢

ordinary self-restraint,—these

Ass’t Editor.
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ble buildings, rather than into’ permanent
endowments P
But it is no lesson, 6r question such as
above suggested, that takes possession of

my

mind

and ina thanner
7A

gibi

thoughtgreat a
colléges,
perisha-

Sy —

haiti

disturbs

its

-
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much interest.

listening’ hearts and

in the vicinity,by

WARREN

Backsliders have been

inquiring minds.

" future generations * Or, has this fire; been
permitted in order to make our ‘wants sand. reclaimed, the Juke-warm - aroused, and
weakness so fully known to our widely nine precious souls brought-to a saving
S. Lor.
dispersed people, as to ‘draw them to the knowledge of the truth. £

very

young people, making, in all, twenty-one
that have been baptized since the revival
commenced last October. Others will go

im-

forward soon. ' Of late one man of some
forty yeas has been reclaimed from a

4

meetour

with

plead

Heavenly Father to impart to us a knowledge of the true lesson about which we
should be so anxions, What is that les-

vention to be held at Ocean. Grove, New

VaArYsBURG,

N. Y.

The

has been one of deep

religious

interest

in

power of God was manifest

sion of sinners.

A church in connection with the Bishop
erty, in Pittsburg, Pa.

have united

A Reformed Episcopal

Ground

Y.

Rev.

Ellicotville,

in

have been added to the church.
Bro. R.
has also labored extensively in other places the past year.
Rn

that

her large subscription will paralyze the
* small ones that ought to be made. I main-

ope

tain that her large self-sacrifice will stimalate the sisters to give more

freely, even

-of small subseriptions, seeing that the end
to be reached is made the more certain by
the large beginning already made.
:
As I had

heard nothing

ious lest the case was going against me,
but what ** Vesta” says, and what some
one writes me privately,puts me once more

in a hopeful mood.
pondent

with

I learn

what

that

a sister, who begins.

she calls ¥Br mite, is quietly

«canvassing one of our churches, and will

jmitate her example, that

for

every

hun-

* dred dollars a scholarship shall be issued to
some individual or church as the contributors decide. This scholarship is perpetual‘tor one scholar at a time,

and

wife

would

it should

be used to encourage some young lady to
prosecute her studies.
Thus the -sisters
who contribute to this fand may encourage
not only the lady principal, their repre-

sentative in the-faculty of the college, but
also many a young lidy among the pupils

Rem

Tuking

professorship

of at

up

least

an Alumni

Treatise

as

expressive of our views of Bible dogtrine and
church usages,we found five brethren and ten
sisters agreeing in doctrine and fellowship, and
they were duly organized into a church. - Order
of recognition: Counsecrating prayer, by S. But-

$10,000.

About

have been subscribed. And, again,
tral Association of New York and
yania voted a year ago last August
to raise

$10,000.

for the

Marks

professor-

ship, and" that subscription is not above
$6,000 to-day, and perhapsa little under
that. It would not surprise me if the ladies should complete the endowment of
$10,000 for the Lady Prineipal about as early

as either of the other special professorships
shall be mace up. Tt was only in January
last that I made public the suggestion to

“the

ladies

that this field

is all their own,

. I know ladies have given by the hundred
on

both

other

of the

professorships,

and

. ope lady is about {o pay over $1,000 all at
once on the Marks professorship ; and yet,
in so short a time, on their own peculiar

work, the lagies have over $2,000 of the
1
$10,000 subsgribed.
might
orships
profess
three
these
wish
“1
be

completed

in

Such promptness
new courage

the

months.

two

next

would make us all take

in all our

under-

benevolent

takings, and save much expense of agency

work. Will the ladies try to overtake in
“heir work those who are at’'work on the

other two?

I wish they might soon call

for their hundred scholarships.

D. M. GRAHAM,

J. Rand, A. W.

Jefferson,
of Rev.

ceiving himto our

body.

After

LY

datFrost, at the Foreign Mission office,
he
that
states
ed at Glasgow, the 3d inst.,
Atthe
s
acros
ge
passa
‘had a very stormy
on the
]antic, but is hoping for better times

remainder of his voyage.

He

from Liverpool, April 13, in
Mecca,” for Caloutta.

He

‘the appearance of the ship.
“perance

was to sail

the ¢* City of
is

pleased with
Ic

is

a tem-

line, and is owned by Geo. Smith,

& Sons of Glasgow.

© April 18.

GC 0. LisBY,

of the

an

eminently

satisfactory examination,
by vote of Lynn
church, Rev. J. Mariner gave him the hand of
fellowship, for the church. Hehas been sup~
plying that pulpit for some time past to good

acceptance, and will be its pastor, with Gods

blessing. There

seems no reason wh{ that

should not'be one of our stromgest churches in
New England. So may it be,
A. P. TRACY, Sec. of Council.

observed

pastor, the installation’ services were
on the first Sabbath

lows®

were

and

of April,

their

to become

Hall

J.

J.

baving called Rev.

as

fol-

.

’

O. E.
Sermon and charge to chureh, by Rev.
Baker; Charge to pastor, by Rev. I. J. Wilkins;

Address

Rev. —— Brindell

by

of welcoiie,

Cary,
(Methodist); Closing prayer, by Rev. ——

(Presbyterian).
est

and- profit.

‘The occasion was one of interappointed

was

tea-niceting

A

for the Wednesday evening following, at which

the several clergymen of the city were expected
to be present, and others, for the purpose
of extending the acquaintance and completing

the ceremony of welcome to Bro. Hall:

The Waterloo church has gone to work right.
nor in
Though by no means strong in number

,—
wealth, they pledge to ‘Bro. Hall agood salary
freeing him

embafrassment,

gecular

from

his whole

energies

and

to

and
his ‘work. His congregation is increasing,
maniconsiderable religious interest is already

fest. He baptized three on the Sabbath evening
after the installation. Others aire to go forward
goon.

he

Bro. Hall is a young man of promise, and

and Mrs."Hall

work in Towa.

The

are welcome

aids to our

regard

brethren

settlement of Bro. Hall, as in answer to
May the fruits of his coming confirm it.

the

prayer.
B.

Helpers are
od to henr how the Little Mission
‘has met. regularly,
Society
Ihe
prospering.
once a menth, since it was oreinized. and though

/

4

Take

vantage.

son's

Anodyne

Liniment.

e

use

it,

is John-

and

atways

reccommend it to our friends.

Liniments

allay pain, subdue swellings, heal
burns, and wil cure rheumatism,
spavin, and any flesh, bone or

_JZW

_ muscle’ ailment.

The

1

fi

A

mer,

.

:

”

Ihave never

Association

will

be held in connection

White

)

{
Wrapper is for family use, the
NAPE
Yellow Wrapper is for animals.
Price 50 cents; large bottles $1.
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This certifies that my danger

M Atwood—A G Adams--8 H Abbott—I. Andrews—
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troubled with
a humor, which

Cook
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M

numerable

Lape—J Minot—H Morey—dJ H Maynard=F Morrison—
J F Moulton—J R Merrill—A Mow I1—B F MeKemmey—
R Norton—R N Merrill—R McFarland] Moxley—J C

families.

Mrs L A Thorae—S
man—H
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W Wells—J
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Wolf—0 Whiting—M
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B Williams—F

H Weeks
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the GENUINE

SENSE FAMILY
Thio

T H Drake, Middleport, O.
'B McKoon, Lllicottvile, N Y.
H F Scribner, Strafford, Vt.
Crawford, Spring Hill, Kansas.
MoKay
Arar.
‘ama Co, Iowa.

RevJ B

Lash, G

cinoati, 0,

N H.

Ma

mo

EXPRESS,
& W Pike, Warren

Co. via Cin

A Jordan, Lisbon Factory,

50
2.00
1.00
1.00

“

pe

26.00

Total,
$29 50
J
A. H. MORRELL.
Harper's Ferry,W. Va., April 10, 1874.
Foreign

COMMOY

y

Pittsburgh,
13t8

«

Musie Books!

Choice

Rev K F Higgins, 8 A Higgins,1.00 each; E Graves,
M H Downing,J V Brown,
DS Morgan, A B
Brown, Jos
Yeoman, HE Coan, 50 cts each
Jas Brown, Jacob Dunelsbeck, J F Stuart, 23
each.J W Graves, .10, White Co, Q M, Ind,
r K F Higgins,
Y
Y M C Asso., New Hambton, N H, per J W Dealand;
-

Mrs C A Harding, Uniondale, Pa,
2d Lisbon, Me, for support of Nath, Purinton in India, FL N 8 Purinton,
i
:
)
per R Cooley,
Wis,
Oakland,
Woman’s For.
Miss, So Johnstown. Wis, per HD
a
ooley,
:
Alexandria, N H. per W Applebee,
Abbott, Me, Ber B 8 Gerry,
1st Saugerville, me,
**

8 Limingtoun, Me, per J M Hopkinson,

Horony lie, Wis, per W Mitchell,
e,
N
i
Tiverton, R I, per L W Wilcox,
Strafford, Vt,
per M Atwoed,
Few Duream Q M, per C L Pinkham,
Waterbury River,
Vt, per Mrs J W Burgin,
New Hampton, N H,
per W Loud,
Inlet Grove, i, per C Cairn,
Palestine Grove, Ill
i

Ellsworth Q M, Me, per M M R Gott.

MrsED.
rs

ona

:

Burr in In-

Wash. St 8 5, Dover for support of Wm

Portland,for a,f support t o! of
class, Port]
8 class,
ji

THREE
'
i
Volumes of Bound Music.

Price of each. Book : Boards, $2.50; Cloth, $3; Gilt, $4.
MUSICAL
TREASURE:
Vocal and Instrumental.
_
, WREATH OF GEMS.
Vocal.
‘SHOWER OF PEARLS.
The Best Vocal
Duets.
:
‘
Capital cpllections. 200 large pages, popular pieces,
a-great deal of music for a little money.
Best Sabbath School Song Book.

OF LIFE,

RIVER

. American

Tune

Book.

Price $1.50, or $13.50 per doz. Has 10(0 Tunes and
Anthems, not new, but selected as the favorites from
all prominent Church Music Books published duri
ing the last half century.

Father Kemp’s

ou

Folk’s

Tunes,

Book

CLARKE’S RHEUMATIC
ELIXIR.
—A certain cure for Rheumatism and Neuralgia:

From hundreds
selected :" °

of examples the following are
:
Easy

Rev.J. B. Holt, Mechanic Falls, Me., suffered
from Rheumatism more than twenty

years;

for

more than ten years he could not lift his right
hand to the back of his neck, and often
was unablé to dress himself. He says his sufferings were
terrible. Six bottles Clarke’s Rheumatic Elixir

cured him perfectly.

ington 8t., where. they have, as usual for sale, a very
st and most popular Music
ef the
‘Books; among them =:

8.66
13.88
5.004 ea

Rev M Atwood. § Strafford, Vt, per LL Baimon,

Standard

Price in Boards, 35¢; $30 per 100.
A Specimen Copy in Paper Cover mailed (as soon
as issued,) on receipt of
Twenty five cents.
Orders filled in tarn.
READY MAX list.
HORACE WATERS & SON,
481 Broadway,
New ¥Yerk.
dwld

Oliver Ditson & Co., during repairs of their building injured by fire, will ‘occupy store No. 225 Wash-

Mission.

B Butler,

the

TINTED PAPER,
SUPERION BENDING.

‘| largey stock
Rock River Q M, Ill, 4d
Wash. St, Dover, N
H,

become

By W.F.SHERWIN ands. JF. VAIL.
160 Pages,

MACHINE.

hem,

| & CO., Boston. Maes., New York City
Pa., Chicago, III, or st. Louis, Mo.

Storer College.

has

The Very Best Sunday School Seng Book.

ount cairbe made. Address SECOMB

Dr Adams, Litchfield,
Me,
W Hart & wife, Portland,
id
Mrs Harriet Whitehead, Sabattus,*
Thomas McMuller,
my

Re-

GRACE & GLORY.

quilt, cord, bind, braid and
der in
A moat
or manner. ‘Price only $15.
Fully licensed and warranted for five
rs. We will pay $1000 for any machine
at will sew a stronger, lore beautiful, or
more elastic seam than ours. It makes the
« Elastic Lock Stitch.” Evéry second stitch ean be
cut, and still the cloth can not be pulled apart without jeariug it, We pay Agents from $75 to $250
per
| month and expenses, or a commission from
ch

(2)

COPIES SOLD.

SONGS OF

has
1

,

A MILLION

SPLENDID
HIXMNS,
CHOICE
MUSIC.

SEWING

etiteh,

WEEK and éxpenses paid. We
a reliable agent in every County
U. 8. Address Hudson River
Co., 130 Maiden Lane, N.Y,, or
lyeow?2! 0

throughout the United States and Canada.
:
Be sure
get the New Edition, with Doyle's LogTable. Ask your bookseller forit, or I will send one
for 35 cents, post-paid. G. W. FISHER,
4t15
P. 0. Box 238, Rochester, N. Y.

yet discovPURISold by all
5t14

IMPROVED

will

HALF

interest, etc., and

‘poisonous

ANTED—-AGENTS
$75 to $250 per month,

Forwarded,

Gilford Village. N H.

VER

everywhere,
male and female, to introduce

BY MAIL.
Rev
**
*
A W
Benj

”

PER
want
in the
‘Wie

vised, enlarged, and improved, and is.now the
most full and complete book of its kind ever
published. It gives correct measurement of all kinds of
lumber, logs, plank, cubical contents of square and
round timber, stave and heading bolt tables, wages,
rent, board, capacity of
cisterns, cordwood tables,

|

—J E Yoder—B F Zell—AHoyt— A Hutchins—C P Mor
rin—=N

by

{

ay

Scribner’s Lumber and Log-Book.

frequent

TEA AGENTS wanted in town and
country to sell TEA, or get up club
worders,
for the Fargest Tea Sompany
in America,
Tmporter’s prices an
inducements to Agents. Send for Circular.
Address, RUBERT WELLS,
43 Vesey 8t.,N. XY. P.“O.
Box, 1287. °
’
3mé

Y Smith—J Sauborn—J 8
Stevens—W_ R Stone—T

Spooner—A Stout—E W Stearns—R_Stoddard—O A Toby—Mra C H Tasker—J Tucker—O H Frue—J_ Tucker—

v Wood

caused

In fact VEGETINE is the best remedy
red, and is the only Telisble BLOO
FIER yet placed
before the public.
Druggists and dealers everywhere.

—L Plummer—H Palmer—B L Préscott—S
Paine
—F
A Paimer—H
Perry—Mrs M Palmer—L B Perry—S8.
D Pierce—C F Penney—I Peaslee— A Pratt—D Palmer—
H Preble—L W Ra JondMary Reed—F E Ro i
W Rea—N L Rowell—E B Rogers—H J Reed—C Reberts
—1 Sweet—A Searles—L Spauiding-1. D Salsbury—Mrs

M Warren—W Wright—T C Ward—I Weight

are

18t4

D

Chicago, Ill.

been

SIMON ALDRICH,
Charlestown, Mass.

complaints

v

—Agents for the péople’s
s
e un-denominational, famiy paper;
INTRIBUTOR.”
Fifteen departments; sixteen p
«Only $1.00 a year. Rev. A.
B. EARLE writes for if. A magnificent premium,
“The Old Oaken Bucket.” Nothing hke it for agents.
One writes: “Took 35 subscribers the first day in 4
hours ; and 47 the next day in 7} hours.” Another:
“Takes like hot cakes.”
Another: “Sells itself.”
Commissions large. For terms, samples, &c., address, J. H, EARLE, Boston, Mass.
4wls

secretions in the blood which can be entirely
exelled from the system by the use of the VEGE~
INE. When the blood is perfectly cleansed, the
disease Xabidy yields; all pains cease, healthy action is promptly restored, and the patient is cured.”
The remarkable cures effected by
VEGETINE
have induced many physicians and apothecaries
Fini we know.to prescribe
and use it in theirown

G—G

Hackett—Mrs L Hibbert—H Hart—W Hurd—F H Hart
—MissE SHallack—W Henry—S8.P Harvey—R M Hadley
—~A RHoyt—J Hicks—E Hutchins—A Heald—E Hungerford—J Ingerick=~A D Jones—N Johmson -C E Johnson
—Journal of Industry—N Keillor—JM Hennes Knap
—E D Lewis—M J Lindley—A
Hy
ngdon—
Lyman—A LaDow—Mrs 8 Lindsey
A Lowell-T B

J Skinner—S H Stevens—D
Sanborn, 2d-J B a

sumption,

Dr. TU-SEE says: ‘ It is unnecessary
for me to
enumerate the diseases for which the
VEGETINE
| should be used: I know of no disease which will
not admit of its use with good results. Almost in-

E Coombs—J Chaffee—H Colller—Nettie Chalker—EM
Clough—G Dontiocker—~W Delano ~E P Dayis—dJ L Dillingham—L W Donaldson—R Davis—G W Dow—R A
Easton—J T Ellis—J Evans—R § Fifield—~A Field—E N
Foster—J 8 Fifileld—R F Fletcher—J 8S Folsom—C W
Griffin~L Gordon—M L Graves—G Goodwin—C B Grif-

THY).

lestown, Mass.

WwW

October, 1870.
causéd

h]

‘NOTHING BETTER.”
Cutler Bros. Bos* Ir. John Ware.
ton, celebrated VEGETABLE PULMONARY BALSAM, for Coldd and Con

:

always

Sure relief

(then13tfromOctl)

USING

has

‘

135

swelling on her face and about
eyes. Physi
cians called it the Srysipelas but after having
taken two bottles of the
VEGETINE, has not been

—~E H Cook=N Cobb—B KF Chapman-8 Cole—JF Conant—Sarah A Colby—W F Cogghus— Cleveland-~M L

rd

has

‘

f

it.

CHARLESTOWN,

Letters Received.

-

8 and 9 College Place, New York.

KIDDERS PABTILLES. r=

VEGETINE:

Sec.

*

JOHN F. HENRY, CURRAN & CO., Proprietors,

oyed

It is a great cleans

SINCE

of

i

rm 8.

JAMES MORSE, 364 Athens Street.

with the

June session of the Q. M, in Brunswick.
GEO. 8, RICKER,

J

CARBOLIC SALVE cures all cutaneous eruptions.

it is pleasant to take;

recommend

praise,

CARBOLIC SALVE removes pimples and blotches.
CARBOLIC SALVE will cure cuts and bruises.
CARBOLIC SALVE ranks at the head of all Salves
Ointments or other H
ng Com
and HAS
ACHIEVED A GREATE
REBUTA
ON AND
HAS A LARGER SALE than any other similar
preparation of contemporaneous invention,
Sold everywhere. Price 25 cts.

after using a few boltles, was fully

and I can cheerfully

meeting of the

:

cArBoLIC RALVE positively oitres the worst sores.
VARBOLIC SALVE instantly
ys. the pain of

restored to health.
i
I have heen a great sufferer from Rheumatidm,
I
have taken several bottles of the VEGETINE for this
complaint, and am happy to say it has entirely cured me. I have recommended the VEGETINE to oth-

will be no meeting of the Bowdoin Minis-

give it the highest meed
!

15 POINTS TO BE. BORNE IN MIND :

:

results.

:

and usejt and prescribe it in thelr practice.

* BOSTON, Oct, 1870,

the blood;

ULCERS

k do thas the Proprietors ol attention

n

Bostox, Deo, 12, f869,

eruptions.

ér and purifier of

Decidedly thé best remedy that has even been dis- Mrs A E Cobb, Fryburg, Me,
covered for rheumatism, swollgn or stiff joints, flesh
wounds, sprains, bruises, eugfng burns,

"

:

VEGETINE, and

—

Thenext

AND

wii

Dear Sir—My daughter after having a severe attack of whooping cough, was left in a feeble
state
h ; be! rd advised by a friend, she tried the

its next session with the

ters’ Association in May.

pretend to know,

say that the following directions had better be observed in using Sheridan’s Cavalry Condition Powders: Give a horse atablepoonful every night for a
week ; the same every other night for 4 or6 nights;
the same for a milch cow, and twice as much tor an
ox. The addition of a little fine salt will be an ad-

Mr. James Ring, Welchville, Me., suffered
from Rheumatism
six [years, a large portion of
the time confined to a bed, unable even to feed
himself. After taking less than two bottles of
Clarke's Rheumatic Elixir, he was able to go to
work, and 11 two years has had no return of the

disease.
ot
Mr. Isaac Record, of Buxton, Me., testifies
that he suffered from Sciatica and other forms of
Rheumatism, for thirty-five years,
That one
side had become contracted, so that it was with

great difficulty he could walk with the aid
cane.

of a.

A few doses of Clarke's Rheumatic Elixir

relieved the pain, and a few bottles relaxed the
cords and completed the cure. He is now entirely free from Rheumatism and can stand or
walk as erect as any one.

’

Prepared by Walter Clarke & Son, Minot, Me. an f
sold by Pruggists and Medicine Dealers generaily.
lyeow4s>

Enlarged.

4 per doz.

SW AMSCOT

WINNER'S NEW SCHOOLS

.| For Piano, Cabinet Organ, Melodeon, Guitar, Banjo
Cornet,
File, Accordeon, Clarionet, Flute an
2p
he
or
Flageolet.
$223.97
take—a perfect substitute for Castor Ojl, but more
cost but 75 cents each, and
books
convenient
These
Dover, N. H.
:
.
¢.0.LIBBY, Treas.
effisaeions in regulating the stomach and bowels, | The credit in 'ast week's Star to Hillsdale, Mich. are concise, simple methods, with large quantities | of pleasing airs for practice.
BE
AY
;
:
shoul have been 15.60, instead of -16:60, and
to 8 ReadThe above books sent, post:paid on receipt of retail

Children

Cry

for Castoria,—Pleasant

2

to

Bd

atl

:

Jordan’s

Alice Rich in India,

ing 2.75 Instead of 1.76.

‘

A penny saved here and there counts up at the end
of the year. Buy only SILVER TIPPED Shoes and
;
you will save dollars instead of cents.

Carpets for the People at Low Prices
For Cash Only.

FOR MOTH PATCHES, RROKIAS

AND TAN, ask your Druggist for Perry's Moth and
Freckle Lotion, which is harmless and in every case
infallible. Or for his Improved COMEDONE and
PIMPLE REMEDY, the groat SKIN MEDICINE for PimFlesh-worms. Or consult B.
1:8, Black Heads or
8. PERRY, the noted Skin Doctor, 49 Bond1H | 8t., IE
RET
New York.
Publisher’s Notes.
Will J. C.Ford give us his Post Office address?

Notices and. Appointments.
New HHamdehive Y. M. will hold its next gassion
with the church in Asha, June 9-11,

*- PER ORDER,

“,

=

y

°

.

*

in
.

OLIVER DITSON

F..B. Woman’s Mission Society.
A friend, |
Mrs JL Sihclair, Belmont, N H, per L M,

i

L.A. DEMERITT,

Dover, N. H.

Boston,

1.00
10,00

j

and improves

3m16

MOTHERS; READ THIS!
on hand, and

BABY

your, children will

will instantly cure sour 0, bo.

never

SYRUP
be sick.

Gives veo

| griping

:

MADAME DE RQSSA’S
ANTHEO
is the'best preparation mm the world for beautifying

gmoothness, transparthe complexion. It imparts,
ency and rosy freshheds to the gkin. Cures all erups
1s

gists, or sent by Mail:
Address
2539
>

not

injurious.

Sold

by Drug.

Price 60 cents per box.

MILLER BROS.,
113 Maiden Lane, N.Y,

1 vol,

MACHINE COMPANY.
AMOS PAUL, AGENT,
SOUTH NEWMARKET, N.H.,

TESTIMONIALS.

“ A good-looking book.”—Rev.

| MANUFACTURERS

I. D. Siewart.

“
pe plain, paper excellent.”—Rev, I. Z. Haning:
«1 cheerfully recommend it.”—Rev. J. B. Lash.
« Should be'ln every Sabbath school ”—Rev.
Perry.
‘

P, W.

“No F. Baptist can afford to do without it.”—Rev.
T. E. Peden.
“ Bite And published by himself.”’—Pomeroy
Telegraph.
|
2
[3 braces the ‘éxperience of half a century.”—
«Should be found

It

and thrifty
mg it to sleep, as its restored healh
growth will soon indicate. Sold by druggists.
Price.

in

=

Journal and Messenger.

in the bowels, wind colic, &c.
ves relief in teething. Pleasant to take. Contains
no opium or mor:
phine, Relieves your child by opr: not by eaus35 cents per bottle.

§§

AUTOBIOGRAPHY.

“ Have read it with much interest.”—Prof. Dunn,
“Contains, much valuable matter.”—Pres. Coleve.

‘fonic for Invalids and debilitated persons, HEGEMAN & CO., New York, Sole Manufacturers. Sold

MILLER’S

§ 8-888

w

the Digestion; an excellent preventive of
Fevers
Fever and Ague, &c., and a great Renovator and

KEEP

711 Br'dway, N. York

A Freewill Baptist Mmister
Steel Portrait.
12mo., t loth, Price $1.00.

Cordial Elixir of Calisaya Bark,

by all Druggists.

CHAS. H. DITSON& CO., |
[2615]

Selah Hibbard Bagrett!

;

MHMEGEMAN’S

A pleasant cordial which strengthens

& CO.,

aim
Of meni

GREAT SPRING TONIC
\

A

$27.00

Treas.

Ly Special Notices.

tions of. the face.

ng

——————.

\

~

English Tapestries for $1.25.
100 Rolls Ingrains, 50 cents.
200 Rolls Canton Mattings, 17 cts.
Sheet Oil Cloths, 2 yds. wide, at three-quarters
.
usual prices.
Stair Carpets vnder value.
1000 Crumb cloths, with borders at about half value.
- Extra qualities of Ingrains and 8-Plys, of the
highest grades produced, at much under value.
About 100 Rolls Printed Berlins (Brussel Figures),
at 80 cents,
Our eustomers will be cupRliod at Retail at the
above low prices previous to our removal.
NEW ENGLAND CARPET CO.,
373 Washington Street.
413
Next Building to Adams House.
896

S16

ee

Emma T Major, Marysville, Cal,
y
10.00
Little Miss, Helper’s Soc., New Hampton, N H, per
:
H B Smith,
.
6.00

final

Little Mission Helpars.
ay be pleasThe friends of the Mission ciuse

>

they produce bene-

ficial results.

Parents remember this.

The Free Baptist church of Waterloo, Iowa,

enabling him to devote

bn SN
News of Bro. Frost.
A letter just:received from Rev. R. D.

speaking in public, or singing,

consist-

Christian denomination, with reference to ré-

of

ue. For Coughs, Irritation of the Throat caused by
cold, or Unusual Exertion of the vocal organs, in

J. Boyd,

J. Kirkland,

Affections

bl

ers with the same

attractive

thre chest, “Brown’s Bronchial Troches,” are of val-

C. B; Griffin, and G.

A,

and

WALKER, Sec,

Notice.

card in this paper, offer a remedy to cure such victims. They have treated successfully. 700 cases. °
Diseases

1

{ Mr. H.R. STEVENS:

Commerce church, Oakland (. M., commencing
Friday, June 5, at 10 o’glock, A. M. Q. M’s that have
not paid the Y.M. tax of five vents per member
are requested to forward it.
. 8118
J. H. MAYNARD, Clerk.

G A Copp,

Ross Brothers, Richmond, Indiana, in an

For Throat

year,

Wa,

Sam’ Stacy, Madison,

-

victims of falling sickness, or spasm, or fits. Messrs.

M. Park, commenced at Lynn, April 3d, 1874, for
examination

the western

or Fits.

Centaur

A council called by the Lynn church,

on

subscribed

as the other fifty shall be coll ected and paid into
the treasury.
t
4

Installations.

ing of Rev’s J. Mariner, A. P. Tracy,

wor-

Waterville;

shall be

= “Horse-Men,” and others who

ler; Giving the Bible, by A. Dodge; Charge
and hand of fellowship, by J. Ingerick. After

:

for

Ppirt of the State, and on the further condition

|.

time the sisters will get their work intQ Lord be their defense. The church is located on
the Tioga and Brossburg R. R. Will ministersuch a forward condition as greatly to en ing brethren give them a call ?
courage the Board and set an example of | iy
J. INGERICK, Clerk of Council.

to wake

meet

|

on Thurdday evening, and all ministers are

studies and support during the past

"There is probably no community but can furnish

rounded and associated with several isms of the
day which clamor for life and-influence. May the

began

to

acter, one in the eastern and one in

Epilepsy

of the

students

which

to endow two other institutions of similar char-|

ine

the

in

condition that $50,000 more

:

Board of Trustees of the college will ocI hope at that
_ «cur in about two months.

For instance, two
promptness to others.
or three years ago, the Alumni and other

of these

Ex-Governor Coburn, of Maine, has agreed :to

3, which,
received,

which the organization was completed by choosing pastor; &e, These brethren have had a
struggle to arrive at this point, as they are sur-

hereafter.
:
1 suggest that the annual meeting

than one
ship.

that at least $50,000 of the said $50,000 subseribed by him shall be set apartas a permanent fund,
the interest only to be used annually forever.
.He further agress to pay the said $40,000 as fast

and J. Ingerick, met with brethren in West
Richmond, Pa., for the purpose of embodying
a church.

The Secretary very. properly calls

at Limestone, Kansas,on the 1st ult, The people
live in dugouts, and they have no better place

On the 22d ult., according to appointment, a
council of ministers of the Bradford and Tioga
Q. M., consisting of Rev’s 8. Butler, A. Dodge
into

sermon

Chatterton—G T Canfield--V R

A union church of seven members, representing six denominations of Christians, was formed

in

express

rey ti

them

for-

ment of the Classical Institute at

thanks to their’ friends in Unity, Me., for a cash
donation
on the evening of April
added to other favors previously

guage, permitted for fourteen years, is now
bidden.
-~

subscribe the sum of $50,000 towards the endow-

Donations.
and

lan-

now: $65,000.

Aas

JONES

Turkish

Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions is

the purchase of George’s Hall as a place of wor-"

REV. G. W.

that

The deficit in the treasury of the Anujerican

Canaan, N. H., and negotiations are pending for
ship.

state

the circulation of the Bible ‘in the

Ministers will
Com.

of thes amounted to something over $40.

Let me say to her and others who may

Recent advices from Constantindple

Bev. LFA.
I X Pal

."

aluable -Information.
|

from pimples and

is the

~f.for extra efforts to supply this deficit, and says
‘that nothing but a large advance in the contributions can avert-a very serious calamity.

~

A FREE BAPTIST society has been formed

church

tendent of the Tabernacle Sunday school, and in
all ways a successful
and useful man, is about to
relinquish his own business and give bimsell
| wholly testhe Lord’s.

THE church at Stony Fork, Pa., as well as
several
other churches in the Bradford and

TiogaQ. M., is without a pastor.
find there’a field of labor.

Col-

It willbe Sne of the finest
The pastor,

«

been Sadly
oted with Salt Rheum, and the whole
surface of my skin
covered
with pimples and
eruptions, many of which caused
me front pain and
annoyance, and knowing it to be a blood
disease, I
took many of the
vertised blood preparations,
among which was any quantity of Sarsaparilla.
without obtaining
any
benefit, until I commen
taking the VEG
E; and before I had completed
the first bottle, I saw that I had gqt the
ht medicine, Consequently I followed on with it until I
had taken seven bottles, when I was
unced a
well man, and my skin is smooth and entirely free

Y. M. MINISTERS’ CONFERENCR “will

Mic, Y. M, will hold

Littleton,

Major Whittle of Chicago, manager of the
Elgin Watch Company, for many years superin-

REV. J. M. CRANDALL has accepted: a call
to the pastorate of the New Lyme and Lenox
churches, Ohio, and is to enter upon his work
the first of May.
x

By the private gorres-

~soon have the aggregate collection
ladies of that congregation.

a

Ministers and Churches.

of small sub-

scriptions till this week, I began to be anx-

Sn

V;

near Philadel-

in

i

is something akin to the maryelons.

Has Entirely Cured Me.

Rev. James McFadden,
and his charge will be
known as * The church of the Rock of Ages.’

ten were

‘Let me hereby give ** Vesta” my hearty
‘thanks for her encouraging. promise and
her cheering words to others. ** Vesta”
has said enough and will do enough, I

"think, to settle a case in which I am deeply concerned. My word was out against|

broken

-

IR

HEALS THE MOST VIRULENT SORES

Stire Fupper.

bride’s parents,

80 good health before¢ and 4 attributeit all to the
use of VEGETINE. To benefit those a
with
Subjects and
Design,
—H. H. Blackman. Sermon, Rheumatism, I will make mention also of the VEGThursday evening, —J. Wood. Exegesis of John .| ETINE’S wonderful power of curing me of this acute
complaint, of which I have su:
d so intensely.
12:31,—J. L, Box. Exegesis 1st Cor, 2:7—9,—IL.J.
C. H. TUCKER, Pas, Agt. Mich, C. R. R.,
’
| H ong.
.
29
Tyler
Street, Boston.
i alr ministers who belong to the Y. M. who are
not assigned any subject in the programme are
expected to present a sketch of a sermon. All the
above exercises are subjeat to criticism except the

church has been organ-

churches in the territory.

B. McKoon,

which

been

in that. place.

Chair of the Lady Principal.

She maintains to this day

Clerk.

expeeted to presenta written report of theirlabors,

orado, for the First Reformetl: Episcopal

in his seventy-fifth year, is still doing good
service in the vineyard, and has never
found the work sweeter nor the prospect
‘brighter. He has lately witnessed a revival in

has

:

Wm. Whit-

Gentlemen—My only object in giving you this testimonial is to spread valuable informa ion, Having

hold its next session with the Free Baptist church
at Middlesex, on Thursday, June 25, at 10 o’clock,
A.M,
r of exercises as follows:
ALLL
Opening
sermou, 8. W. S8choénover. The Evi.

;

ized at the Falls of Schuylkill;
phia.
.

with the two churches, most of whom are
heads of families. I have singe: eld neetings in out appointments, w
several
have been converted.
H. PERRY.
JLLICOTVILLE, N.

Cum-

mins’ movement has been organized at East Lib-

in the conver-

Over forty

Jersey,

at other points.

this place. In a union meeting held with
F. Baptists and Methodists, much of the

MoxTiceLLQ, Me. Under the labors of
Rev. Wm. Randall in Monticello, Me, six

$2,000.

GENESEE

on the 15th'of July. It is possible that one or
two others may also be held during’ the season

past winter

son? Will you seck the wisdom to know’ added to the church. It is proposed to
erect a house of worship here soon. Cox.
~ HILLSDALE.
what itis?

the word of that‘good sister who ‘subserib-

ne

Mis

of the

Me." aH 05. : by

:

commenced holding prayer meetings in his
dences of Christianity,—G. 8. Thorn. What are the
Means to be adopted to promote
God has blessed the ef- |’ Rev. Thomas Smith, a Baptist minister, is now mOsLapDropr
neigborhood,
a Revival of Rel gion ?%=C. H. Jackson, Regeneraforts.
Men and women from forty to living at Parretsville, Tenn,, over 101. years old. tion,~J.D. Smith. - Intermediate 8tate of the Dead,
Hanson. What are the necessary QualificaThe committee for the promotion of holiness —L.
eighty-five have given their hearts fo God.
tions for a successful Pastor ?—R.IL. Howard. The
unto the Lord have arranged for a Union Con- Millennium,~D, M. L. Rollin. Baptism,
its Mode,
+H. PREBLE,

our friends to unite their prayers with ours,
ing, and in the closet, to.

‘General.

The Reformed and the Presbyterian churches
"propose to unite their missionary organizations,
#0'as to have but one Society.
Thi

we ask

in the public service, in thge prayer

«8, Rar,

residence

th OTHER SOOTHING AND,

BOLIC ACID

tion of 0

CURATIVE EMOLIENTS .

Physicians
i

o

reason

- °

st High,

eron Pearl and

the

g

With which this combing

wogderful célerity

The

ME, o

alley, boty of

Ta Atkinson,

GENESEE Q.M.will be held with the church in
Dale, N. Y., commencing May. 16, at 2 o’clock, P. M.
Opening sermon by Rev. H. Perry. Sabbath school

noe of

Migs Staci® Pk

N. Y., Dec. 25, by Rev.

of Charleston, , .

A.D, FAIBRRANKS, Locating Com.

blessed with the p

Yisk, Mr. To ani

Mr. Jolin Tilton and Slee iia s. Buswell, both oot is ith

er!

&

tion is to be solved by genuine prayer.

We may say, it is for this

!

{

33%

it shall be given him. Butlet him ask in
he that
for
wavering,
* faith, nothing
wavereth is like a wave of the sea, driven
-with the wind and tossed. For let not
- that man thitk that he shall receive- any_ "thing from the Lord.”
We may say, then, that the whole ques-

and added much to the interhi
or
5 A

at 10 o’clock, A. M.

session

commencing Friisters’ Confer.

»

long and vey wicked backsliding, and soon

to

y,
eth not, and
.upbraid
and ll
all men libera

M. will hold its next

33

of God,

dom, let him ask

giveth

Elders J. F\ Tufts, of Miami

RELIGIOUS MISCELLANY.

the divine word, “If any of you lack wiswho

fleld, Mr.

Boon

onl
EowwwaseoS= wi & owl

learn the

lest we may not

I am anxious

lesson intended. When harassed by -this
thought, with what comfort comes to us

“

et

It has been

pressed. upon my soul, as deeply as ifI
voice.
to, a heavenly
listening
were
still
.”
But
Logd
the
is
it
“Hark, my soul,

5)

Rev, BE.

“

RED.
DISCOVET
BYR EN
"UXG

ery ‘of Charleston,
«

—

Carbolic Salve!

ck, Mr. George P.

Bila Alt

and

In Plerpont,

Sinith,. We hope
to bave a
full attendance. Let
us come iogether praying that this meeting may be

come forth strength and prosperity hereOr is it something = else, which neiafter?
therof these three questions indicates P
speaks to us in this fire,

]ence

was

Edward Dalim

, GEORGE W, HAMILTON, Clerks . exercises on Satprday evening, conducted by E. 8.

22, 28.

Rev. J. I

B.man InandNow10g viola
Hampton1. “ep 0 Yi,

19-2.
June
"HK. PRESCOTT, Clerk,

with the church at
Waté# Vi
days June 5, at 2 o'clock, P.M.

Next session with Second Creek church, May

«our weakness and great calamity shall # BraiNg, Me. March 15,1 baptized eleven

Of one thing I am certain, “thé Lord

interesting.

+, Wag present
Qh
est of the meeting,

institution, so that out of

support of our

is se ssion

prosperous condition.

China,

WOLFEROROUGH &

§. M.—Held its last

session with Blanchester
b, Feb, 27, 28.
The different churches throughout the Q. M,
report

On the 22d ult.

—

WB NAApy

HENRY'S

Charles H. Spaulding and Miss Drusilia W. Casr,
Wilson and Miss

1S

,

. NIC balNI
EO

‘3

of Dunbarton.
In Pittsfield, Me., April 18, by Rev. A. L. Gerrish,
Mur. Greenlief Richards, of Oregon, Wis., and Mrs.
Caroling Southard, of St. Albans,
Me, April 4, Mr.

wil hej its Deft sésbion with

at South

church
e
HY

;

.

Sr

eta tL

PW

In Contoocook, April 5, by Rev. J. C. Osgood, Mr.
Warren P. Leach and Mise Dinntha D. Colby, both

In Bristol, Dec.24
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GENESEE Y.M. (N. Y.) will hold 1ts néxi session
with the Middlesex Free Baptist chureh, commencing June 26, at 10 o’clock, A. M. Opening sermon by Rev. R. L.Howard, Clerks of the Q. Ms.
will be Rou in forwarding the five cent tax due
he y
x
i
W. WALKER, Clerk,

‘ganized,
H.B.SMITH, Seo. & Treas,
ease in Zion: The reviving spirit has © New Hampton, April 8,
i
4
We
forward.
steadily
ing as providence foresees is wisest and ‘moved slowly but

nceat the house of
Dest for us to build, in order to do the have a large attenda
is still manifested
intevest
deep
A
mGod.
deno
our
lop
best possible work to deve

.

—

<

what Mrs, Bacheler would say if she were here.”
It would please.the girls much to hear that other
Little Mission Helpers Sociéties were being or-

while the saints of God were seemingly at

-

—

KANSASY. M, will be held with the Pleasant Valley church, 18 miles south of Fort Scott, Thursday,
ay 21, beginning ot 10, A. M.
:
Un
»
+ W. CAMPBELL, Locating Com.

The nimble little fingers work

patiently on “ pateh-work,” and articles for a
fair, which they hope to have sometime, and the
bright eyes grow brighter, as they * wonder

ME, We have been
NorTH SHAPLEIGH,
blesséd = with a precious revival. The
work has beep in progress for several
weeks. It began among the unconverted,
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providence foresees. we ean do the most
for all time to come ? ‘Arve we build;

ed in their work,
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of gaining the providential hint and guid“ance. "intended for us, by so great 8 calamity. Are we building in the’ place where
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in every family .»—Middleport

News.
ra
« Mr. Barrett is a fine writer.”—Huntington

Rutland,

Meigs

and Galvanized
Gas

County, Ohio.
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STATIONARY
AND

PE

Portable ‘Steam Engines,
SHAFTING;
>»...

a

TURNING LATHES,
\
MACHINITS> TOOLS
of every description,

Mill Work, all kinds of~Saw Mill
Civenlar

and

¢

C

oe

Machinery,

Uright,) Iron and Brass

ometersand Gas

»
pe

Wrought Iron Pipe;

Valves; Steam Whistles ;: Locomotive, Marine,fubu
lar, Flue and Cylinder Boilers; Barlow’s Patept
Bleaching Kiers ; Steam Boxes for Print Works ; Lap
Welded Boiler Tubes; Quinn’s Patent Expansion
Ferules for Repaitng Boiler Tubes ; Ship Tanks;

HENRY WARD BEECHER’S
New Lectures on Preaching, 8d Series, now
{in course of delivery. See Ellinwoou’s verbatim
reports ench week in Christian Union.
.
J.B. Ford § Co. N.Y.
ta

5

Fittings of all kinds ;Brass snd Iron

Inde-

pendent.
;
:
His style is plain, direct’ unambitious.”’—Morning - tar.
o
:
& His imdustry and talent are modestly - devel.
J
p
i
Union.
oped.”—Baptist
ga Will be sent by mail, post-paid, on receipt of
the price. Liberal offers to Agents. Address
i h
SELAH HIBBARD BARRETT,
4t15
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ed of the salad adventure until he was rémind- | bad by asking for them. - I frankly told him
better my condition but one ou two hundr
Of Mr. Parker himself, and of bis experiences, _
ed of it in a manner that, in his impoverish- I hated to give in after I had held out so
.
opinions and work, as they are here set forth,
ng.”
pounds sterli
ed condition, was most agreeable,
there is no special need of speaking. - Hisis a
long, He only said if was easier than after,
«Just so. Money is what you need.
Four or five days had elapsed, when oae
.
|
huekthe
ed
a
:
. | THE SAFEST CREED, and Twelve other recent character well worth studying,. We most em1 bad held out longer.
That I know very well,” return
mornidlyhe received a mote in. which he | . Still,I was not ready. And as my suspend- |’ D iscoursesof ieason. . By Octavius R. Froth- phatically dissent from what ‘was peculiar to his
ster, “and as for working, you feel yourself
' Twenty Years Ago,
igham, New York: Asa K. Butts& Co, 1874. theology; we regret his oceasiond] bitterness,
was politely requested to do the writer the er, was tearing off the top of my trousers, I
above it, while you have not wit enough to
12mo.
. pp. 238,
nds
sevérity and scorn
; we believe his hatreds made
\
©»
p—
oe
N
favor
to
come,
on
a
certain
day,
at
a’
specitie
way.”
other
Free
any
in
Religion
is a recognimpble element fi the him frequently unjust; that he needlessly roused
changed
it
over
tothe
other
button,
Father
money
make
*
Jim,
s,
chauge
the
rful
How wonde
. Sir!" cried the young nobleman, ‘have fied hour, to one of the handsomest man-|" said I could not.be allowed to tear my world of American thought and letters. It isa againt himself the antagonism of good men ; and,’
Since twenty years ago;
sions in Grosvenor Square, in order that the | clothes in that manner, and sent go get a less noticeable ‘power in the realm of theology by unsettling the faith of young. and impatient
a
then
’
come to insult me !”
s
you
dresse
The girls wore woollen
than it is in
or BEugland,
guests at a large dinner-party might profit
but it is hard | minds, left more or-lessof them to dashor drift
“there
“Come, come,” replied Cornhill,
tow string for another suspender. It out and actively Germany
The boys wore pants of tow;
at work to diffuse its ideas among into audacity, godlessess and: destructive unbe|
by
his
skill
in
salad
dressing.
.
then,
r
not
leathe
will
of
it
Joud;
so
made
out
crying
were
of
need
is no
Thé shoes
my shoulderso bad for a week that I brought
people hére, It is not reticent through mod- lief. But we see much in the man to honor, to
Grodvenor Square in those days was the | myself to; say, when he had given me some the
And socks of homespun wool,
help matters any. - Do you know that you
esty., Its tone is generally self-satisfied and admire and love. ‘He had a royal conscience,
work
ay’s
most fashionable part of London. Once {
And children did a half-d
already owe me five pounds!”
money for anather purpose, “I am sick of sometimes supereilious. It can’ readily afiirm and he kept it ou the thrend of his nature; He
Before the hour of school,
favorably known in that neighborhood,
and |,
deny. It can criticisc and sneer. Nothing ‘wrought
;
Henri
replied
money,
your
get
will
“You
‘wearing these old strings, and I think it and
grandly
surpasses it in assuming what ought to be prov- liberty. He boldlyfor public morality, justice and
unbared huge wrongs which
The girls took music lessons, Jim,
“I have thus far in life always paid just his tame could not fail to extend through- |i high time T had some decent suspenders. ed, or in ignoring
testimony
when dismissing an other mon shrank in fear from touching. He
Upon the spinning-wheel,
against me, and you are one of the out the city. The young Frenchman had Can't I take this money and get some P*
claims
unwelcome dogma, But it represents a real and
struggled for the incarngtion of practical rightAnd practiced late and early, Jim,
last persons whom I should think of honor- sufficient sagacity to see that his ‘skill m
He simply said,* You know you can have significant tendency of the age, to which no eousness.
;
The poor and unfortunate ‘ahd spoilOn spindle, swift and reel.
dressing
salad
might
be
made
to
retrieve
his
debtor.”
their
remaining
by
ing
thoughtful
aud
candid
man
them
when
you
frankly
and
squarely
ask
can
be blind, and to ed ever found a. friend in bim, He was fullof
The boys would ride barebackedto mill,
fortunés;
he
therefore
spent
the
time
that
does
“I shall be very glad] but when
for them, Bat you know this hinting in a which no morally edrmest man hasa right to be humane impulses, of tenderness, of sympathy, of
A dozen miles or so,
intervened between the receipt of the .note round-about way is not what is required.” Indifferent. It stands fora fair shave of brain,
your honor think I can touch the money
sweet affections. He was. an ombiverous readAnd hurry off before ‘twas day,
Some twenty years ago.
“As soon as my affairs are in a better and the day on which he was to visit the Then I got mad, and declared it was a mean of culture, ‘of character. Its mouthpieces are er, a holder and user of varied learning, a tires
not
a
mere
set of soured cynics, or desperate
Square,in making some experiments, which shame, that I was an abused boy, and other
less worker even when forced
to drag around an.
condition,” said D'Albignac, modestly.
The people rode to meeting, Jim,
ranters, or mad revolutionists, They are not enfeebled and pain-racked body, &# genuine phifinally
resulted
to
his
entire
satisfaction,
,
on’
continue
to
propose
you
then
till
¢And
sleighs
sputterings of wrath that were, in accord- always careful in statement, or just in debate, or
On sleds, and not in
lunthropist whose faith was proved by his works
He was punctual, and found the principal
ance with my state of temper.
:
your debt, I suppose !” returned
And wagons went as easy then
increasing
reverent ln spirit,or sweet in speech. But in us-. and whose theories were interpreted by his condays.
ingredients
for
the
dish
he
was
called
in
to
now-as
As buggie
About this time it bétame necessary to ing weapons other than those supplied by charity, duct, confident and ‘cheerful among men while
the huekster. ‘No, no, to that I can not
<
prepare awaiting his arrivgl. In a little buy me a new suit of clothes. And’I gave they gre not alone. They are sometimes attackAnd oxen answered well for teams,
consent,”
:
fighting terrible battles in his own soul and hearThough now they’d be too slow,
hé brought myself and thy father the imoinse chagrin ed with an indiscriminating fury, and they only ing the perpetual undertone of sadness that unLa
«I think the best thing I can do is to box which he carried with
For people were not half so fast,
Neave your house at once,” said D'Albignac,: various condiments he deemed necessary to of trying them on before the dealer, with illustrate human nature when they strike back derswept bis being, a reverent worshiper of
Some twenty years ago.
with uncalculating passion.
God even while furiously swinging lis battle-ax
springing to his feet’ and seizing his hat; enable him to acquit himself in the best those old strings over my back. I tried my
f Discourses is sent. out in ald among the most sacred religious faithsof “men,
Jim,
er,
rememb
I
do
well
0
“there are other peoplein the world besides possible manner. He was entirely success- best to conceal them, but it. was with donbtdicalism. Their author is well
And when ote remémbers much of the treatThat Wilson's patent stove
ful, and won the highest praise; but what ful success. I felt like the boy with the
ypu, and better too, I trust.”
ment he met and knows the sensitivenéss of ‘his
That father bought and paid for, Jim,
bi «Tat ! tut ! sit down again-and let us talk gratified him most was the liberal recom- fox under his cloak.” I tried to keep my atives of Free
nature, it is mot hard to find apologies for
In cloth our girls had wove;
pense he received for his trouble, which face straight, but it gnawed my very vitals. nently its eyratig/bus brilliant genius, and Hig- many of his stern and biting words whieh quivrl
when
d
wondere
like two sensible men,” remonstrated
the
r.
neighbo
the
how
And
hackster. ‘‘You shall see that I mean well strengthened his determination to reap Finally, I went to father when he was ginson its intellectual artist, and Abbot its icon- ered with scorn, He ought to be- judged fairly
‘We made the thing to go!
oclastic philosopher, Frothingham is its rhetori- now, and many of his old. orthodox foes cin
They said *tweuld burst and kill us all,
whatever pécuniary advantage from his art asleep, and said, “Father. »
:
:
:
\
with you.”
.
'
cian and preacher. And this is no slight merit. hardly read this book,—full of heresy as it is,~
Some twenty years ago.
»
Curious to know in what way his land- he could.
He opened his eyes and said, “Well?”
He has some learning; he can think with clear- without a sentiment of charity toward this sigHenri’s
hopes
and
expectations
were
more
lord's interest in him would manifest itself,
Then every thing was steady, Jim, Ld
“I would like some suspenders,” said I.
ness and vigor; but his power of ‘expression i3 nificant and fallen foe ; and it will not be easy to
L]
The world moved sure and slow,
Henri sat down and looked him full in the than realized. His second so-called Italian
. He paused a moment, and then said, “I something really noticeable even among the em- withhold altogether the tribute of ‘a genuine adBut in these dizzy times of steam,
salad did much more toward making him think you might have phrased that request inent- masters of speech who are joined “With miration,
a
face.
o
:
.
go!
and
How fast we whirl
known
than
he
anticipated.
Ina
very
few
him. He is at once simple and strong, ornate THER CIRCUIT RIDER: A Tale of the Heroic Age.
“I
.
need
a
trustworthy
man
to
drive
round
better;
but
you
will
find
a
pair
in
that
upBy Edward Eggleston, author of “ The HoosiAnd what on earth we’re coming to,
days, he received another
invitation, or per drawer.”
and serve my customers with vegetables,”
A Schoolmaster,”
ete. Illustrated. New York:
:
4 and incisives His sentences have at once the
Does anybody know,
pithy
directness
of
a
military
order
and
the
B. Ford & Co. 1874. 12mo. pp. 342. Sold
rather order; soon afterward another, and
Cornhill began.
‘Will you be that man?”
"I went to it, and took out a nice new
If things progress as they have done
_
byE.J.
Lane
&
Co.
rhythm of an-epic poem. He says many things
Since twenty years ago?
“Will I—whbat! are you mad?” cried within a month it was not considered ‘the pair that bad been lying there nearly all the that are true, many that are beautiful, many that "Mr. Eggleston is no straj)er now in the world
thing”
at
a
gala-dinner
to
offer
one's
guests
D’Albignac, in doubt whether he Leard
time that I had been‘ sawing my shoulder stir the soul in the best. way and rouge into ac- of letters, He has made a
mark and won
a salad that was not dressed by the young with ‘those old strings. I felt heartily tion the truest purposes. “Many an old thought, a covetable position. And be has not exhausted
'
aright.
«
Peter Parrot.
>
»
‘
“What else can you do? Nothing, that I French nobleman.
ashamed of myself. He had the thing I grown familiar and threatening fo be stale, wears himself, nor does. he come forward now to re——e—
/
peat his old words or exhibit his old retouched
And one day, not long
r this happy wanted all ready provided, was anxious I a living freshness snd.
with. a wondrous
can
see,”
replied
the
huckster,
shrugging
Peter in the window sits,
pictures: In “this volume his genius blossoms
power when he has set it
forth, There are parturn
in
his
affairs,
D’Albignac
paid
a
visit
“Think
it
over-gI
will
give
his
shoulder.
should
enjoy
it,
grieved
over
my
loss
of
Turning round his-coe gl, red eye,
and bears fruit. He has given us nothing since
agraphs
in
this
book
worthy
of
the
leading
evanyou till to-morrow evening to cpnsider. If to his former landlord, who, as soon
Looking strange, and cross and shy,
comfort and tempey, while 1 was keeping gelical pulpits of Christendom. But the underly- sending out the Hoosier Schoolmaster that
As from ring to perch he flits,
you refuse, you need expect, nothing more recovered from the surprise the youn
m and myself put of a pleasure:—Zz- ing principles and dogmas are extremely ration- equals the Circuit Rider. His characters are
Hanging there by claw or beak— _
from me. And what you will do then in man's trinmphant mien occasioned, asked, chan
i
2
alistic. ‘Nearly everything that especially dis- genuine creations /—even if they bé substantially
Sometimes looking up to speak.
——
tinguishes a Christian ‘confession is ignored, or photogriphs fi'dm actual life. His fine humanity,
this big city, without friends and without in his brusque manner:
denied, or quarreled with, or scouted, or speer- his humor, lis pathos, his profound sympathy
“Well, have you come to your senses at What
means, Heaven only knows!
Besides, I
“ Pretty Polly,” oft he says—
My Little Boy Taught. ed at. There isn deal of egotism in the dis. with. what is real and noble in character, even
Half in question, half to see
shall expect you Lo pay me before you leave fast? Have you decided.to accept my prolg
when joined with the rough qualities of frontier
courses, generally of that quiet, self-satisfied,
If his simple vanity
posal, and peddle my vegetables for me P”
my house.”
4
life, his keen insight into the springs of human
self-confident kind that only makes the reader
“ Tommy, come to mamma.”
Finds an echo in my praise;
“No,
I
hive
not
decided
to
peddle
your
With these words he left the room. Henri
smile, Sometimes the author deigns .to argue; action his utter fréédom from seotimentalism and
Sometimes he will laugh and cry
A sullen little face, with scowling brows
remained for a while, seated at the window, vegetables for you, but to buy tuem,” recant while exdllting religion and putting honor
oftener he oracularly announces.
He is so sure
At the people passing by.
and pouting lips; appeared at the door.
«
upon love, ~all ‘these qualities unite to make a
considering what course to pursue in his plied D’Albignac.
that Christians represent inferior intellect, aud
‘“
What
have
you
got
to
do
?"
Then hewtops to sheeze or.cough ;
limited knowledge, and’ a low moral bravery, most attractive hook of that now lying before us.
“Eh, what.! have you lost your wits?”
extremity ; then he rose and went to a res“ I've got to stay in bed afl day.” And and the losing cause; and he is 80 sure that he There is no ‘danger that it will fail of enthusiasAll his red, and green and gold
taurant, where lie was in the habit of get- replied the astonished huekster.
Can not fright away the cold,
tic readers, or that the characters will soon fade ™
“A madman would hardly tome to you with the words Tommy jerked off his jack- and his associates stand for the clarified under- out
ting his dinner. Arrived there he took a
Can not keep the winter off:
of the memory. The camp meeting, with
standing, and the advanced philesophy, and the
et,
and
kicked
one
boot
across
the
chamber
seat at a table at which two elegantly-dress- with so rational a proposition,” returned
Ruffled feathers, rough and dim,
heroism of principle, and the great ideas which all the western extravagance and roughness, floor.
:
Tell Jack Frost hath bitten him. *
ed gentlemen were already seated, and or- the Frenchman, snriling.
was never more vividly pietured; while Mor* What nanghty thing have. you been carry a hundred victories! He is so self-satisfied
dered some roast-beef and a salad, which
“Then you are really in earnest.
ton Goodwin and Patty Lumsden, Kike and
as he thinks how he has outgrown the vulgar
Much I wonder if he thinks,
doing7”
was all the few small coins that still remainTrue,
1
superstitions of the multitude, and the cramping Nettie, and especially Brady, the Irish school«Ay, really in earnest.
Sitting in the pallid sun,
“ Spoiling the calla lily.”
dogmas of Christians, and their half-false Bible, master, will 1dng bing as life-like portraits in
ed to him would pay for. The beef he have no use for all that grows in the
Of that life, so long since done,
The
words, tone and manner of the little and their mistaken Messiah! And,in spite of the reader’s mental picture gallery,—The Cir‘Where the long liana’s links,
found entirely fo his liking; the salad, on dens that supply you, but I will take
boy of six were so hard and defiant that a what most readers will think his very poor suc- cuit Rider is"a feesh and genuine hook,
Swinging slow, from palm to palm,
the contrary, he pushed aside as absolutely
considerable portion of you-—na
The same Publishers issue a new and improv‘vague
alarm seized me, and 1 said gently,— cess,he seems now: and then so to rise into sotneCradled him in tropic calm.
unfit to be eaten.
i ny
that portion that is used in preparing the
¢ Come here, my poor little laddie, and thing like ecstasy while setting forth the saperi- ed editionof Mr. Bedcher’s PLEASANT TALK
or glory of the radical religion, that one thinks
-Meantime, three more fashionable/young various kinds of salads—provided we can
ABOUT FRUITS, FLOWERS AND FARMING,a goodDoes he hear the bell-bird’s cry,
get © in apamma’s: bed. You look very of him as suddenly springing up and trying to ly volume of about B00 pages, full of practicsl
When we think him half asleep?
cold Hm
eam
tat
men of the world had seated boy
at agree as to prices.”
Or, do forest odors creep
hug himself,
.
. suggestions and poetical tancies; the product of
the table. They smiled as he’ pu
the
“Well, 1 have no objections,” replied
The downcast eyés ‘were lifted in a
Through his troubled memory,
pretty wide reading, careful observation, and the
‘We had: marked a dozen passages in this volsalad aside, and nodded, assent a ihe said:
Cornhill. © ‘“A fair price and prompt pay
Telling tales of happy hours,
strange, glad surprise, and the remaining ume for guotation, to illustrate the substance, bali-recreative -pen-work of evenings that fol“What
an
abominable
mess
give
ment is all that T ask.”
"¥id a thousand gorgeous flowers?
taxing
labors belonging
to his earlier
garments-were-laid-aside-softly. Slowly, the quality and the spirit of these discourses, lowed the
you here under the name of salad I With
A few days later, the young nobleman
shyly and: guestioningly: the ‘little fellow We regret that we can not find space for them, ministryin the West. It aboundsin carefully

| Literary Review. |

Does he ever seem 10 see
Gayer brethren of this kind

us, in France, a salad is

Flying on the torrid wind—
Perched on every stately tree,—
Toucans,

paroquets, macaws,

Chattering on without a pause?

Aadepts I have heard they are

Does he seé the monkeys swinging
Hear and yon along the vines;
Or, when cool the moonlight shines,

very different

in

the

dress-~

ingatewds@
i © opr I
Ee is one of the attsin | CH-they

a

are
certainly proficient,”réplied the Frenchman.

Here the Indian shrilly singigg,

“But the secret is, of course,

On the river’s gleaming breast,

Floating homeward to his rest?

to every one; it is probably

not

known

only

in the

hands of professional cooks and epicures.”

Pretty Poliv | homesick bird!

~ «Not at ll," replied Henri; ‘‘every,child

Or, is all my pity wasted?
«wy

a

-sort of thing.”
*Then’you are a Frenchman, sir2" asked
one of the gentlemen, in a courtly tone.
“Is it true that your countrymen are the

with us knows how to dressa salad fit for a
a
king.
True,
our ‘petite , crepe’. is
very different sort of vegetable from the

Are these joys, that once y¢u
tasted,
Vanished like a song.half heard?

Are you just as:pleased to squall
From the window, * Pretty Poll”?
—Saint Nicholas..

bitter lettuce that grows in England.”
«I fear you do our gardeners injusiice ;
the lettuce they raise is good enough,it only

The § aly Cirle,

requires to be properly dressed.”
. The: discussion

was

continued

to D’Albignac, and askedif he would not
undertake to prepare a salad then and there,

Among the refugees who, at the time of

after the French manner,
“Certainly! why not!” replied Henri;

the first French Revolution, sought an asylum in foreign countries, there was a young

whereupon the waiter was called and all
the necessary ingredients were immediate-

nobleman from the south of France, named Ty ordered for the dressing of a salad a la
Henri d’Albignac. “He had been left an Francaise. | ~~
3%
Then the young nobleman went to work,
orphan at an early age, and his only inherthe questions ofthe
itance wasa little domain, that, under the answering, meantime,
most favorable circimséances, yielded him Englishman With regard to his country and
a yearly income of perhaps two thousand his impressions of theirs. And thus it came
francs, which was little mére than he re- that he told his interlocutors his own story

in

take with him a supply

of all the

ingredients that euter into the
easy

ey oiy ot

him

‘to

serve his patrons, and it is no wonder that,
known

throughou

London gs the “Salad-king-”

little

fortune

tion; and-as for his knowledge of agriculture, it was very inferior to that of the Eng-

him with a five-pound bank-note.

Henri, very naturally, objected at first to

accept it, but the Englishman would listen
lish farmer of the time, Besides, he was to no excuses, and he was finally compelled
‘accustomed to lead an easy life, and had | toyield. At parting, they took his address,
‘luxurious habits ; it' was no wonder, there- and assured hi.n that he would hear- from

fore, that, before the end

of the year,

his

fuhdg,were exhausted.
ho
pS
One morning, as he sat, in no pleasant
frame of mind, thinking over his condition,
his landlord, an

avaricious

» even surpassed the majority

huckster,

who

of his uncul-

‘jured countrymen in incivility, entered

the

room. At first he glanced inquisitively about
‘the apartment, and then he fixed his. eye
upon his lodger with a disdainful smile,

nodding three or four times significantly as
he said :
He
“It’s plain enough to be seen, M, d’Albignae, that your affairs'a¥e in a pretty bad
fix, and, if I might be allowed a word

con-

" cerning then, I should say they will not be
. better till you make up your mind to p
.

them again.

.

i

ed

D’Albignac returned to his lodgings in a
much better frame of mind than he had been
for many days. His first step was to satisty

his importunate landlord with the five
pounds that hadso fortunately fallen into
his hand; his second, to logk: for other

quarters.

The huckster was wk a ‘little

chagrined to sae his tenant leave

im,

he made -no
remain. ‘We

him to
thought;

effort to induce
shall see,” he

but

“you will be glad to come back to me and
accept my offer—if
not to-day or to-morrow,
then later. Return you are sure to, for
what cin you, friendless and moneyless, do
in London P”
a
Henri found, in the same street, in the
house of a weaver, a modest, apartment

shotilder earnestly to the wheel.”
“1 doubt whether that would improve that answered his purpose.

amounting.

r

earning a livelihood, and thought no more
, J

‘all

4

about

:

There's ever.so many more.”
but

no

more

leaves ; but this one, Tommy,

Ireligioh here

like

utterly subversive of almost the'entire Christian
system ; that, according te it, the Bible bas noth-

with much
this

was a

bud.

or

especially

that

par,

and

lighter in color, uatil some bright morning
you would have run down stairs, to shout
and.clap your little hands ‘over the most
beautiful flower you ever beheld. It would

were

have smiled upon you for letting it live and
bloom. ‘I am so sorry you hurt-the dear

couse-

quently paid him a handsome interest. With
his remaining twenty thousand francs he
purchased a small landed estate in Limousin, which still remains in possessicn of his
family. .

little bud, that now can

er.”

never

be

a

flow-

:

¢ (Can't it be menled, mamma
‘“ No, dear.”

??

*¢ You mended the cup I broke.”
‘“ Yes, darling. A broken China

. The story of D'Albigna¢, as we have told
it, is vouched for by the famous French

is

true

autheritative,

and

good

along

that is false ‘and full:of moral mis-

chief; that its prophecies, so-called, prove no
special inspiration ; that its alleged. miracles are

myths or blunders or falseboogds ; thatit is a false
and illogical conception of God

as a personal being, a maker,

to

think of him

or a ruler, in any

ing out”—an obvious avowal of pantheism; that
prayer is unreasonable, unnecessary and inoperative, as * every possible
effect of prayer is

guaranteed without

it;”

ep-

cup

that Christianity is not

e final religion, not the best for all men, and
must be greatly pruked, refined and spiritualiz-

'| termined to return to France. Arrived in have looked up lovingly into your face from.
Paris, he invested sixty thousand francs in its heart of gold, and its velvet lips would
ed before frue and

state securities, which, at that time,

set forth is

If'you had watched without touching it, ordinary sense of those terms; that, ‘ unless
you would have seen it grow larger and this ‘palpitating Universe be he, he is past find-

to

wise

men

can

properly

accept it; that one of the gréat excellences of
the radical religion is its creedlessness,—its Jack
of definite statements and avowals; that-its denials are the very grandest of atfirmations, &c.,
&e.—This will suggest the animus of the vol-

ume, the aim and method of the preacher, aid
our readers to decide, with some degree of intelligence, whether ft is worth while a turn away
from Him who is the
, Way, the
Truth and the
Life, for the sake of following one who begins

The penitence, pathos and despair of the. deepest inquiry by sending it forth to sailan un-

———

i

+

being

“Ido not like to have you tike possession
It has
But I

know that ‘you need’ suspenders, and you
can have thém when you are willing to ask

for them.”
But I had long cultivated a false ‘independence, and refused to ask properly for
things I needed. I had fixed on a way of
my own for getting helped at table, and ‘instead of asking for things with ‘an expresgion of thanks, I had resolved that a statement of my wants, as “I wonld like some
butter,” was as far as I could bring myself,

to go.

2

1 couid not, therefore, ask for suspenders,

and contented myself with the remaining
one. 1 assure you it was a great anhoyance to we to have my pants hung on me

y

¢ I've killed something.
But, mamma,
JX did not mean to. I didn’t know I was
hurting the little bud.

I'll

never

plant again—only look at it, mamma,

love it, and wait for the ‘morning,

A Biography.

By

Octa-

and

This book is by the same author as the one

when

it'll be a great, beautiful flower.”

his works

which these

publishers are sénding out.

THE STATE OF THE BLESSED DEAD.
ry Alford, D.

D.,

Dean

New York:
pp. 96.

The title and

A.

D.F.

By Hen-

of Canterbury.

yrinted from the fourteenth.

.Re-

London edition.

Randolph

&

Co. 18mo.

authorship of this book suggest

its: character.
It embraces four discourses by
the man whose criticical scholarship is happily

blended with

a devout

and sympathetic heart,

and whose" words alwaysgichly deserve attention. They deal respectively with the Quiet
Departuve

of the

Christian, Béing “with Christ

till the Resurrection, at the Judgment, and Enjoying the Final State.
It is a pleasant little vol-

u me.
The Quarterlies
ampler notice

them, for each

for

than we

April
are

deserve
now

has a-specific

a much

able to accord

chardeter

which

this issue not unfuirl§ embodies, and the papers,
as a whole, which they offer us, are almost-ex-

ceptienally good.
‘TARE NORTH AMERICAN REVIEW illustrates
solidity and strength, and its book notices are

The Lite of Timothy

Pickering; Critical Notic-

noticed above,

He has put

into it much

loving

toiling, moiling world, are we not in mo-

mentary danger, as we walk in'thé garden

and howdlessness,

give to society a cal

lous, unfeeling man or woman!

There are

such in every community. Did-the good
God, whese name is Love, ‘make them so

veloped and perfected from-the syeet

little

his anxiety to give me what I needed,

the Divine will, nor an act of trusting in

hada plain talk with me. about my folly,

There is never an act

ness,
LY!

i

!

hands

hi

of resignation

God for his help, but what

its reward at the

of father and

of

to

will, meet

‘with

infinite

good-

the wdy of cultivating’ and eéxalting the higher

Causes ; Progress and Results of, Cuneiform Decipherment ; The Relation of Plato’s Philosophy
to Christian Truthf" Our Mission as Baptists;
Autobiography of John Stuart Mill.~Phila,:

the position of the stern reformer and to the pul-

valuable. And ii is an intensely interesting piece
of biography which is thus offered us. The
subject is properly and. uniformly kept in the
foreground. The biographer docs mot intentionally or consciously crowd into bis place. He

Who, then, is the wretched culprit? And
lets Mr. P. speak freely to us gnd so unfold himwhere shall he or she be found in that self,—in bis letters,in extracts from his speeches,
great and awful morning when the Lord of sermons, and his. carefully kept. journal. He

the Garden shall demand the full and glorious flower which was to have ‘been de-

tions.~rAndover: W, F, Draper.
=
THE BAPTIST ‘QUARTERLY js doing finely in

estimate upon the mental and moral qualities of
his subject; he feels an intense interest in such

pit which became the exponent of the ¢ Absowe should erush and destroy the bud of lute
Religion”; and he thinks the real work
tenderness—so full and bursting in the done by: Mr. Parker was very large and very

heart of a child—and

the Rival of Rome; Notices of Rec¢nt Publica-

Chiristiatl literature without making its denomi-

of our homes, of pinching, if not killing, | mental experiences as, those through which the
something ? Think of the tragedy it would great. Boston heresiarch passed on bis way to
be if, through our haste

in Matthew 26:30; History in Alpha
marks on J. G. Mueller’s Die Semilen ; Parthia

labor, a genuine constructive skill, and a good
degree (of literary art. He. knew “Mr. “Parker
well he strongly sympathized with the spirit

Precious little teacher! What a lesson for
us mothers ! In the hurry and worry of this and opinions of the man; he puts a very high

mother P— Home -Guardian.

only" be

PARKER:

Ongom
di Co. TE Tame. hhDor a5. Sota by5
E. J. Lane Lane & Co.

to my father that I should be so obstinate.
About five weeks gfter this, my father
and

THEODORE

a

touch

bud given into the bosom

could

his fn the new edition of

known sea, without chart, or compass, or a well ‘es~Boston : James R. Osgood & Co.
I drew the defined
harbor for which to steer. Not just yet, | THE BILIOTHECA SACRA sets forth the fruits
little form to my breast in silent awe.
we think, are men to abandon the Great Teach.* I'm most as bad as Cain, mamma,” er of the Christians for the rheloricianof the Contents: The Foundations of 1 'heology Sure;
Free Religionists.
.
fie
sobbing heavily.
Galilee in the Timé of Christ; Baptism of Ini
fants ; Herbert Bpewncer’s Religion; On a
“ How is that, dear ?”
.

in that lopsided manner, and a great grief

things from God ; for they

are brought forward. and hints offered makes it
at once a valuable hand-book and a source of
special exhilaration to the reader, It is issued
in a style uniform with that of other volumes of

of theological scholarship and. bibliol critcisn.

+

-well-grown boy,

of my things in this arbitrary way.
already bred a bad habit in“you,

partment and form of agricultural and raral life,
and the pleasant and vivacious way in which facts.

child's face were indescribable.

Foolish Obstinacy.
a

collected information touching almost every de-

may Be.made whole.again ; but a swéet litby telling us that the Christ of Christéndom has
tle bud, waiting to become a rich, golden proved the nightmare of the ages, and that the little. less than models of reviewing. Contents:
flower, pinched and torn by cruel fingers, | glory of the new and higher dispensation is The Ancient Regime in Canada; The Mecklencan never be restored.”
ed)
wl
found in the fact that it leaves the soul without ‘burg Declaration of Independence; The New
And God can not restore it, manma?” the care of a personal God, and answers its Trials of the Roman Church; Twan Turgeniew:;

icure, Brillat-Savarin, who tells it ‘in his
“Physiology of Taste,” and says he knew
the .*“Salad-king” ' personally.—Appleton’s
Journal.

He now began the wretched habit I was strengthaping.
them puch,” replied the young Frenchman ; to look diligently about for some means of He told me it would prevent my getting

_. “I know of nothing that would materially

mamma

one. ‘All the year yduhave seen, these little rolls unfold into broad, glossy, green

a

When, therefore, one dark, rainy day he his means; and was ata loss to know what away from home for a vacation,I very nat: urally broke one of my suspenders. 1 imarrivedin London, the sum total of his to do, ofWhich way te turn.
ready money amounted to little more than |. In due time the salad was dressed, tast- mediately took possession of an ‘extra pair,
five thousand francs. With this sum, small ed, and prohoumced ‘superb. Indeed, one that my father was using for another pur-|
as it was, Badhe any knowledge of trade,. of the young Englishmen was so well pleas- pose, without so much as saying “By your
or a thorough education, he might have ed that he insisted on testifying his appreci- leave.”.. Whenhe discovered if, he bade me’
earned at least a modest livelihood ; but he ation of the Frenchman's art by presenting return then to their former use. He added:
educa-

ol

“ Yes, Tommy,

¢

eighty thousand francs, with which he de-

} that he was an emigre, had exhausted alt ""When I wasa

had received only a common-school

tight for.

After some months he took a shop, and
dealt in everything. wsed« in his specialty,
and, by close attention to business, and
taking advantage of every opportunity that
offered, he acquired, in a comparatively
short time, a

tell

saying, that the

¢ [only just pinched the littlest leaf. I ing supernatiral
Thus pro,wapted to see what it was rolled up so containing much

matter” for’

in time, he came to be

** Now, Tommy,

various

composition

of the various kinds of: salads.
vidéd, it was an

But what we have marked will fully justify us in

crept in by my: side and lay quite still. ,

which, in tubs, baskets, and boxes, he could

selling considerable below
at scme

length, when one of the Englishmen turned

"The Salad-King.

provided himself ‘with a light wagon

Jets us see the man on

his many sides, in his va-

rying moods, when he

is holding sudience with

the public and when he is giving himself to the

spontaneous

life.

intercourse

of home

and

private

"The volume is likely.to be much more ac-

nationalism’ offensive.
bt

Contents:

Freedom in' Russia;

Psychology;

Causes and Final

Bible & Publication Society.
THE

CHRISTIAN

freshness and

QUARTERLY

sets forth a

vigor in ‘dealing with both schol-

arly and practical topics that quicken:and cher
thé reader. Conteuts:

The

History .of ‘a great

Mind; Should Church Property be Taxed? Con-

version;; The Religious Future of the Negro;
The Test of Christianity; The Millennium; Lat-

erary Notices.—Cincinnati: W. T Moore.

°

TE CONGREGATIONAL QUARTERLY, While
abounding in information und discussions that
have a special . relation to Congregationalists, is

quite too Catholi¢ and valuable for any large-——
hearted Christian student and thinker to ignore.
The contents of the excellent issue for April are
thus indicated : ‘Walter Scott Griffith ; The His-

torical Relation.of New England to the English

ceptable and popular than the earlier and larger Commonwealth;
Portland Chutehés; May a.
work of Mr, Weiss, for it meets the average Woman Speak in a Promiscuous ‘Religious Aswant of those who are interested to know what Lsembly? The First *“ Susquehannah’ Association” ;
a true biography tells of Mr. Parker, Nothing An Ecumenical Couneilj Congregational Theois apparently omitted which properly belongs to logical Seminaries in 1873-74; Congregational
such a biography, and perhaps there is nothing
Necrology; Literary Review; Books Received;
|msertéd
,
which a faithful and appreciative biog- Editor's. Table; Quarterly
Record; American
rapher could well feel at liberty to omit.
Cong. Union.—Boston : Am. Cong. Union.
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1074 CRER, Prin,
n the promises of a | North Scituate, R. IL, Feb.3,ii
pesce, he
of | "we ought, therefore, to have a rich and | soul at
and passing through successive ages to then | TheyI therefore manufacture imitations
earnest were the pray- |
and
May
God.
faithiol
|
housey
s | varied social life, having money,
money
paper
the
paper,
in
necessaries
these
|
tian
ay
COLLEGE,
culminating point. of perfection.
infancy | being covered with tin or gilt foil ; and”on | nolq gomfort, intelligence, great diversity | © for his recovery, but God judged otherwise, | , WEST VIRGINIA
art is perhaps the only art whose.

Bradlaugh on Ireland.
ht bE

WEST VIRGINIA.
TAYLOR CO.;TON,
FLEMING
will, He
to, his mourn
submission
wea wifebow.andin seven
mstances, and a | Wd
op character and
ready fur-|
nh
a a paper house, Bhi
:
leaves
children
hisBE || Nike
;
In bis recept lecture in Music Hall, "on | co on™ ortiace, In all other styles we | Some occasions
Inatitatian ales fossy
: to Ot
to it. | death,three havi
quick-wittedness to bring
Is burned ‘and passed ‘entire It0 | natural
tlie Irish question, Mr. Bradlaugh said he | can trace a rapid ascent. from infancy, nished,
Tafonmation
ar
partion
or
advanty
peculiar
and
Bios
+
Lihue
les
od living four
There are ow
have we?
"| And what
would.
a point the heaneeen
style, toinfluence
some bygone
proposedte give an Englishman's, not an | founded
food of the ; irits is managed more givenby rich people’ in cities. There are family were always expected to the. Lord’s day | send fora Clrewla A COLGROVE. As Mi, President. °
the foreign
ok perfection upon where

simply still. The
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is to
cultivation, stirring the surface soil. This
be done regularlyif the weather will admit,—
and it néeds it most when most it admits it,
in a drouth.
This manures the land by admit-
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disturbed. But even these fertilizers are not nee-
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population Belgium comes first, with 451 per
square mile.
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points, whether
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It is always pointed, and

harsh treatment would be the déath of a flower,

chip-mavure well rotted, garden cleanings, sods,
&c. These applied at the surface and worked

In the population of the world, China stands
first, with 425,213,152, the British Empire second,
with 199,817,000, and Russia third, with 82,172,~
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in calla growing, and my friend told me in what
it con-isted. In June she takes her callas out of
doors, and turns;the pots containing them over

once.
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center the imtials * E. R.”’—Elizabeth Regina
This ornamental work is of silver, carved and
engraved in quaint devices, that look strangely enough in our day of light and graceful ornaments.
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would yield about the same result.
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6,272,650 square inches. This being multiplied
by 0.085 (the amount pumped by every inch),
gives us the result,—2.252 ounces, or eight barrels,
;
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the
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inch of leaf

ounce every twenty-four hours.
forest-tree has about five acres

when they had attained full growth and were
ready to unfold, and this bud was hardly*hal!

manded; and the enriching material is to be in

twenty inches,

The United States are fifth.

and

that every square

It had one bud on a stalk three feet long, which
was as large as any calla buds bad ever been

It does
mot require much to grow the
small frdits.. The ground does Bot need to be
rich,—only moderately so. This indeed is de-

the foot is a large shield, with two

cherubs supporting

to the native bee in manyre- | Ri
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and wealth accumulated, and. intelligence ‘ disseminated through the agency of this wealth.
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no putting
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left of

oak,

good

ry, while the

the crown

It is of ¥nglish

that

the mountain and across the plain. Tt works
to pour down the larger brooks, which turn the
wheels that energize the machinery which gives
employment to millions,—commerce stimulated,

growth of a calla, The leaves were borne ou
stems three feet or more id length, and Such

variety.
Here is use as well as an address to
the -sesthetic. You raise your own fruit, Juscious and healthy; you have it from the strawberry to the grape, from
Jume to October,
ny time, fresh for the picking.
You
flés_the health of employment,
the

to the top of the ornaments, four

and the hight

steamer

Mass., was on Friday elected U. S. Senator
the short-term to succeed Charles Sumner,

VIIL, his six

three feet two inches, its breadth

ships

Washburn,

curious of the relics

der the headboard.

land, ashore on the New Jersey coast, is report-

On the thirty-third ballot Gov.

fainted.
found.it

composing the foot, and a much higher ong

steamer Tacha, belonging to the Pacific Steam
Navigation Company, which left Valparaiso on
the 13th ultimo, foundered at sea, and owing to
a reported panic on board nineteen persons lost
their lives. The prospect of saving the Nedered to be
very poor. The German
Goethe is reported aground in the Elbe.

most

have

caps equally rich and

He then broke a pane of

massive, with richly carved
ber, two on each side, one

Aterrific gale in the English

than

tinuation along the border, will be only seconda-

after him, is the cradle of his youngest daughter,

Several additional marine disasters, some of
them of a serious character, were reported Sat-

The

in a ball-room in

three children who successively wore

President in his reply did not commit himself to
any course, though expressing himself unequivocally against expansion without provision for
the redemption of specie payments.
He also
sharply criticised the arguments urged by- the
Boston memorialists against expansion.

urday morning.

starlight might,a

bluff old Henry

upon

bill.

of the

hardy,~needing
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bat, on the contrary,

suddenly condensed and frozen, fell in the form
of snow, upon the astonished dancers.
One

less

Calla Lilies.
2

berry-bushes, loaded with ‘large, rich, glistening black, and red fruit, with the black and red

Its atmosduced a fall of snow in the room.
phere was charged with vapor, which, becoming

York

mot

decomposing

from

arising

drop off, und the earth in_the pots bakes into the
think such
of brick; one would
consistency

glass, and the rosh of cold dir from without pro-

er

The anti-inflation committee from

at Yorktown,

cold "but

was frozen to the sill.

to

band,

admit

seurce of Lad flavor

The grape-vine will be the chief ornament.
It will attract attention and give pleasure, doing

real

Sweden, whieh in the course of the evening be-

forcibly ejected the governor and took possession
of the State property.
Governor Baxter has appealed to the President to support his efforts to

maintain his authority.

Cornwallis

came so warm that some of the ladies
An officer tried to open a window, but

having secured a

Baxter,

for

it stretch

the grape must be ripe.

a gold

had assembled

an extremely

On

large company

A revolutionary movement is reported from
Arkansas, in the “interest of a claimant to the
governorship, against the acting governor Bax-

want to give

concentrated, rich fruit, tart yet sweet and spicy.
Nothing can be more grateful and healthy. But

watch which was presented by Washington to
Lafayette after the battle at Yorktown.
Upon it
is this inseription: “ G. Washington to Gilbert
Morticr de Lafayette, in commemoration of the

Charles Colford, for attempting to rob William
Harris by throwing pepper in his eyes, was
Thursday sentenced to seven years in the Mass,
State prison.

ter.

had in his Possession

grower,

moisture will

of

women

their labors by voting down a resolution to erect
‘a monumgpt, after all. Now it is proposed to
devote tlie money to educational purposes.
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morning, causing

a damage to property estimated
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work

year’s

twenty
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spects ; that they are more prolific, more indus-
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Not long since, says a writeY in the Horticulturist, 1.was at a friend’s, and in going through
|
her conservatory was struck with the luxuriant

grapes, which will make a fair wine, or may be
kept during the winter till June if desired, the
quality best in February and March, when ‘the

Charleston, 8. C., succeeded in raising $28,000
for a monument to John C. Calhoun, only to end

working

is far preferable

:

ornament of your

leaves match the fruit in show
thus annually “have a barrel

ten for the oecasion by the deceased. The paper was not discovered till it was too late.
After

of 1866, is not,

host of ‘others;
we must

butter has been spoiled on

Growing

to show

ed, mildews; bas large, dark clusters, shouldered or double, with quality so improved that it
seems another sort. Cultivation did this. The

David

late

the

‘by

papers left

that

numerous

removed from every substance that would be
likely to-influence its charaeter in this respect.

down during the winter,—is healthy in this¥ree
condition,—otberwise,if cut much and restrain-.

Isis and Osiris,” from Mozart’s ¢“ Magic Flute,”
the words to be sung having been specially writ-
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matter will taint. the’ milk, Milk is very susceptible to taint, and consequently should be

particu.

alse
a place

allowance

that his grave should be €losed to the tune of “0

stamps for the State department was adopted
Only one page of the bill was disposed of.

want

and

Strauss a direction has been found to the effect

the legislative appropriation bill was again taken
up, in the eourse of the consideration of which
an amendment appropriating $50,000 for postage

But you

You

that

discovered

has

so taint'the

have

gases

the

cleaned,

The

Hence no trees or buildings,

little plantation.

lowing three feet to each body.

the

quality.

and fruit, as rich, as graceful as anything you
offered to couldywell desire. We have a vine that covers
children. | a trellis of twenty-five feet by ten. It is a Clinton,

session and a number of pages of

were

good

twenty-five feet. Thus, with its wings, and
highit of some eight or ten feet, or as much
Jigher as you wish, you will have a show ofTeaves

provide for the education of Bazaine’s

bill

and

it off well, for this will be the

In the House of Representatives, the legislative
appropriation bill was discussed throughout the

mathematician

We

Another quite commiop

The Queen of Spain has as-

venir of the affair.

they

account of the water which cows drank,

or otlfer opjects must be in the way.
The vine
wants the first sun, the last sun, and the sun
all through; you can not get too much heat for

the
on his trial, has declined to take any fee, and
ex-Empress Eugenie has sent a present a€’a sou-

adjournment.

to maturity

larly the early,

tories, who are living without the slightest opportunity for education and culture.
Marshal Bazaine
M. Lichaud, who defended

bill

grow and ripen,

grape e wants the early and the late sun,

called up-

dren employed in New York workshops and fac-

war

it is unfit to eat.

is the first consideration. This is .indis

pewSpble

thousand chil-.

nearly one hundred

There. are.

there. The proposed grant of land to,
colony
of Mennonites was. discussed at le off, after

the

instances where the

eight months, to 25,000,000 people.

ter introduced a joint resolntion recognizing the
* independence of Cuba and declaging the. United

of the Louisiana

and also profit, to see the fruits

on to supply half: a pound of grain per day, for

On Thursday, iu the Senate, Senator Carpenthe present

will be

range,

mals have the range of woodlands. Again,impure
muddy water—the water from sloughs and
frog ponds,~will often

It is estimated that during the impending famgovernment

over a. considerable

of them, He hasa treasure which never fails
to afford innocent delight, hedlth, amusement,

tween Saturday night and Monday morning.
ire in India, the

We will add, Blessed is tlie man who loves

so

from five to seven dollars in the public house be-

Louisiana bill was debated at length. The House
curreney bill was reported and referred to the
committee on finance. In tlie House of Repre-

was resumed and carried ou until

stat-

ed that many English mechanics, earninga dollar and a half # day, think nothing of expending

the

of the District of Columbia was passed, and

which the consideration

:

The vicar of St. Paul’s, London, recently

tion bill to pay the salaries of the school teachers

States neutral with respect to

market for

far as a

their products is concerned.

up the Senate bill, which was also passed.

On Wednesday, in the Senate, the

antagonistic, so

farmers are

to roam

cows are allowed

fe

Markets.

For the week ending April 15, 1874,

triotts, more hardy, ‘more quiet when handled,
&ec., &e.; and as we have no right to dispute
is allowing the cream tO remain too long after
skimming and before’ it goes to the churn,
It those who have tried them for years, I have come
18 very important in making the fine-flavored to the conclusion to Italianize all my stock.
swill do. Now, to furnish an average family, butter to get up-<the cream quickly and skim
which is not
a large family, there needs but a
‘before the milk has become old and decomposed.
~ What the Leaf Does,
little of each,~a few grape-vines (one, if well
It should be churned as soon as it can be made
——
’
attended to and properly selected, will answer);
ready after skimming.”
Sometimes; in the
It pumps water from the ground, through the
a dozen berry bushes of each kind; a strawberseveral days in the thousands of tubes in the stem of the tree, and
ry patch of six or eight! feet square; a few hills fall, cream is left to stand
acquired the acidity
has
it
before
pot
cream
of tomafljes; also a short row of currant or
sends it into the atmosphere in the form of unIt is Better to place the seen mist, to be condensed and fall in showers,
goose
'v “bushes, These
will occupy but a desired for churning.
a
to
change
the
where
little space. The berry bushes can be arrang- cream 1m a temperature
very water that, were it not for the leaf,
brought’ about, and —the
ed along the border, the strawberries put ins slightly acid stute is soon
r would sink in the earth and find its way, per
once.
af
churn
then
chance,through subterranean channels to the sea.
corner, and thie tomatoes, &c., where you please,
Again, milk cellars are not uafrequently bad- And thus itis that we seeit works to give us
It is more difficult to place the grape-vine, This,
ly ventilated and foul, from want of drainage; ‘the * early and latter raing,” It works to send
if but oneis grown, should be large; and it has
and notwithstanding the walls may.be newly
many requirements Tn our climate (43 degrees)
the rills and streams, like lines of silver, down

Of the first issue of the new postal cards print.
ed by the German government for letter commu-

civil rights bill was re-

‘When pastures are poor and
i

'¥The

Bee.

A correspondent sonds us the following concerning this bee: * As regards
their honeymaking powers, [ am not able to- say much, not

vious to milking,

4

if you please the tomato, for its color, and its
many delicious uses. There are more; but
these , or a few more added as taste may incline,

among
3

wonderment

is a sufficient ‘cause for
Pennsylvania scientists.

om

and in their varieties,
the grape, the strawberry,
the blackberry,
the red and black ‘eaps, and

heart of an oak tree thirty feet above the ground

Jersey made an argument against

——

the small ‘ffuits, and is a successful cultivator

in the

imbedded

leg found

of deer’s

to give their flavor, or at any-rate do ot taint
the milkso strongly as they do when fed pre-

‘ Blessed istthe man who loves flowers, was: unfrequently crop weeds that give a taint to the
said by one who knows how to appreciate flow-. milk,—especially is this the case when the *ani-

It is a curious fact that the only two coun trieg
in which the stopping and foreible robbery by
armed men of railway trains prevails are Spain
i
and the United States.

action of considerable miscellaneous ‘business,
the Louisiana bill was taken up and Mr. Freling"Ex-Senator Sumner’s

—
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ena Vista, Mexico, after being exhibited at the
art exposition of Paris, will be brought out and

of
free circulation of papers within the counties
bill
railroad
territorial
the
and
their publication,

huysen of New

of Bu-

the square

The statue of. Columbus for

The Italian Honey

if fed immediately atter milking, are less’ likely

* The Small Fruits, '

:

worth $219,000,000.
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of newspapers,
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which are liable to carry a taint to the milk,
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